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ABSTRACT 

ABSTRACT 

The purposa cf the study was to explore the changes in parenting in Chinese new 

immigrant Families in the new environment - Canada, and to make recommendations to 

improve social services for this population. 

The questions addrased in the study included: 1) How is the child/parent interaction in 

Chinesa familits affecteci hy immigration? 2)  What factors contribute to the changes in 

parenting for Chinese new immigrant fimilies? And 3) What are their perceptions of 

soc i d  services in Winnipeg'! 

Syrnbolic interactionism was used as a methodological h m e w o r k  because it focuses on 

the personal and social construction of meaning and the assential importance of 

interpretation in human experience. Based on the purpose of the research, a qualitative 

approach was ridopted. 

The interviews showed that immigration hrought about significant changes for Chinese 

new immigrant farnily life and in the parentkhild relationship. Culture played an 

important role in çhild rearing practices and could hc: useiùl in explaining parental 

hahaviors. For instance. the parents believed that punisliment (including physical 

punishment) is the ef'fective way to deal with a child who has rnishehaved hecause 

punishrnant brought the feeling of shame to him. They felt that their nhility to raise theû 

cliildren correctly has been threatened in the new environment. 

The families also thought that social service organizations should help new immigrants 

adapt to the new society by developing culturally appropriate social service systems. 

Sorne recornmandati«ns emeging from the study are rhat policy makers and practitioners 

increase their Ievel of cultural ski11 and knowledge. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

Deur Helen, 
I really admire Mrs. L's farnily. Their son studies very hard und behmtes 
so welL My son makes me wo rry a lot. He is not like a Chinese kit2 He is 
not polite, und does not show respect to olrler people. He dues not Iisten tu 
purents ' teuching. Everyday you c m  heur him saying 7 want.. . ', 7 like.. . ', 
alwuys 7: ï', Y', . . . Pleusr tell me what to do ?. . . 

Deur Helen, 
My purents came here tu visit us. Now they are criticizing us saying we 
are spoiling our rlaughter. They &n't like the way she talkr und behuves, 
und usked why we were so permissive. But my daughter always 
complained 1 disciplinecl her too stntnctly und gave her no freedom She 
even did not tulk a lot with me. I am su frustrate J Am I too pem*ssive or 
tno strict?. . . 

Dear Hulen, 
I wurtted to have rny birthduy purty ut home, und invite my fiends to 
corne. B ~ i t  my purents touk me to the restaurant. I &rit understand why 
th- have nevrr ullowed m e  tu do the things I wunt? ... 

(Munito ba Chinese Post) 

My research question is fiamed from my own experiences as a Chinese new immigrant 

and a social work student as well. I have k e n  working with quite a few Chinese 

immigrants and their îkrnilies since 1 started my social work practice. 1 did individual 

counseling for immigrant women who live in abusive relationships, facilitated parenthg 

groups in the community (1997 - sponsored by Winnipeg Child and Family Services, 

Southwrst Area. 1996 - sponsored by Mount Carmel Chic , ) ,  and did translation for 

immigrant Fimilias in the Court. Legal Aid, and many social service agencies (e-g. Child 

and Family Services). 1 also hasted a monthly column "Dear Helen" in the Chinese 

Newspaper thet provides social service information to the community. Having heard and 

witnessed what the new immigrants and their families have experienced because of 

cultural shoçk, language barriers. and insensitive social service delivery, some questions 

coma naturally to mind. 1 cannot help asking myself what 1 can do about it and how 1 can 



help the social service system understand the cultural factors affecthg these new 

immigrants' life so that more culturally appropriate social services can be delivered. 

This research is not a trivial issue because Chinese are called the largest visible minority 

in the country. Particularly in the past ten years. more and more Chinese immigrants have 

corne to Canada from Mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwan. According to the 

statistics of Citizenship and Immigration Canada (1996), in 1994. there were 64,073 

Chinese immigrants ( h m  China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan') which comprised 29 percent 

of the total number of immigrants who came to Canada that year- In 1995, there were 

52.7 12 Chinese immigrants in Canada. whiçh is 25 percent of the total new immigrants 

for that p a r  (p.7). China, especially, ranked tk-st place in the top ten source immigration 

countries in 1998 (see Table 1-1 Immigration - Top Ten Source Countries, 1995-2998)- In 

addition. China has k e n  ranked the first place in the Skilled Workers Category of 

Immigrants from 1996 to 1998 (see Tahle 1.2 Skilkd Workers - Top Ten Source 

Countries. l995- l998). Although the research showes that most Chinest: immigrants 

landed in B.C. and Ontario (Driedger, 1989), fiom 1990 to 1997, there were over 5,000 

Chinese who immigrateci to Manitoha. This comprised 14% of the total of Manitoba's 

immigration intakr: (Citizenship Division, 1997). 

Another reason for me to focus on this popuIation is that there is not much reliable 

information to hclp the social services understand how to hetter help these immigrants 

and families since Vary littb research has identifed their experiences and needs. "An 

understanding of family dynamics, of intergenerational struggles, and of how the ethnic 

reality impinges on the family's capacity to play its varying roles is crucial for the ethnic- 

sensitive social workerW(Devore & Schiesinger, 198 1, p.205). 
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Table 1.1 Immigration (AU Classes) to Canada 

Top Ten Source Countries, 1995-1998 

Jan-Dec Jan-Dec 
Rank 

1996 1997 

Jan-Sept 
Rank Rank 

1998 

China 

Pakistan 

Taiwan 

Iran 

USA 5.21 1 9 

Russia - - 

Sri Lanka 8.8 19 5 

Great 
Britain 

(Source: Communications Brrinch, Citizenship and Immigration Canada: CIC Net - Publications, 

Ocr, 1998) 



Table 1.2 

Skilled Workers (to Canada) - Visas Issued Abroad, 

Top Ten Source Countries, 1995-1998 

Jan-Dec Jan-Dec 

1996 1 Rank 1 199'7 

Jan-Dec 

1995 
Rank Country Rank 

China 

Taiwan 

1 21,272 1 

Jan-Sept 

199% 

South 
K a r a  

Rank 

France 

Russia 1 - 1 - 

Philippines 

4,406 
Britain 

3.044 

USA 

(Source: Communications Branch. Citizenship and Immigration Canada: C K  Net - Publicutions, 

Oct. l Y 98) 
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sensitive social workerW@evore & Schksinger, 198 1, p.205). 

This study will examine the meanings of parenting in Chinese new immigrant families 

and present the rasults of research with Chinese new immigrant families in Winnipeg. 

The purpose of the study was to explore the changes of parenting roles in Chinese new 

immigrant families in the new environment and to make recornmendations to improve 

social services for the target population. 

The following three questions were addressed in rny study: 

1. How is the childparent interaction in Chinese families affected by immigration? 

2. What factors contnbute to the changes in parenting in Chinese new immigrant 

fami lies? 

3. What are their perceptions of social services in Winnipeg? 

Some researchers found out that white access to basic social services is a universal 

antit lement, mainstream agencies across the human service delivery system have failed to 

pro vide ricçessi ble and equitable service hecause of linguistic, culturd, and racial barriers 

( c g .  Tator, 1096). Mainstream social service providers have generally k e n  unwilling to 

acknowladge that the way they provida services can actually ignore or work against the 

interests of racial and cultural minorities. 

"Rrsearch in Canada. the United States, and the United Kingdom has 
shown that, as a result of the continuing racial and cultural barriers within 
these organizations, many cIients underutilize or terminate their 
involvement with an agancy, fmding the manner of service delivery too 



uistitutionalized and culturally/racially insensitive (Taor, 1996. p. 162)". 

Fidings fiom this study wilI provide a reasonahly clear pictwe of child-rearing practices 

in Chinese new immigrant families in Canada, and help social service agencies to have 

more understanding of the problems facing these families. Hopefuily, the fmdings will 

make contributions to irnproving and developing a more culturaily appropriate social 

services delivery system. 

The following chapter reviews Literature about immigration and family. cmss-cultural 

adaptation, child rearing practices, Chinese cultures and families* and ethnic sensitive 

social work. Chapter three dascribes the methodological frarnework of the study, the 

ratio nde for qualitative methods, and the sprcific qualitative method (interview and 

participants o hservations) used to coIIect and analyze the data. Chapter four presents the 

t-mdings of the study, characterized hy direct quotations fiom the parents and children, 

comhined with my observations. Chûpter five further discusses the findings kom the 

data. and chapter six draws conclusions. suggests responses for the social service system, 

and makes reccmrnendations for hrther research. 
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Chapter 2 REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

Patton (1990) points out that a theory-method M a g e  means that how you study the 

world determines what you learn about the world. My "pre-research" includes a literature 

review and discussion with various groups of people (e.g., Chinese social workers, cross- 

cultural social service providers, Chinese immigrant parents who have been Canada for 

more than 10 years, and school teachers). These combined with my experiences in 

hcilitating parenthg classes in the community and communicating with the new 

immigrant families. have contributcd to the development of the following themes 

associated with my study. The glossary of terms can bt: seen in Appendix k 

2.1 Immigration and The Family 

"When an individual t h d s  himself in an unfàmiliar cultural environrnent, 
where his previous learning is inadequate for coping, he may suffer some 
degrec: of emotional disturbance, a condition often referred to as culture 
shock" (Taft, 1977, p.139). 

Ho (1987) identifies five major factors that contributa to the cuitural transitional 

difficulties that bad to the dysfùnction of Asian/Pacific Amencan families: 1) economic 

survival; 2) racisrn; 3) loss of extended family and support system; 4) vast cultural 

confXcts; and 5 )  cognitive reactive pattern to a new environment. 

"Due to differences in value systems, discriminatory conditions. and 
societal çonstraints, ethnic minorïty members can be expected to 
experience significant fûmily and individual problems and difficulties" 
(Ho, 1987, pl 5). 

Waters (1997) suggests, in her research on West Indian immigrants in the United States, 



that both serial migration and lifestyle changes weaken the ties between immigrant 

parents and their children. She points out the severd factors which weaken the immigrant 

ethos of high aspirations and hard work as the route to achievements, including that 

nucbar farnilies are often much more isohted than they were in their home country and 

parents are bss availahle to supervise their chïldren because they spend long hours at 

work Parental authority also is eroded by differences between American n o m  regarding 

discipline and tnditional disciplinary practices. 

"One of the most signitïcant ways an ethnic culture js expressed is through 
those activities that we identify as family activities. The family historically 
has k e n  a conservative institution, and those cultural elements concerning 
hmily Iife, if not affected hy outside forces, will tend to replace 
thamselves generation after generation.. .. If traditional ethnic values are to 
tw: found anywhere, they will be found in the family" (Mindel, et al., 1988, 
p.9). 

Bas& on the research on Mexican-American migrant farmworkers and their children, de 

Leon Simtz (1997) presents a mode1 which illustrates how family processes c m  be 

incorporatcd into studies of immigrant children's outcornes. This mode1 ernphasizes the 

importance of hmily, parent, md child characteristics to children's adaptation or 

maladjus t ment. Because c hildren' s well- being is directly affected by family structure, 

family dynamics, and the mental health of their parents, immigrant children cannot be 

considçred apart from the farnilies in which they live (de Lion Sianz, 1997). 

The hmily is a major unit of the social system and an agency for the transmission of 

cultural values which has surviveri Thmugh many generations in various forms. It reflects 

society's values and n o m  and is of crucial importance for human development 

(Kagitcibasi. 1990). New immigrant families share alI the problems of those of non- 



immigrants. But their problems are magnïtied rnany times by the loneliness, strangeness 

and newness of their environment. Besides culture shock and language difficulties, these 

new immigrants also expetience changes in occupation and vocation, the unavailability of 

supportive relationships, the inversion of traditional family roles and the general crisis of 

adaptation. The economic difficulties, political upheavals, Ioss of friends and family, and 

the racism and insensitivity of government officers and mainstrearn social service 

agencies bave them feeling vulnerable, confused, depressed and done. Tmte and 

Saulnier (1984) also state that: 

"Migration to a new environment, prirticularly one that is based on 
alternative values and behavioral noms, c m  threaten family cohesion and 
stahility. The usual realignment of interna1 family relationships and 
patterns of parental authority, which is characteristic with adolescents and 
their families, c m  create more vulnerahility to farnily instability when the 
family has migrated to an alien culture" (p.221). 

Each Iàrnily mamher, including father, mother, gandparents, and children of d se ren t  

ages. has his or her own difficulty in adjusting to the new life. The research indicates that 

adolescents tend to k more sensitive toward the situation of adjustment, particularly 

when changes of language, sçhool system, and patterns of social relations to their peers 

are involved (Tseng & Spiegel, 1990, p. 19) 

The researchers list seven factors which have drasticaily altered the structure and content 

of AsianPacific immigrant Families (Ho, 1987). These hctors include: 1) cultural shock 

and disbelief at the disparity ktween the expectations and the reality; 2) disappointment 

at what axists; 3) grief at the Ioss of what was left behind; 4) anger and resentment; 5) 

depression because of the current family situation; 6) some form of acceptance of their 

situation; and 7) mobilization of family resources and energy. 



De Lion Sianz (1997) emphÿsizes that it is very important to i d e n t e  and support parental 

characteristics that are associated with successful developmental outcomes for immigrant 

children, because "the immigration process itself is a stresshl event that directly impacts 

parental psychological well-being and parenting style, as weii as developmentd 

outcomes of children" (p. 158). 

The term "adaptation" is defmed as "the changes made by the immigrant in order to fit in 

better with the environment" and "includes changes in attitudes as weIl as behaviour" 

(Taft. 1973, p.227). In Taft's study, it is hypothesized that ethnic minority individuals 

will adopt one of four cultural adaptation styles: 1) The assimilative style of those who 

adapt thamselves exclusively to the majority group and not to the ethnic minority group; 

2) The dissociativa style of those who adapt themselves exclusively to the ethnic minority 

group and not to the rnajority group; 3) The acculturative style of those who identiS with 

hoth the ethnic minority group culture and the majority group culture; and 4) The 

marginal style of those who identify with neither group- 

Although a great deal of rexarch has heen done on the acculturation and assimilation of 

immigrants which examines individual-level indicators by using individual-Ievel 

variables, there art: not many studies about the adaptation of new immigrant families- 

Landale (1997) points out that "theoretical frameworks for understanding the role of the 

hmily in immigrant adaptation to the receiving country are less well developed than 

tliose focusing on the migration process itselP7 (p.283). 



Rumbaut (1997) also stresses the importance of the family in research on immigration. 

He says that the family is the strategic research site for understanding the dynamic of 

immigration tlows and of immigrant adaptation processes. In addition, Tseng and Hsu 

(1991) state that the family is the appropriate place to examine culture because "the 

family is the basic sociocultural unit through which culture is transmitted £tom generation 

to generation" (p-xiii). 

Tsai and his colleagues (1980) have found that acculturated children with unaccuIturated 

parents are mort: likely to have accidents tlian are unacculturated children- The 

acculturated children with unacculturated parents experience the stress of k ing caught 

hetween contradictions of parent traditional teachings and their schoolmates. These 

children may be more ript to be tense due to contlicts at home. They may be more anxious 

to get recognition frorn the white peer group and "will court danger in order to prove 

hidher courage" (p.298). 

Tlierefom, the cultural adaptation of Chinese parents will have an impact on their child- 

rearing prüctices and thair child's development. For example, schools in China (including 

Hong Kong and Taiwan) ernphasize learning through repetition and memorization, as 

well as the importance of academic learning. Schools here look for total development and 

inspire students to search, think, make notes and frnd out answers for themselves. Besides 

academic suhjeçts. schools here encourage sports, outings, and extra-cumcular activities. 

Il' parents remnin unacculturated, this will create a substantial gap between the home and 

school environments, and the children of these families "will tend to internalize their 

distress, thus rnanifksting more anxiety reactions, psychosomatic disorders, and school 



phobia" (Gibbs & Humg e t  aL 1989, p.41). 

Research shows that a child's mental health is rekted to the parents' attitude toward their 

heritage (Gibbs, Huang et  al, 1989). Mer  immigration, as cross-cultural changes take 

phce, people k g i n  to doubt their own ways of doing things. They may wonder: Who is 

right? Me? Or tharn? As parents, they rnay become ambivalent and inconsistent. 

Some research suggests that a child's cultural background plays an important role in their 

devebpment (Ahoud and Skerry, 1984, Garbarino and Kosteny, 1992, Ho, 1987, Hsu, 

1953, Karen, & Hull, 1993, Keats, 1997, Kirst-Ahman, et al., Sue & Sue, 1988, etc.). 

These researchers also find that culture influences the goals parents have for their 

children and the methods they use to achkve those goals. Keats emphasizes that "in all 

cultures. child-rearing prictices have always heen a major vehicle for the transmission of 

cultural values" ( 1997, p. 16). 

Value and belief systems function as the corc of the culture. Garbarino and Kostelny 

( 1992) point out that the children and youth in minority families often experience contlict 

ktween the k l ie f  and values of the culture of th& parents and those of their peers and 

school. They must often perform a delicate balancing act to p t  accepted in both cultures. 

This fiequently results in psychological problems. 

"The identity proçess continues throughout childhmd as child-rearing patterns 
and family experiences play a signifiant role in the formation of identity. 
Children tirst set: tI~ernselves within the context of their families, and thus 
througli the eyes of parents and siblings. Confiicted and negativistic families tend 
to produce youth wlio do not have a strong identity. .. . In addition to parents, a 
childis perceptions of w h t  his teachers and other supportive people think of him 
influences identity" (Garbarino and Kostelny, 1992, p. 185). 



Acculturation is &O expkned  as "a minority member's ability to function within the 

dominant culture's value system" (Garbarino and Kostelny, 1992, p.193). It is very 

common that immigrant families retain their basic cultural values while their extemal 

behaviour contoms to the more generd expectations of the society around them. This 

confoming khaviour in children c m  be observed not only in school situations, but also 

in their peer group relationships, especially in adolescents' food habits, dress. sport and 

leisure activities. " When thest: khaviors are regarded as syrnbolic of rejecting deeply 

hzld cultural values rhen the attrmpts to adopt the new ways become a source of conflict 

between parents and children" (Keats, 1997, p.7). 

On the other hand. some researchers raise the question: 1s the maintenance of ethnic 

identity worth the cost? One study found that fith- and sixth-grade Arnencan born boys 

of Chinese immigrmt parents who had more positive attitudes toward Chinese culture 

had lowar saw-concepts than boys whose parents had l a s  positive attitudes (Garbarino & 

Kostelny, 1992). However, 1 kl iave the conclusion that ''speaking Chinese and adhering 

to Chinese values incrrxissd hicultural pressure on the children of immigrant parents" 

(p. 196) nards more research. This conclusion also cornes from an American context that 

does not have n policy of multiculturalism, but rather is assimilationist with a melting pot 

orientation, which is very diffrrent from Canada. 

2.3 Child Rearing Practices 

Holden and Coleman list several types of child-rearing variables and the frequency across 

same related studies (1992. p.19). In 23 studies about Child-rearing Attitudes and 

Practicas. 10 are about disciplinary responses, 6 about child-rearing practices (e-g., 



feediflg, toilet training), 6 about nurturance, -th, and affecfion, and 1 is about the 

degree of commutlication. They concluded that parental discipline has been used 

On the other band, Janssens and G e m s  (1992) point out that ''parental discipluie 

responses are only a part of chiid rearing. Nomeactive parental behavior (modehg, 

affëction, teaching) dso Muences the child's development" (p. 1). In the research on the 

ecology of childbearing and child reariug Garbarino and Benn (1992) discuss different 

stages of the parent-child relationship. They note the Merence between the task of 

parenting a child and the process of becoming a parent: 

Tarenting is an intense relationship based on the evolviog needs of the 
developing child Because of its ongoing demands and the potential for 
mutual saîisfacfion, parenting innuences intirnar.yY Parenthood, in wntrasf 
can be defhed as a role or even a career. Because parenthood involves 
selfdefinition and the pmentation of oneself in relation to f d l y ,  fkiends, 
and others in the comrnunity, it influences adult identity. As parents refïne 
their behaviors to meet children's changing needs and as they redefine 
themselves in relation to their parental responsibilities, they are engaged in 
the interlocking tasks of parenting and parenthood, the ongoing process of 
becoming parents" (p. 153). 

Immigration b ~ g s  changes not ody in immigrants' parenthood but also in their 

parenting styles. As I discussed in the previous section (2.2 Cross-cuItural Adaptation), 

culture plays a large part in detemining the methods parents and others will use to bring 

up their children. nie range of cdhirally related differenceç Ï n  these processes is very 

great When the parents' methods m e r  substantidy fkom the professionals' methods, the 

child can become confused, apaîhetic, or rebellious (Keats, 1997). 

Keats (1997) points out that in most cultures obedience to parents and aruhority figures is 



expected and there art: many methods used to counter disobedient o r  undesirable 

khaviour. Most common are verbal castigation, withdrawal of privileges, physical 

punishment of varying degrees of severity, religious taboos and threats of withdrawal of  

love. No matter which methods are used, the child is responsive to the motives and 

actions of parents and others and increasingly able to think for hirnself or  herself rather 

just accept these passively. Of particular importance is the case of the mismatch between 

the methods used in the home and those used by the teachers or  other professionals with 

whom the child cornes in contact in other contexts (Keats, 1997). 

"Most universal in d l  cultures is the influence of parents on their children. 
The power of that influence is expressed in the parents' expectations for 
the child, in the chiId's concerns about family relationships and in the 
anxieties which are ziroused in some children when attempting to meet 
those expectations (Keats, 1997, p. 124)". 

Vinovskis (199 1) analyzes parental responsibilities for early child care. parental control 

of children, and what they indicate about historical changes in parent-child relations. He  

concludss that there have k e n  historical changes in the perception and treatment of 

children and adokscents- He States that 

"The reliitionship betwcen parents and children is influenced by many 
factors and can Vary ovcr tirne. Alterations in the composition and size of 
the household as well as its interactions with the outside can the 
expenençes of children growing up within it. . . . And any changes in the 
perceptions of the nature of children or their appropriate role in society is 
likely to influence their dealings with parents and other adults" 
(Vinovskis, 199 1, p.522). 

Therefore. changes in parenting in the new society may have an important impact 

o n  children's development. 



2.4 Chinese Cultures and Families 

Wong (1988) gives a gcnerd portrayal of the Chinese Arnerican farnily which includes 

four characteristics: 1) a stable family unit; 2) close ties between generations; 3) 

economic self-sufficiency; and 4) conservatism (as expressed by the retention of the 

Chinese language and custorns). On the other hand, he points out that a more profitable 

approach to a greater understanding of the information, developrnent, and modification of 

the Chinese American family is to look at the different types of Chinese families that 

have existed and still exist in the United States. 

'Tt should be noted that the Chinese American family is a product of the 
comp hx interaction hetween structural factors (Le.. social, legal, political, 
and economic) and cultural factors. Moreover, hecause both structural and 
cultural are constantly undergoing change, the Chinese American 
hmily may be best viewed not as a static entity, but as one also 
undergoing constant changes and adaptations" (Wong, 1988, p.23 1). 

Pwdominant C hinrse values pzrtaining to hmily, harmon y, education, and selected 

virtues offer fundamental guidelines for living. For example, the farnily is the basic unit 

of saciety and the central focus of the individual's life. Harmony is the keynote of 

existence. Successful academic achievement is the greatest tribute to one's parents and 

hmily. Virtues such as patience, perseverance, self-sacrifice, maintenance of inner 

strength, self-restraint, modasty, and humility are each considered necessary expressions 

of dignity that promotc the group welfare (Chan, 1992, p.236). Thesc values have k e n  

maintained for many generations and continue to influence the contemporary 

socialization experiences of children of Chinese immigrants. 

In the process of growing up, a child has to leam self-discipline and develop socially 



acceptable behavior. What is right? What is wrong? Although culturd values are 

trmrnitted through child rearing practices fiom one generation to the next, family values 

and exprctations rnay contlict with other social influences upon the chiid in multiculniral 

societies (Keats, 1997)- 

For exarnple, Chinese people do not like to express their feelings. Parents love their 

chiIdren but seldom say so. They express their love through the care they provide. On the 

other hand, Chinese society diminishes the individual and ernphasizes the social group. 

What is important is p e r h i n g  the expected dutics within the family and society. If a 

child is able to do weil, the çredit goes not only to himself, but also to the farnily -- the 

ancestors and the parents (Chan, 1992, Char, et aL 1980, Domino & Hannah, 1987, Ho, 

1974, Ho, 198 1, Keats, 1997, Lin, 1980, Tseng & Hsu, 1991, Wong, 1975, etc.). The 

individual is only part of the family and social structure. 

Therefore, Chincse prirents seldom praise their children. When a child does right, they 

say "hrnrnm", or perhaps, "Good girl/hoy". If a child brings back a good report card, 

parents may Say, "Not bad !" Should they forget and exclaim "Oh, that is great!", they will 

add immediately, "You must continue to work hard" or "You must do even better the next 

time, OK3" They are afraid that the child rnay hecome too satisfied with himseWherself 

and stop t iy ing to improve (S-U.C.C.E.S.S., 1990). 

However, children studying in schools in Canada rnay think that their parents are not very 

interested in what they are doing or, are never pleased enough with their achievements. 

Even if parents say "Good", the child rnay think that the parents are not really sincere or 

the child may not be sure if parents really think that he has done well. 



The misunderstanding between children and parents is also complicated by famiiy 

difIicuities caused by migration. In order to make a living and adapt to the new 

environment, mmy immigrant parents are busy working or learning English, They work 

ail day and are busy with housework and honework in the evening. Children retumùig 

h m  school may he chattering non-stop. Parents, tired fiom work, rnay not be interested 

in what the children are saying. They may not respond or may even ask the children to 

keep quiet. Thair disinterest rnay discourage their children from taking more to them 

Thus parents may cornplain. "Chiidren no longer talk to their parents". 

In addition, sometimes people art: unwilling to express their feelings when they are 

unhappy, because in Chinese culture, suppression of undesirable thoughts or emotions is 

highly valued. These niles for communication contrast markedly with North Amencan 

values of expression and the tendency to "speak your mind" or ''let it all hang out". 

Parents sometimes gmmble, gripe, Iose their temper over minor things rather than express 

their feelings directly. After k i n g  p l k d  at by parents. children may not always know 

what caused such a big row (S.U.C.C.E.S.S., 1990). 

Traditionally Chinese family life was hierarchical and paternalistic, based upon 

Confucian principks of honor and respect coupled with reciprocal responsibilities 

according to one's status. In the modem Chinese family the 'good'child maintains the 

values of respect to parents and significant adults (Keats, 1997). Control of the children is 

maintained by fostering feelings of shame and guilt (Sue & Sue, 1988, Kirst-Ashman, et 

aL, 1993). 

In C b e s e  culture, filial piety was the prime guiding principle for socializing children 



(Ho. 198 1). Good behavior such as filid piety (respect, obligation, and obedience to one's 

parents). achievement, and obedience are clearly defmed, and the ïndividuals' behavior 

retlects upon the entire family. It is the duty of children to listen to and obey their 

parents. 'Tt is helieved that Chinese children show greater concern and devo tion toward 

their elders than average Arnetican (white) children" (Wong, 1988, p.250). In Wong's 

research, he notes that Chinese children felt a strong sense of guilt and sharne over what 

they considered inapprop~ tc  c u e  for elderly parents. such as the phcement of their 

elderly parents in nursing homes. 

As Garhttrino and Kosteny (1992) state. minority youth have to cope with the stresses of 

"k ing  different". Canadian-boni Chinese children or children who have lived here for 

some years may think of themselves as Canadian. Nonetheless, king visible minorities, 

others may still look upon them as "Chinessa". When discussing issues in connection with 

Chinese culture. people rnay mistÿkenly expect them to be "experts", which rnay 

embarrass thern (S.U.C.C-EX%, 1990). On the cther hand, children of new immigrants 

who may still consider themselves "Chinese" rnay also have problems getting dong with 

kllow Chinese who consider thernselves "Canadians". This question of identity remains a 

complex issue (S.U.C.C.E.S.S., 1990). 

Culture has a great intluence on help-seeking khaviour. "Saving face" is highly valued 

in Asian culture. It involves not only the individual, but also a child's entire family as 

weIl as the ancastors. Rcvealing persona1 circumstances or problems to people outside of 

one's hmily is considared undasirahle (Garbarino & Kostelny, 1992). Chinese parents 

aiso feel uncornfortable discussing private feelings in front of their children, and the 
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children are unaccustomed to expressing th& feelings toward parental authority. 

Therefore, "it may take longer for a Chinese family to feel sufficiently cornfortable to 

discuss pro bkms openly in a family therap y session"(Char, et al. 1980, p.69). This is 

also one of the reasons for the under-utilization of mental health services by minority 

groups in North Arnerica (Wodarski, 1992). 

Moreover, there is an expectation that the family should take care of its own needs (Kirst- 

Ashman. Karen, & Hull, 1993). Therefore, an emoticnally-stressed individual or family 

member is reluctant to seek h d p  from service providers until the prohlem becornes 

severe. They art: likely to talk about somatic cornplaints such as headaches, insomnia, 

fat igue. hsart p d p  itatio ns, dizziness, or genaral aches and pains rather than descnbing 

specifc emotions (Sua & Sue, 1988). Some research reported that the Chinese in Los 

Angeles and California were seeking seMces at less than half the expected rate according 

to their population (Lin, et aL, 1980). 

These studies suggest that Chinese immigrmt families face different social ecologies than 

emliar European immigrants. Their hmily structure, parenting practices, and 

acculturation process raquire them to use different adaptation strategies hetter suited to 

their culture and particular life circumstances in Canada. 
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2.5 Ethnic Sensitive Social Work 

2.5.1 Racism and Discrimination 

In Canada, as the popuhtion has become increasingly diverse in terms of cultural 

heritage. a pluralistic view has been adop ted. This view ackno wledges the contributions 

of the many cultures that make up this society, but it fails to describe the dynamic and 

interactive perspective of cultural identity. 

The Poliçy of Multiculturalism, which recognizes cultural pluralism in Canada, was f i s t  

introduçed in 197 1 .  It reaffirmed that Canada is not an 'assimilationist' nation and 

theoretically recognized that ali ethnic groups contributed and should continue to 

contrihute to Canadian society and culture by retention of their ancestral culture and 

traditions. It dso reaffirmed Canada's cornmitment to overall principles of respect for 

cultural diversity and use of multiculturalism as an instrument of promoting equality in 

expanding opportunities for newcomers and fostering anti-racist policies (James, 1996). 

"However, the English, and to a Iesser extent the French, have continued 
to play a çentrd rok  in def i ing Canadian society and culture. For the 
most part, minority groups and immigrants have had to change elements of 
their hehaviour (based on their subculture) in order to gain access to 
institutions and take advantage of the opportunities in society" (James, 
1996, p. 19). 

Minority groups usudly fmd out that they are unahle to get culturally appropriate 

services h m  mainstream agancies hecause staff and prograrns lack a fundamental 

understanding of their culture and IZe experiences. 

M a t s  (1996) states: "Few Canadians know that Canada, which now prides itself on its 



tobrance of raciai and cultural diversity is a nation with a sad history of racism, or that 

racism was until recently enshrined in law" (p.93). The Canadian Immigration Act of 

1910 gave Cabinet the power to prohibit people fkom immigrating to Canada based on 

race, ethnicity, and place of origin. In 1919, the Cabinet was given the power to bar 

immigrants of any race if they were dmmed undesirable "owing to their peculiar 

customs, habits, modes of life and methods of holding property and because of their 

probahle inahility to &corne readily assimilated" (Matas, 1996, p.93). 

The 1954 immigration regulations permitted only citizens of the United Kingdom, 

Australiri, New %aland, South Africa, Ireland, the United States, and France to 

immigrate. In 1956, citizens of the other Western European countries were added to the 

list. In 1962 the Lists were replaced with a generaf entry requirement that al l  prospective 

immigrants hrid to prove they couId becorne successfully established in Canada if they 

wanted to settle here. However, some groups continued to have an unfair advantage. For 

example, Europeans, Arnericans, and people tiom the Middle East could be sponsored by 

extended-hmily members, while other, particularly those from Asia and Africa, could 

only be sponsored by members of their immediate family (Matas, 1996). 

According to James (1996), racisrn exists in three forms: individual, institutional, and 

structural. Individual racism is the negrttive attitude that individuals hold of others. 

Individuals h m  the dominant racial group are, possessing social, economic, and political 

power, rue the primary kneficiaries of this attitude. Institutional racism exists where 

established niles and policies retlect and produce differential treatment of various groups 

within organizations or institutions. 
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Structural racism is also called societal racism since it is rooted in the way the society 

operates. This ideoIogy of inequality excludes substantial numbers of people of particular 

racial groups from significantly accessing and participahg in major social institutions. 

Therefore, minonty-group members are denied access to the education, occupational, and 

political opportunities and social seMces that are necessary for full participation in the 

society (James, 1996). 

These three forms of racism afiect the kinds of service, training, and emplo yment 

o pportunities availah le to members of racial minonties throughout the social service 

system- 

The 1976 Immigration Act, fbr the first tirne in Canadian law, stated the basic principles 

underlying immigratio n po licy: non-discrimination, family reunification, humanitarian 

concem for refugees, m d  the promotion of national goals. It contained provisions that 

link the immigration movement to Canada's population and labor-market needs (Malarek, 

1987). The prescnt Immigration Act States that one of its obligations is "to ensure that 

any person who seeks admission to land is subject to standards of admission that do not 

discriminate on the grounds of race. national or ethnic origin, color. religion or  sex" 

(Matas, 1996, p.98). Howcver, the question still exists: Do Our institutions and officiais 

put the principts of racial equality stated in the Immigration Act into practice? 

Tator (1996) concludes that systemic barriers continue to operate in the delivery of 

family services to ethnic communitias. A study regarding access to Family Services in 

Metro Toronto in 199 1 found that 62 per cent of the estahlished farnily-service agencies 

had no formal or informal policies or practices to address the concems of ethnic and 



racial-minority communities (Tator, 1996). These systemic barriers ~ i g ~ c a n t l y  affect 

the process of hrnily counseling and otfier social services. Tator (1996) also points out 

that there is a general failure to recognize the unique problems facing African-Canadian 

children and an ahsence of appropriate programs to address their particula. needs. Racism 

and discrimination worsen the problems and difficulties of immigrant families. 

In societies that contain people from a variety of cultural backgrounds, children may 

experience pre-juciice and marginalisation. Some heco me the butt of jokes and aggression 

tiom other children; others are victimized by adults, including teachers. In shops, on 

public transport, in entertainment centers and playgrounds, they can be made to feel 

second class. Oftèn extemal signs such as eye, hair and skin color, stature and other 

physical features combine with distinctive dress stybs to distinguish such children from 

their conternpoi-aries and many judgements are made as to their behaviour, intelligence 

and attitudes on the buis  of these cues (Keats, 1997). This kind of discrimination is 

likely to make a child more vulnerahle, particularly if there are other stresses too. 

"What is unique about our modern-day challenge is that immigration is no longer only 

about adults but is also about çhildren and their families" (de Leon Siantz, 1997, p. 159). 

Racism made the rricial minorities in Canada remain outside the realrn of the national 

consçiousness. Their families and children are rarely the focus of programs or policies. 



2.5.2 Culturally Appropriate SocÙzl Service Delivery 

Barbara Ward, the noted British econornist has observed that Canada has grown into the 

world's tùst international nation' (James, 1996). It is estimated that by the year 200 1, the 

racial minority population of Canada wül be about 18 per cent, while in some urban 

centers like Toronto, Vancouver, Montreal, Calgary, this segment of the population will 

range t'rom 20 to 40 percent (James, 1996). This cultural and racial diversity creates 

significant challenges to our human-service delivery system. 

Studies have documented the Faïlure of traditional Canadian social service institutions to 

provide iiccess for various ethno-racial groups (Beyene, et al. 1996). Bssides language 

barriers, immigrants seeking services from mainstream agencies "have had to deal with 

racist policies and practices, as well as staff and programs that lack a fundamental 

understanding of thrir culture and life experiences" (Beyene, et aL, 1996. p. 172). 

Culture and values aLso influence the effectiveness of social service delivery. 'The low 

utilization and early terrninatio n rates of mental healt h services b y Asian-Americans 

estahlishes the validity of the premise thnt cross-cultural counseling has failed to meet the 

necids of this client population" (Wodarski, 1992, p.56). Different culture and worldviews 

between rnainstrem service providers and minonty clients increase the barriers and 

ineffectiveness of services. Cultural stereotyping, unfamiliarity with salient culture and 

values hy service providsrs and insensitivity of the service also contributes to the low 

utilization of the services. Lanpuage barriers, communication problems and ignorance of 

available msources are other rrasons for newcomers not to seek for help (Wodarski, 

1992). Therefore, if the counseling is signifkantly "cross-cultural", it must address the 



above issues. 

As rninorities make up an increasing proportion of Canadian families, racial issues have 

k g u n  to receive increasing attention. Howwer, evidence suggests that, compared to 

white families, minorit y families seeking help, especially if they are poor, are more likely 

to be seen by a paraprobssional rather than a professional (Davis & Proctor, 1989). 

Ho (1987) notes that "a wide gap clearly exists k tween  the unmet needs of the ethnic 

rninority clients and families and the tharopists' ability to provide for the* needs 

successfuliy" (p. 11) hased on the facts of the overwhelming undenitiiizations of mental 

health services and high dropout rates by ethnic minority clients. 

These studies provide the evidence that current social policy and service programs have 

not paid attention to the issues of well-king, developmental potential, and successful 

integration of immigrant parents and children into Canadian society. 1 kl ieve rny 

research on the child rearing practices of Chinese new immigrant families in the new 

environment of Canada will he valuahle in helping social service agencies to have more 

understanding of the prohlems facing these new immigrants. 

In sumrnüry, immigration hroug ht significant changes for immigrant families that result 

in changes too in child/pmnt interaction, The research (see section 2.4 Chinese Culture 

and Families) demonstrates that Chinese culture and traditional value systems play an 

important role in Chinese immigrant families. As well, the cultural adjustment of parents 

has a signiilcant impact on children's development. 



The conceptud framework (Figure 2.1) brings together the literature reviewed 1t is 

helpfùl in ordar to understand the effects of immigration on family life and of cross- 

cultural adaptation on çhild rearing practices. In addition, realizing that "different 

trajectories of socioeconomic incorporation, success, and cultural integration describe the 

experiences of d ifferent families" (Waters. 1997, p.79) will help the social service system 

deliver more culturally appropriate seMces to meet the different needs o f  immigrant 

families. It is the framework f h m  which I begin my research journey. 

Figure 2.1. Conce~tual Framework (Surnmarv of Literature Review) 
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CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGY 

3.1 MethodoIoPicaI Framework 

Gilgun (1992) States that "methodological perspectives inhise al l  aspects of research 

procasses: the choice of questions, purposes of the research, theories, methods, sampling 

strategies, data colkction, data analysis and interpretation, and writing up the results" 

(p.26). This chapter discusses some important issues in my research that include 

methodological theorks, met hods and research strategies. Some ethicd considerations 

are ako disçussed, 

3.1.1 Syrnbolic Interactionism 

'Theory is central in qualitative family research" (Gilgun, 1992. p.28). Researchers use 

theory <O organize rzsearch processes that include prohbm formulation, data analysis and 

interpretation, and report writing. 

Symbohc interactionists have made major contributions to many areas of knowledge such 

as social prohlems, medical sociology, collective khavior, the emotions, social 

oganization and hureaucratic structures, race relations and industrialization, childhood 

soçialization, hmily violence, and many other fields (Denzin, 1992). 

"Interactional experience is assumed to be organized in t e m s  of the 
motives and accounts that persons give themselves for acting. These 
accounts are leanied from others. as well as from the popular culture. . . . 
Interac tionists dont believi: in asking 'wh y' questions. They ask, instead, 
'liow' questions" (Denzin, 1992, p.20124). 



They assume that the important human processes cannot be quantified; rnind cannot be 

measured, and the human body is not a behavioral machine whose actions can be 

meaningfully understood through procedures that count activity- They also prefer to write 

texts whic h remah close to the actual experiences of the people they are writing about 

and write ahout people who struggle to make sense of themselves and their life 

experiences. "Interactionists study the marked, deviant, stigmatkd, lonely, unhappy, 

alienated, powerful, and powerless people in everyday Me" @ e n d ,  1992, p.25). 

Syrnholic intsrxtion is the chief means by which human beings are able to form social 

or joint acts. As Schwand t (1994) states, symho lic interactionists seek explanations of 

the immediate world of social experience and hegin with a sensitizing image of the 

interaction proçass built around the concepts such as self, language, social setting, social 

object, and joint act. In other words, "Meanings develop from the lanyage and 

behavioral interactions between individuals and the groups with which each person is 

associrited" (Detzner, 1992, p.88). 

S ymbolic interxtionism places great emphasis on the importance of meaning and 

hterpretation as assential human procesms in reaction against behaviorisrn and 

mec hanical stimulus-response psycho logy (Patton, 1990). Snyder (1992) also states that 

syrnholic interactionism focuses on the personal and social construction of meaning and 

the essential importance of interpretation in human experience. Blurner (1969) 

emphasizes that 

'The methodological position of syrnholic interactionism is that social 
action must be studied in terrns of how it is formed; its formation is a very 
different matter h m  the antecedent conditions that are taken as the 



'causes' of the social action and is not covered by any specification of 
such causes" (p.57). 

1 use symbolic interactionkm as a theoretical framework for the rnethodology of my 

study kcause  it "proposes that individu& act on the basis of the rneanings they ascribe 

to words, events, persons, and thuigs*' (Detzner. 1992. p.88). The theory helps me to 

understand that people create shared rneanings through their languages and interactions 

and those meanings k c o m e  theû behaviors. These meanings are also interpreted and 

reinterpreted over time through the cultural and experientid lenses of each person. 

In terms of rnethodological implications, Soloski and Daley (1980) make an important 

point wliich is tliat the researcher remains tme to the situation dhe  is studying. The 

researchrr must examine the problern in the situation to which dhe  gets close and 

interacts with the people s/he is studying. They have noted that the researcher interacts 

with the people "not only to watch but also to listen to the symbolic sounds that 

characterize this world. A dialogue with persons in their natural situation will reveal the 

nuances of meaning from whiçh their perspectives and definitions are continually forgea' 

(1980, quoted in p.7). These statements are very important for my research because they 

help me to better understand how changes in a new environment affect Chinese 

immigrants and their families. In addition, this concept helps me realize that 

understanding the participant's perspective and interpreting her/his world is very 

important tor my interview and data analysis. 

The values of society at large affect children's perceptions of themselves and their 

cultural heritage, encouraging acceptance or antipathy towards the values of their own 

and othar cultural groups within the society (Keats, 1997). On one hand, parents train 



children in what they regard as appropriate behavior. On the other hand, that behavior is 

not always seen as appropriate when the child moves into different environments outside 

the family such as the school or the peer group. For exarnple, while having the same good 

intentions, the Chinese parents and the Canadian school rnay look at and do things in 

different ways. Schoolteachers are more democratic while Chinese parents tend to expect 

modesty and self-restraint When a teacher asks a child to perform a task and the child 

asks " why", the teacher will explain. At home when the same child asks "why", hidher 

parent rnay feel irritated and look upon this as a chalbnge to authority. The teacher wants 

a child to think independently and the parents want that child to follow strict instructions 

(S.U.C.C.E.S.S., 1990)- 

Children leam to ahsorb the hmily's norms and values, hut they rnay also corne to realize 

that their parents' way of life and expectations for their behavior are not always approved 

of by others whose opinions are important to thern- Younger children may have a vague 

feeling of heing rejected by those outside the farnily but not know why they are rejected. 

If they arc: the hutts of aggressive acts they may have no idea why that aggression is 

directed towards them. They can react in several ways: they can counter with more 

aggression, they can retreat frorn the situation physically or emotionally, they can attempt 

to appease th& aggressors with peace offerings, or they can atternpt to bring the 

offenders into thei. own play or peer group. "Children will respond in different ways 

retlecting both their family upbringing and values and how they have been treated by 

others" (Keats, 1997, p.4). 



3.1.2 Qualitative Research 

"Qualitative research methodologies are gaining acceptance within 
practice-based disciplines such as f a d y  studies, marriage and family 
therapy, social work, counseling, psychology and education. Recent 
transfo mation in the p hilosophy of science. including increasing 
awareness of the limitation of empiricist/positivist research methodologies 
for the human sciences, have increased enthusiasm for qualitative 
approaches to research" (Franklin, 1996, p.242). 

Marshall and Rossman (1989) also note that "qualitative research methods have become 

increasingly important modes of inquiry for the social sciences" (p-9). Daly states that 

qualitative methods are particularly amenahle to the study of diverse families as they 

focus on the "processes hy which families create, sustain, and discuss family realities" 

(1992, p.4). Some of the characteristics of qualitative design include: l o o h g  at 

relationships within a sys tam or culture; referrinp to the personal, face-to-face, and 

irnmediate: focusing on understanding a given social setting, not necessarily on making 

predictions about that setting; requiring ongoing analyses of the data; incorporating 

informeci consent decisio ns and k i n g  responsive to ethical concems (Valerie, 1994). In 

their compnrat ive analysis of social values of Chinese and American children, Domino 

and Hannah (1997) have pointed out that the paper-and-pencil tests and questionnaires 

which art: so cornmon in American schools are rather alien to the Chinese- 

Tutty and Grinmll(1996) emp hasize the importance of the relationship between research 

and culture. For example, if the qualitative researchers carry their own cultural 

assumptions into the field, they risk imposing a forrign frarne of reference on interpreting 

the experiencc: and rnaünings. Some çritics have even suggested that "the only people 

who should study a culture should bt: members of that culture" (Tutty & Grinne& 1996, 



p. 18). Tutty and Grinnel believe that "respect for diversitÿ and valuing difference is the 

best recipe for a rich and well-differentiated profession, flexible and effective in its 

response to the cornplex needs that our clients present" (p. 19). 

Quantitative researchers have used standardized instruments developed in studies of one 

culture when studying others, without recognizing the problems this can create. From my 

own experience, 1 have also noticed that 

"language, assumptions, and values implicit in an instrument's questions 
and the way they are interpreted could be foreign to research participants, 
making the process conhsing or difficult and rendering the study's 
findings invalid" (Tutty et al., 1996, p. 18). 

Since qualitative research depends on the presentation of solid descriptive data, we 

should t'ocus on the substance of the findings and lead the readers to understand the 

meaning of the exparience under study. Qualitative researchers design a study with real 

individuals in mind, and with the intent of living in that social setting over time (lanesick, 

1994). A research prohlem should be interesting to the researcher and the researcher must 

have a clear sense of exactly whom he/she wants to study and where to h d  these people 

(Tutty et al., 1996). 

1 have chosen newcomer fimiiies who came from Mainland China within the h s t  10 

years as the resecirch population kcause this group of people are substantidy different 

Gom those Chinese who came here mnny years ago as laborers ("Coolies") and from the 

current husiness immigrants from Hong Kong. 1 am part of them (we carne as 

international srudents and tlien became indapendent immigrants) and 1 have heard so 

many different stories h m  my friends, clients, and readers. Many studies have k e n  



done about the history and situation of Chinese immigrants in Canada (e-g. Andracki, 

1978, Chan, 1982, Hoe, 1989, Lee, 1967, k, 1984, Malarek, 1987, Ng, 1986, 

Richmond, 1967, Song, 1996, Wickberg, 1982, and Wright, 1988, etc.), but very little 

research has heen done with those who obtained secondary education and were 

professionals in China and moved to Canada recently. What are their problems? What are 

the? needs? What has happened in their families? I live closely with these families (in a 

big apartrnent building) and have observed their daily life and family interaction. I know 

where to approach them and how to communicate with them effectively. 1 am sure my 

researc h is important for social service delivery systems because if we have more 

information about the prohbms, we will be able to act more competently and provide 

hetter social services to the population (Tutty et al., 1996). 

The foundation of qualitative research is the study of people in theû natural environments 

as they go about th& daily lives. Qualitative research aims to understand "how people 

livs, how they talk and behavs, and what captivates and distresses them" (Tutty, et aL, 

1996, p.4). Compared with quantitative research mathods, the qualitative approach is 

more suitahle for capturing and cornmunicating human experiences and family 

interactions. Müny aspects of the family process may be too personal or complicated to 

k easily ascertaineci with quantitative: methods, such as swctured questionnaires or 

standardized measures. Qualitative research methods provide approaches that afford 

glimpsss of the inside through the process of intense and prolonged observations or 

interviews in fïeld settings (Franklin, 1996). 

My stud y aimed to provide an in-depth and detailed understanding of the child rearing 



experiences of Chinese new immigrant families and thek interactions. Symbolic 

interactionism is very useful tool to see the real situation involved in problems new 

Chinese immigrant hced. "Syrnbolic interaction sets a kame that has irnmediate 

implications for practiceW(Stolar, 1976, p.35). 

3.2 The Research Strate~y 

As mentioned previously, "the point of using qualitative methods is to understand 

naturally occurring phenomenn in th& naturally occumng states" (Patton, 1990, p.41). 

The methods 1 used to coilect data are interviewing and participant observation. 

Kirby and McKenna (1989) stnte that the purpose of interviews is to elicit information by 

üsking questions. "The interview is the favorite methodological tool of the qualitative 

researcher"(Danzin & Lincoln, 1994, p.353). Rogers and Bouey (1996) &O poht  out that 

interviewing is "the most utilimd data collection method in qualitative research studies" 

and "'cm he  an especirilly effective method of data gathering in the field of social work" 

(p.52). 1 used guidad interviewing, sometimes calhd intensive interviewing which seeks 

"to discover information about the experiences of the interviewee in the language and 

grsture of that person" (Kirhy & McKanna, 1989, p.68). 1 had my interview guide (see 

Appendix D for Interview Guide) which was the cornhination of open-ended questions 

and proks  for dahoration. By using this guide, some predetermined questions or key 

words were used to k g i n  the conversation clarify it and keep it focused (Rogers & 

Bouey, 1996). This way provides "a balance ktween respecting their perspective and 

allowing u s  to pursue theoreticnlIy relevant to pics" (Fravd & Boss, 1992, p. 13 1). As 

Rogers and Bouey (1996) suggest, I asked questions "in an order that suited the flow of 



the interview, adjusting the wording of the questions, and digressing and probing in a 

way that went beyond what could have k e n  accomplished with a set of prepared 

questions" (Rogers & Bouey, p.56). In contrast to the structured i n t e ~ e w s  which seek to 

ask questions of participants for whorn the context of the interview and the question 

pattern is controlled, "intensive interviews are more likely to be guided by the need and 

intent of the participant" (Kirby, 1989, p.68). 

Holden and Coleman (1992) discuss the difkrent methods to rneasure child rearing which 

bclude questionnaires, interviews, and observations. They agree that the  interview is a 

way to obtain data about behavior that is diftïcuIt to observe or the act of observing could 

interfere with the activity being observed. Interviewing allows clarification and flexibility 

in questioning, something not possible with paper and p e n d  surveys. 'In contrast to the 

rigidity of ri survey, the interview format usually allows for probes of the parents' 

responses in a way that providss much more complete and thorough information" (1992, 

p. 14)- 

Holden and Cobrnan (1992) dso  cite three potentiiil sources of error h m  i n t e ~ e w  data: 

forgetting, delihemte with holding or falsifying information; and unconsciously rnotivated 

omissions or distonions. Their suggestions are that interviewers direct questions to 

recently occurring parental behüviour, ficus on details and specifics, and avoid value 

judgernents. Thay also point out tliat the interview is more time consuming and diffcult 

to reduct: into data than a questionnaire. 



3.3.1 Identifuing Questions 

I have developad a conceptual framework which sumar izes  the important areas related 

to my research. based on a literature review and discussion with various groups of people 

(eg. ,  Chinase social workers, cross-cultural social service providers, Chinese immigrant 

parents who have been Canada for more than 10 years, and school teachers), From this 

framework ( s n  Figure 1, Chapter 2, p.30), one c m  see clearly the connections (the 

arrows) of the issues which guided me to the main questions. 

"Syrnholic interactionism places a premium on the personal and social construction of 

rneaning and the  essential importance of interpretation in human experience" (Snyder, 

1992, p.48). In the conceptual fmmework. the procrss of immigration and the adjustment 

to a new Life have an effect on çhild developmant through their impact on parenting 

practicas. Questions arisa such as: Whut is the meaning of ihgm tion and the cultural 

trunsition on Chin ese purents from Muinland China who came to Cunuda with their 

chilrlren? How cio they m k e  sense of the new environment? Do the parental behaviors of 

these Ch inesr nr iv iinmigmnts have meaning for their ch ildren 2 developrnent ? 

In this hmework ,  family interaction is not only affected by immigration and adaptation, 

but also influenced hy the culture and values that parents and children retaln. For 

instance, How do t h q  ser their ethnic identities? Whut problem are there in their 

furnilies brcuosr of the cdtzmd factors und different vulues bbetween parents and 

chillren, or o~hrrs? Whom do rhey seek help from? Whut are their help-seeking patterns 



and behuviors ? Al1 these issues are connec ted to the develo pment of  ethnic-sensitive 

social work practice. The study of these questions may shed light on the following: How 

c m  culturully oppropria te social service program be delivered to help different families 

und meer riiffrrenr merls? My interview guide was developed from these questions 

(Appendix D). 

3.3.2 Data Sources 

In the recruitment stage of the study, 1 made an inquiry through the Chi-List, that is, the 

e-mail Iist of Chinese Studznt and SchoIar's Association, and submitted a very brief 

introduction of my reseuch. I asked people who were interested in ohtaining more 

information to contact ma. 1 aiso put a poster in the building where many Chinese new 

immigrants lived. 

The primary selection criteria for participants include: 

1) Families from Mainland China who came to Canada after 1990, From 1987 to 

1995, over 250,000 Chinese students came ta Western countries. Most of them 

came ro North Americn ("'Manitoba Chinese Post", April 1, 1998). My research 

population wiil be those new immigrants who are currently studying or working 

in Winnipeg. 1 wanted to know the experience of the families in the adaptation 

stage. "On average, rnost people take five to seven years to adapt to a new 

country" (Manitoba Department of Culture, Heritage and Citizenship, 1997, p. 1); 



Families with at l e s t  one child from 8 to 12 years old, "Generdy speaking, 

children in Chinese families are not suhmitted to strict discipline during their 

childhood. but experience t h  after entering school" (Rin, 1980, p.220). Some 

researchers state that the youngest and oldest children acculturate less quickly 

than children who arrive during the middl: years of childhood (Lrandale, 1997). 

Landale provides the following expIanation: very young children have little 

exposure to institutions outside of the family, whereas older children tend to be 

hss  maileahle dut: to hoth their developmental stage and the greater duration of 

their exposure to the country of origin. In my research population, there were not 

many older children hecause most of these new Chinese immigrants were 

k tween  30 and 40 years of age. In the sample, the oldest child was 12 years old. 

3) Parents and Children have English or Chinese (Mandarin) speaking ability. Some 

parents. aspecially newcornsrs, could not speak English well and preferred to 

speak Mandarin. Some children preferred speaking English. 

4) At bast  one parent had post-sctcondary education and was a professional (ie. 

teacher. doctor, enginrer, professor, manager, and public servant -"cadre", etc.) in 

China. This is an important aspect in terms of th& social class background. This 

is also n unique characteristic of my wsearch population. When analyzing 

educational achievement and aspirations in immigrant fimilies, Rumbaut (1997) 

has discovered that parental education and occupational status have positive 

independent effects on GPA (Grade Point Average) and achievement test scores 

as well as on educational aspirations among children of immigrants. 



I did not use a group i n t e ~ e w  for wives and husbands, because in Chinese culture 

people don't like to talk about their problems in front of others. As we& some parents 

might h o w  each other, which would make the group interview more difficult. They 

would not say "negative" things about their families in order to Save face. 'SaWig face' 

and 'losing face' are well known Chinese concepts, which relate to avoiding conflict and 

protecting the honor and reputation of the family. On the other hand, 1 preferred to 

interview children in a srnall group because this helps c hildren to express themselves 

O penly. Based on my personal experiences, Chinese children are usually quiet and polite. 

In a one on ont: interview, they rnight be nervous and shy to answer questions. A group 

atmosphere c m  stimulate their desire to participate. especdly with their close frïends. 

My interviews aî'firrned this assumption. 

3.3.3 Data Collection 

After 1 recaived feedhack through e-mail and phone calls, I contacted 10 families who 

wanted more information. 1 describad my study goals and intent, as well as recmitment 

criteria. Parents and children who were willing to participate in the study were asked to 

sign the consent form (see appendix B) (1 will address confidentiality and other ethical 

concerns in the next section). 1 then contacted them individudly to schedule an interview 

at a convaniant time. 1 made sure that svery participant h l ly  understood what would 

happen and t h & -  right to withdcaw from the study at my time. 1 told parents that if a 

farnily member wanted to withdraw, or if a child wanted to participate and not parents or 

vice versa, 1 would understand and respect their choices. 

Since only one couple WU available to lx interviewed together, I interviewed one parent 



from each family. Based on the avdability of the parents, I i n t e ~ e w e d  4 mothers (LUX, 

MB, MCy ME), 2 fathers (FD, FF), and one grandmother (GRE) who was wiUYig to 

participate in the interview with her daughter (ME). 1 also i n t e ~ e w e d  two groups of 

children. Arnong seven families 1 chose to interview, ody  one family had a boy who 

matched the age criteria. AU the other six families have girls. With consideration to the 

children's cornfort, I decided to interview only the girls (GI, G2, G3, G4, G5, and G6). 

Therefire. aach group i n t e ~ e w  consisted of three girls. 

Most interviews were conducted in the respondents' homes. Among six parents, four 

were interviewed in their own home. Two parents and a group of children were 

interviewed at my home. Another group of children wÿs interviewed in the family room 

in the building. 1 prepared snacks and drinks for the children. The length of each 

interview varied tiom approximately one and hnlf to three hours. 

Interviews were conducted hased on the interview guide (see appendix D) which was 

constructed to ptovide guidance for me to explore "what seems meaningful to the 

particular prrsonl'(Snyder. 1992, p.48). "Just as long as the topic was covered to my 

satisfaction, the wording and order of the questions was no t an issue" (Hessler, 1992, 

p. 148). For k t t a r  understanding the situation of the families, a simple sociodemographic 

questionnaire was included (see Appendix C). The interviews were audiotaped and each 

tapdtranscrip t ( with questionnaire) was assigned a code number. 

My pnmary data carne h m  transcrihed discussions with the Chinese immigrants whom I 

interviewed and the field notes 1 was taking during the interviews. AU the i n t e ~ e w s  with 

parents were conducted in Chinese Mandarin. 1 used English for one group of children 



and for the other, Chinese Mandarin most of t h e ,  sometimes mixed with English. 

Transcription and translation £ion Chinese Mandarin to English were processed afier 1 

interviewed cach person and at the end of study. I did primary data analysis as I coilected 

data &ter I fmished my interviews. Interview data was hand-coded and andyzed with the 

aid of the cornputer. 1 used the word processing software - "Microsofi Word" - to cut and 

paste, and match categories and excerpts. Field notes were used to enhance the b d i n g s  

from the iilterviews. 

The actual data consisted of the cornpkte transcnpts from 13 participants (four mothers, 

2 fathers. one gnndmothar. and 6 children, who were dl girls), and analytic rnemos 1 

wrote which also included my observations. In the process of doing data collection and 

analysis. 1 kept communicating with a group of people that include, cross-cultural social 

workers. Chinese social service providers, and other Chinese parents who did not 

participate in my research in ordar to get feedhack on my findings. For example, afier the 

third, sixth and ninth interviews, 1 went to talk with two Chinese parents who did not 

participate in the interviews and a Chinese social service worker in order to hear their 

opinions about my nnalysis. Based on thesç discussions, 1 revised my interview 

questions. For axample, two Chinese mothers who came to Canada ten years ago 

suggested that 1 should know whot parents thought about teachers in school. Because they 

felt that the way tsachers teach children had an impact on parental discipline. If teachers 

were not strict enough, children would not Listen to parents and thought them too harsh. 1 

addad the question for parents "Do you think teachers play an important role in your 

children's develapment and how?" 



3.3.4 Data Management and Analys& 

1 began hy making photocopies of each page of transcription On the side of each page. 1 

bft a margin to code my data. 1 &O wrote down the notes about my personal reactions to 

the data and descriptive words to indicate the themes of the experiences that had been 

shared with me in the margin. For example. besides the parents'words "Xiao Shun - filial 

piety is very important. I dont expect she wilI support our life when we are old, but I do 

hope she is very close to us,. . .", 1 coded "filial piety" and also wrote d o m  "the change of 

meaning -- different explanation of filial piety with oId definition''- 

The transcrihed interviews were hand-coded. 1 used different colored highlighters to mark 

the key words and phrases. and marked repeated words and phrases in the interviews by 

the same color. Aiter carefully identifying meaning units and categories, 1 assigned codes 

to those categories, and kept refining and reorganizing codings based on my increased 

understanding of the rnaaning of the content. The phrases or words that repeated most 

became my categories. 

Kirhy (1989) descriks the essence of the malysis as "moving data h m  category to 

cntrgory (constant comparative). looking for what is common (properties), and what is 

uncornmon (satellites) within categories and between categories" (p. 146). At fVst 1 

developçd almost a hundred categories. But subsequently, with ongoing analysis, I 

redized that each cntegory was too specific to include rneaningtùl information. I started 

to compare and contrast the çategories, and integrate the categories into more general 

anes, to produce themes and subthemes hased on their properties. For example, after 

making a Iist of a11 the "labels", 1 grouped the ones that seem to fit together and found 



one new label for them. I grouped "keeping lûnguage ability", "retaining Chinese culture 

and identity", and "prxr relationships" into "Being a Chinese". Then "Being Chinese" 

became one component of the subtheme "Children's Development - Expectations". 

Sirnilarly, 1 corn bined "pu tting on pressure". "more criticism than prise", and 

"punishment and shame" and produced a major theme "Chinese ways of discipline". 

What I bore in mind is that "be careful not to force labels that dont fit weU into meaning 

units" (Ely, 1991, p.88). 

In terms of cornprehending the data, 1 found that some questions for the participants 

made no sense whil: some other questions should have been in my guideline. For 

example. when I ask parents about their expectations of their children, three parents 

answered that they hoped thek children would not start ro "date" prior to high school In 

my interview guideline. I did not have questions about "dating" o r  peer relationships. 1 

asked parents to explain the meaning of "dating too early". Parents told me that they 

watch TV and knew there were a b t  of ternage mothers in Canada. nùs would not be 

allowzd in China. hut seerned fine in Canada. They were afiaid that their children would 

he intluenced by the different values here. They also had concems that ifchildren start to 

"date too early", they would not concentrate on their studying and their acadernic 

achievement would be severely affected. 

When 1 was estahlishing the Links between categones, I used the "hurricane thinking" 

approach (Kirhy. 1989). Using this method, 1 pur the "aye of the hurricane" - the research 

question ahout Chinese Child Rearing Practices in the center of a page. Then 1 put all the 

category names on small cards and moved them around the center "until those which 



have the strongest ties remain closest to the center and those with less obvious or weaker 

ties sit at a distancel'(Kirby, 1989. p. 147). 1 also drew lines between each category and 

the center, with darker h e s  denoting stronger connections. Mer repeating this process 

for many tirnes, the patterns of relations of data ernerged and I obtained three major 

themes and 7 subthernes (see Chapter 4 - Representation of Findings). 

3.4 Ethicai Considerations 

Fontana and Frey (1984) state that 

"Bscause the goal of unstructured intewiewing is understanding, it becornes 
pariamount for the researcher to estahlish rapport. He or she rnust be able to put 
him- or hersclf in the role of the respondents and attempt to see the situation 
from the? perspective, rather than impose the world of academia and 
preconceptions upon them" (p.367). 

From this perspective, 1 had the same cultural background and experience as my 

respondents. I M t  confident that 1 would gain trust from the participants hy sharing my 

experience and using the language with which they were familiar. However, some 

problerns created by close rapport with participants needs to be considered such as "the 

researcher may becorne a spokesparson tiir the group studied, losing his or her distance 

and objectivity, or müy 'go native' and becorne a rnemher of the group and forgo the 

academic role" (Fontana & Frey, 1994, p367). 1 was aware of this and clearly explained 

the purpose of the study to the participants. 1 made it clear to participants of that the study 

could help social agencias to irnprove their services. Service providers could benefit fkom 

the information about immigrant family lives which 1 was gathering in my study. At the 

same time, 1 tried my hest to put the participants at ease and help them feel fiee to talk, 



and share their concerns and outlooks. 

The centrd aspects of qualitative research are observation, interviewing, and 

documentary analysis. Of greatest concerns are the issues of harm, consent, deception, 

privacy, and confidentiality of data (Punch, 1994). To protect participants and their 

dignity, and not invade theK privacy, Punch noted that "identities, locations of individuals 

and places are conceabd in published results. data collected are held in anonymized 

form, and al1 data kept securely confidentid" (1994, p.92)- Although rny research focused 

on parenting issues nnt family probbms, 1 was sensitive to the issues of anonymity and 

contidentiality. For exxample, when 1 felt some participants were hesitating in speaking, 1 

switched the question to make them feel cornfortahle. The ethical issues associated with 

my study also indude management of information such as where tapes, notes, and 

transcripts ara stored. what would hnppen to them when the study is concluded, and what 

would become of my hdings.  

To deal with these issues, first of all, 1 helped the participants understand the voluntary 

nature of the study and their rights to withdraw at any time. Secondly, their narnes and 

idzntifying information do not appear in the study. Identifying data wiU not be released to 

other resaarchers without the explicit informed consent of the participants. Thirdly, the 

tapes and tkld notas were stored in a srcure place in my home, known only to myself. 

A major dilemma 1 faced was the issue of conktdentiality. To deal with this, I prepared 

my consent torm (set: Appendix B) and clearly descrihed the purpose and procedures of 

the study. 1 made sure that every participant fully understood what was going to happen 

in the course of the study. For example, 1 told the parents that 1 was going to interview 



small groups of children and it would be difficult to keep confidentiality. I let parents 

consider the possible effect on them. 1 also told them I would ask their children about 

their f m i l y  and parents' discipline practices. 1 emphasized all participants had a right to 

withdraw from the study at any time without penalty and refuse to answer any question 

they didn't want to answer. They were also told that they had the right to ask for 

clatif~cation or more information throughout the study. They also had the nght not to let 

their childrcin participate in interviews. I also mentioned that if the information involved 

child abuse or neghct, I was ohligatcd to report this to Child and Family Services or  the 

police. 

In addition, 1 emphasized that the questions 1 asked the children did not concern marital 

contlicts and other tamily problerns, but focusd on parenting practices. Al1 my questions 

for children werz about çhild/parent interaction and discipline. I also discussed 

contïdentiality with the children. I told them I would give them each a pretend name and 

1 would not tell anyhody what they said. 1 said 1 "hope" they keep secrets about what 

other children shared and alI children promised they would do so. But 1 knew it could not 

k realistically guarantead. Another strategy used was to exclude data if a child indicated 

that she did not wrtnt her parents to know. 

Some parents wzre participants in a parenting group 1 facilitated a year ago. At the tirne 

of my reselirch, there was no risk ofa  contlict of interest because 1 was not a group 

facilitator and had no working relationships with them. But there was a limitation in rny 

role as a social worker student and a mother of a young child. Some parents who had 

known me may have had previous perceptions about my values. That is, they might 

answer the questions in the way they thought 1 would like to hear. In the i n t e ~ e w  



process, 1 showtd sincerity to barn from my participants and understanding of their 

experiences, 

3.5 Research Limitations 

During the process of this study, there were some dilemmas which were unavoidable. 

Three major m e s  were: 

"In-depth inte~ewing sometirnes requires a great deal of patience. Informants 

c m  tiilk at bngth about things in which you have no great interest" (Taylor & 

Bogdan. 1998, p. 101). AIthough 1 was interested in listening to their comments, 

sometimes 1 hund  it very difticult to get interviewees back a n  track. 1 did not use 

suhtle gestures as Taylor and Bogdm (1998) suggested since I was very sensitive 

to the pzopb I inkrviewed. 1 was Vary much aware of the culturally appropriate 

ways to interact with these Chinese intekctuals. Some interviews were very long 

and it w u  very time-consuming to do al1 the transcriptions. Some data were very - 

important but did not fit my resenrch questions so it was bfi unanalyzed. For 

example, a mother taked about "vkginity" and how she changed her attitude on 

this issue. I hope in the future that I or other researchers have opportunities to do 

further research, 

2)  The second limitation to my role as a tesearcher was my role as a social worker; 

some parents might not have had full understanding of this. Since 1 facilitated 

parenting groups and hosted a social service cohmn in the Chinese newspaper, 1 

gaincd a lot of understanding of family issues affecting Chinese immigrant 



parents. This w u  very helpful in tiaming my research questions. On the other 

hand, these experiences might have intluenced rny data coUection. The 

participants who attended rny groups (two parents) or read my articles (alI 

participants) might have consciously or unconsciously used their perceptions of 

what I wÿnted to hear to respond to my questions. In trying to help people feel 

cornfortable and liLe to talk, 1 interacted with them as a Chinese parent to Chinese 

parent, or  woman to woman, or newcorner to newcorner. However it may have 

heen unüvoidahle for the participants not to associate me with the "Dear Helen" 

column in the Chinese newspaper. 

3) Anotherlimitationwasthet~ctthatthechildrenIintenriewedwereallgirls.As1 

explained in the Chapter 3, in seven families 1 interviewed, six families had girls, 

whiie only one t'rtrnily had a boy. It would have been ideal to interview the sarne 

numhar of boys to see if theri: was a difference in disciplinhg girls and boys in 

Chinase new immigrant families. This would have k e n  also helpful in identifying 

prohlems in parent/son. parent 1 daughter relationships, and exploring similarities 

and differences. 

3.6 Issue of Validitv 

Miles and Huherman (1984) discuss twelva tactics for testing or confming fmdings, 

whic h inçlude: 1 ) checking for representativeness; 2) checking for researcher effects; 3) 

triangulriting; 4) weighting the evidence; 5) contrasts and comparisons; 6) checking the 

meaning of outliars; 7) using extreme cases; 8) ruling out spurious relations; 9) 

replicating ÿ. kinding ; 10) chwking out rival explanations; 1 1) looking for negative 



evidenca and 12) getting f i d h a c k  tiom informants. 

Most of these mesures have been undertaken in my study. For example, the range of 

data sources 1 used included interviews with t h e  diEferent kind of participants: parents, 

children. and grÿndparents, and extensive review of the rehted literature. The key 

concepts def ied  by the literature revkw were used for cornparison with the fmdings in 

order to expand the knowledge, contirm and discontïrm the analysis, and extend the 

findings. These data sets complemented and supplemented each other. 1 also went back to 

my research participants asking them individually to confum or refutr rny interpretations. 

During the: proctss of interview and data analysis, 1 consulted on my results from time to 

tirne with my "advisory group" which consistad of a Chinese social service provider, a 

cross-cultural counselor, a school teiicher and several Chinase immigrant parents who 

have been here for more than 10 years. Theû insights were very helphl  Cor me to balance 

the perspective from the data 1 collected (Coleman, H. & Unrau. Y., 1996). 

I was very happy to have a grruidmothm participate in the study. When I talked with her 

daughter about the interview, she showed great interest to participate and said she had a 

lot to Say. I found that it would k halpful to get a grandmother's opinions since she had 

close observation of the parent/child interaction at home. While children thought parents 

were too striç t, the grandmo ther hund the parents were too permissive. Were parents too 

strict or too permissive? Why was there such a diffaence'? What were the meanings of 

k i n g  strict or k i n g  permissive? Putting thosz responszs into the context of the study in a 

new cultural environment. it was clearer that parents were chmging, adapting, and 

strugghng 



In summary, "[Qlualitativc: methods, designed to capture emergent meanings, are well 

suited to the study of a wide range of family axperiences"(Daly, 1992. p. Il). The 

qualitative methodology 1 discussed here provided a very powerful tool to study the 

research questions and analyze the data 1 collected from intensive interviews. The 

foLlowing chapter presents the tïndings of the research. 
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CHAPTEX 4 PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS 

In the process of observing and interviewhg parents and children, 1 found that 1 coilected 

information about Chinese family dynarnics which went beyond that asked for in my 

interview guide- 

As 1 previously discussed, 1 interviewed 13 persons fiom seven families, which included 

four modiers, two fathers, six girls, and one grandmother. In these 7 farnilies, five 

families had one child, and the other two had two children. Among these nine children. 

two were under two ymrs oId (one was a boy, another was a girl), the other seven 

children range in age from 8 to 12 ywrs old (6 girls, 1 boy who 1 did not interview). 

Two families have Canadian Citizenship. The memhers of the other five farnilies hold 

Chinese passports, with Ianded immigrant status- 

The sociodemogrriphic data is sumrnxized in Figure 4.1 - 



FIGURE 4.1 SOCIODEMOGRAPHIC DATA 

Family Number: 7 

Item 

1. Average 
Length of 
time in 
Canada 

2. Official 
immigration 
status 
coming to 
Canada 

3. Current 
Average age 

4. Occupation 
in China 

5. The highest 
level of 
education 
before 
coming to 
Canada 

6. Present 
occupation 

language 
spoken at 

8. Children 
attending 
Chinese 
schoot 

Father 

6 years 

Intenititional Student 4 (57%) 
Visiting Schola 2 (29%) 
Visitor 1 (14%) 

38 years old 

Researcher 3 (43%) 
Lectura/Teacher 3 (43%) 
S tudent 1 (14%) 

Master of Science 4 (57%) 
Bacheior of Science 2 (29%) 
Ph.D. 1(14%) 

Ph.D. Stucknt 4 (57%) 
Post-doctorate 1 (14%) 
Technician 1 (14%) 
Cornputer Programmer 1(14%) 

Mother / Children 

4.5 years 4 years 

Visitors 5 (7 1 %) 
Student 1 (14%) 
Immigrant 1 ( 14%) 

37.2 years old 9.4 years 1 .Ici 

B. S. 5 (71%) 
M.S. 1 (14%) 
CoIlege Diploma 1 (14%) 

Coilege Snident 2 (28 9%) 
House Wife 2 (28%) 
University Student 2(28%) 
Technician 1 (14%) 

Chinese 7 (100%) 



"One widely used approach to fmal analysis is the search for themes" (Ely, 199 1, p. 150). 

I singbd out some major themes and subthemes that emerged f?om my data and that 

seemed to me to have signifcance in answering my research questions. The results of the 

study have led me to a framework that consisted of three major themes (MT) and seven 

subthemes (ST). 

The f i s t  major themi: consisted of parentkhild interaction issues. It is referred to as: 

Parental Responsibility tu Support Children's development. Since the focus was 

changes in parenting for Chinese immigrants, the second major therne was discipline, and 

it is callrd Chinese ways of discipline. The third major theme contained the barriers to 

seeking help. It is discussed as: Difftcullies in the New Socieîy. 

The subthemes arnerged from the themes and includc: ChiMren's Developrnent and 

Parents' Expectations; Meaning of Being Supportive under parental responsibiZi@; 

Puttïng on Pressure; More CriticLFm thnn Praise; Punishinent and Shame within the 

Chinese Ways of Discipline; Farnily Issues in the New Society; and Ba& to Seeking 

He&. 

The framework of thernes is presented in the Figure 4.2. Thematic Summary of 

Findings. 
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FIGURE 4.2 THEMATIC SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

1 Major Themes 

Major Theme 1 : 

Parental 
Responsibility to 
Support 
C hildre n S 
Development 

1 Chinesr Ways of 
Discipliné 

Major Theme 3 : 

Difiiculties in 
the New Society 

Subthemes 

Subtherne 1: 

Children's Development and 
Parents' Expectations 

Subtheme 2: 

The Meaning of Being Supportive 

Subtheme 3 

Putting on Pressure 

Subtheme 4 

More Criticism than Praise 

Subtheme 5 

Punishmént and Shame 

Subtheme 6 

Family Issues in the New Society 

Subtheme 7 

Barriers to Seeking HeIp 

Components 

2) "You Chu Xi" - Having a 
Bright Future. 

2) "Xia0 Shun" - Filial Piety 

3) Being a Chinese 

1) Self- S ac rific e 

2) Ro le-Mo deling 

3) Financial Ability 

4) Active Adaptation 

1) Requiring Extra 
Homework 

2) Expecting Perfection in 
the Child 

1) Ways of Expressing 
Feelings 

2) Material Reward 

1 > Reasonable Punishment 

2) Shame 

1 > Family Communications 

2) Cultural Differences 

3) Impatience 

1 1 Self - Help 

2)  No trust 



MT 1 : Parental Responsibilitv to Suaport Child Deveio~ment 

Without any exception, all the Chinese parents I inteniiewed demibed their duty and 

main responsihility as parents as suppoaing th& children's development. However their 

explanation of "child's development" and "ways of support" were more or less dinerent. 

Parents agreed that the core issue in child-rearing practices is how to support children's 

develo pment. They iilso realized that, in the new environment, their understandings of 

children's development and the ways to help are affected by the new culture, especially 

its different valuess. They alI hoped to adapt to the new environment while retaining their 

own culture and traditions. In the i n t e ~ e w s ,  they not only described their farnily 

interactions, but also expiained their behaviors. 

S TI. Children 's Develupment and Parents ' Expec talions 

When they taked about their children, almost every parent used the same word to express 

their expectations for their children: " You Chu Xi -- Having a Bright Future". Most 

parents mentioned the word: "Xiuo Shun - Filial Piety". Most also wanted their children 

to remüin Chinese, while only one hopod their children would becorne "Chinese 

Canadian". 

1) "You Chu Xi -- Having a Bright Future" 

" You Chu Xi" has a very wide meaning in the Chinese l m  page.  You may Say some 

childwn are " You Chu Xi" because they won fxst place in a contest or on an examination. 

This would help them have greater achievements in the future (e.g., enter good 
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universities, start a good career, etc.). You may also say somebody "You Chu Xi" because 

shdhe accompiished something which brings honor to parents and family. "You Chu Xi" 

has k e n  considared as the main way for parents to direct child's development. A parent 

clearly stated: 

MB*: 1 have never educated her (the daughter) to have LLfilial piety" Like 
supporting us when we are old. What I hope is that she "You Chu XI" -- 
has a bright future, which means the only expectation 1 have is that she 
gets higher education and thus, a good c m e r .  

According to parents 1 interviewed, "You Chu Xi" consisted of three major cornponents: 

a) academic achievement; h) perseverance; and c )  having a better life than their parents. 

a) " X w  Xi H m  (Studv WelI)" - Academic Achievement 

It was amazing hut not surprising that alrnost every parent expected her (his) child to 

"Study Weli" - have great academic achievement. In Chinese parents' eyes, this 

expectation was a major part of " You Chu Xi". Every parent encourages herlhis child to 

do well at school and to overcome the hurdles to progress to the designed goaL In fact, 

rnost children in the families 1 interviewed did have very good academic records. One 

*mother1s words weri: repeated hy other parents: 

MA: He (the son) has a very good record in schooL He always gets Excellent or 
A+ in Math, Science, etc. 1 fiel good because he always brought A+ or A 
home. He does not have to he a Ph.D. like his father. But at least he should 
have a master's degree. 

MB refers to " the inothcr fron~ B fanily". FD "the: frithm fmm D f;rmiIyW. etc. 



Most parents I interviewed had a higher education and were professionals in China In 

most famifies, at bast  one parent was a Doctoral or  Master's student at the University of 

Manitoba. Because they experienced difficulties in job seeking in Canada, they felt that 

th& knowledge and skills were not recognized. Some parents stated that Canada focuses 

on applied technology rather than scient& research; therefore, their children "do no t 

have to be a Ph-D,": 

MD: With tcio high a depree such as Ph.D. or Post-doctorate it is not aasy to 
find a j«h in Canada. It is not practical But she (her daughter) should have 
a master's degree. 

Aftrr 1 heard the similar statement in my third i n t e ~ e w ,  I could not help but ask a 

mother: " Whut if he (her son) jusr wunts to go tu comrnunity college und then find work?" 

Here is her answer: 

MA (t5rmly): No. 1 won't let him do that. HI: has the capacity. We will convince 
him. Going to the university is the minimum requirement. He must go to 
the university. He should also get a master's degree. We hope he WU have 
a very good career- 

Since acadernic devalopment was very much amphasized, some parents ignored other 

aspects in their çhildren's developmrnt: 

MB: 1 still think it is very important to study hard. Ifshe did not do house work, 
that is OK. But if she does not study hard, I am very angry. Aside from her 
entering the university, 1 am not too rnuch concerned about other s t d f  like 
the career choices. 

To further emphasizc: the focus on acadernic achievement, every child 1 interviewed told 

me that the most important thing for th& parents was their studies. This kind of pressure 
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produced high hvels of anxiety for the children. One child's response reflected her 

parent's expectations: 

My parents always want me to be in the tirst phce  of rny class in my 
studies. Every day when 1 got home, the first thing they (parents) asked 
was if 1 fiished assignrnents. how 1 did in the school, what the teacher 
said about my studies, that khd of thing. 

Once 1 made a minor rnistake in the exam and tied for the k s t  place in the 
class, my father said: "Tied for the t3st place? Why didnt you exceed the 
other? Yau should have had a hundred percent because the problzms were 
not difticult at dl!" 

In a building where the parents lived, there is a Chinese school which has Chinese 

language classes (various hvals). Mathematics classes, Chinese painting classes, and 

some other clüsses, all of which are operated voluntarily by parents. This indicates the 

extent of parental exprctations for the acadamic success of their children. 

Pÿrents saw academic achiavament as the most important factor in achieving a "bright 

future". Some parents also klieved that children should be able to persevere in studying 

to ansure a hetter hture. The parents eduçated their children to be good. to work hard and 

to persist in givrn tasks. Children ware also taught that they ail can achieve if they try 

hard enough. 

FD: She (daughter) is a very nica, smart and lovely girl. But she does not have 
a very strong ~ha rac t e r~  She is weak in bearing hardships, not like us when 
we were Young. We went through so many hard things. When she m e t s  

* Gd =fer'; to thc girl from the Fcimily 6. G I  the girl fmm the ftunily 4. etc. 
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difticulties, she uses tears rather than thinking through a solution to deal 
with it. 1 hope she is getting stronger and can handle difficulties on her 
o wn, 

This was not only true for girls; a boy's mother had the sarne concem: 

MA: We went through all kinds of hardships in our lives such as experiencing 
the Cultural Revolution, going abroad and wandering destitute far fiom 
home. One of my c o n c e m  is that when my son grows up, he will not be 
a b b  to k a r  hardship because here it is too comfonable. He can get a h o s t  
anything he wants. If he meets any setback in the future, 1 don't know if 
he can handle it. He witl not have the experiences we had. 

The "we" represented here was the whole generation born in the fifties and sixties that 

went though many political events such as the "Culturd Revolution", "going and working 

in the countryside", and the 1989 Democratic Movement, etc. This generation, without 

unremitting effort and perseverance in the face of difficulties, would not have received 

higher aducation and hccome probssionals. They passed strict university entrance 

examinations and the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) to go abroad to 

study. Tlieir children, however, woutd bi: different since they experienced different 

situations: 

MA: We worked so hard and went through many keen cornpetitions to get education, 
find a job and go abroad for advanced studies. But my son and his generation WU 
not have that kind of spint of competition. In his school, thert: is no competition. 
They don? have a nümc list in the order of theY records o r  selection of mode1 
students like in China. He has no idea about corning in t - s t  in class. When we had 
difficulties. we knew we had to endure, we had to handle them by ourselves. But 
for him, 1 don? know. 1 am afraid that he will give up when he has hard times 
because Iiis road is toa srnooth, He will not know how to deal with the difficulties. 
If he is not cornpetitive, how c m  he survive when he meets challenges? 1 worry a 
lot about it, 
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Sharing these kinds of concems, some parents agreed that their children needed to start 

working in their first par in high school to have a little preparation for their future: 

FD: I hope she can start working a littb when she enters high schooL It will be 
helpful to foster her working habits and l e m  to be self-sufficient It is 
good if she can support parts of her tuition, but we will support her 
education- We will do our best. She said she would teach piano to make 
money h r  her hture education. She also wants to enter a good university. 
1 think she also nwds to l e m  to do housework because she is eleven years 
oid now- If she can not do some thing like setting the tabIe, washing 
dishes, or cleaning her room, how c m  she take care of herself when she 
grows up? I want her to take over some household duties because it wiU 
h d p  her to huild up her sense of responsibility. Her mother is very 
permissive and does everything for her. 

Like this hther. most parents were very sure of king able to support thair children's 

education. They repeatedly stressed that thay wantad their children to work a little, not 

for money, but for the ability ("the spirit of labor'), to be mentally prepared for the future: 

ME: If 1 c m  aflord it. 1 will support har education. As for working, like a 
summer job, I hope she can do a Little bit to foster her ability but not for 
money. 1 dafinitely will support her (financially). At bast she should get a 
university degrec. 

cl Hriving a better life tlian their narents 

Having a hstter life thün their parents was a common topic in Chinese immigrant 

Fimilies. Al1 the parents 1 interviewed had university education in China and Canada and 

a certain social status in their home country. However, as new immigrants, they had 

many negativi: experiences due to knguage barriers, cultural shock and discrimination. 

They saw the pre-erninent goal for their children as having a higher socio-econornic 

status thm they have now, and even better than they had in the home country. A few 
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parents mentioncd that they stayed in Canada because of their children, and therefore 

their children must do hetter: 

FD: We. as the first generation, are not young anymore, and can not make a 
great irnprovement in Our status. But they (children) are different. I hope 
she will do better than us- She should. She should have better education, 
k t t e r  career, and better social status than we have. She should enter a 
university, a good university. The second generation should be better than 
the tkst generation. 1 hope she will become a doctor. 

This father used dit: word "should" several times to emphasize his expectations. A mother 

called these "shoulds" parental responsibilities: 

MA: We have brought this child into this world and have responsibilities to 
hring him up a successful man. He should have better MG than his parents. 
The next generation should do k t t e r  than us. That is the value of the 
parents. If a çhild is looked down by people or is a good-for-nothing. the 
purrnts rrre fuilures. That is why 1 said that hiç needs always corne &st. 
We will never, never consider our comfort fkst. We don't expect him to 
take çare of us when we get old. What we want is that he accomplishes 
great things in the future 

2 )  " Xiao Shun" - Filial Piety 

"Xiao Shun - Filial Piety" means, traditiondly, not only showing gratitude by providing 

for parents when thay are old, but also respecthg and trying to please them. Although 

most parents 1 interviewed expressed concerns about their children's disohedience -- "Bu 

Ting H u d l  (not listening to parents), no parents expected the old concept of fiLial piety. 

Most parents axpaçted their çhildren " Ting Huu" -- to listen to their parents and saw this 

as the major part of filial piety. In their minds, children should listen to parents because 

parents' words arc: dl for th& pood. Some of h e m  also have different explmations of 

"Xicio Shun - Filial Piety", 



MB: Since my daughter came here, she seems more outgoing. She feels relaxed 
and less restrained. But she is not as obedient as before (in China) 
(laughs). When she was in China. she absolutely obeyed us ("Ting Hua"). 

A parent explained his concept about "Xiao Shun - Filial Piety": 

FD: "Xiuo Shun" is important. 1 dont expect her to support us when we are old- 
But 1 do hope she is very close to us. 1 don't want to live in a nursing home 
when 1 am old- We are Chinese and value "Tim Lun Bi Le -- farnily 
happiness". The naturd bonds and ethicai relationships between rnembers 
of a family are very important. In my opinion, you wilX spend your 
remaining years in happiness if your children are "Xiao Shun". It does not 
rnean that she should do a lot of things for parents but she should always 
show considerations for parents. Parents have done so  much for her and 
she should k a r  it in mind, 

Parents were proud of tlieir family values and thought it was a very precious culnird 

heritnga. As Abdu 1-Briha stated 87 p a r s  ago: "The East and the West must unite to give 

aach other what is lacking" (CCC, 1987, p.143). This father thought "Xiao Shun" would 

be beneficial not only to Chinese hut also to Canadians: 

FD: In Canada, United States and other western countries, the pension plan has 
so many problems and no one knows about the future. But if you educate 
children well and they are "Xicro Shiin", you wili not have probbms when 
you art: «Id. Your children will help you. In a word, if you want to have a 
happy life iri your later years, you should have good children (who are 
"Xiuo Shun"). It is not only good for children, for yourself, but also for the 
society. "Xiao Shun" is a child's duty. Actually it is a very good aspect of 
Chinese culture. and we brought it to this multicultural society. Western 
people may l e m  from it. 1 kl ieve  "Xiao Shun" is worthwhile to be made 
use of by them. 

3) Being a Chinese 

It was vtxy interest ing t« find that the older children (1 1 years old) saw thernselves more 

Chinesr. while younger children (7 to 10) called thsmselves Chinese Canadians. On the 

other hmd, most parents considered theû children Chinese, although some parents also 
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used the word "Chinese Canadian" and indicated that they were not "Banana - outside 

yeLlow, inside white". No parent thought their children should be Tanadians". 

a) Keep language ahility and retain Chinese culture 

First of au, every parent wanted their children to maintain Chinese lanyage ability and 

retain their culture. They emphasized that children needed to know who they were and to 

have a Chinese idtntity. However among ail the six children I h t e ~ e w e d ,  half of them 

called themselves Chinese, and the other half, Chinese-Canadians. They dl attended the 

Going to Chinrsr sçhool was one way to help children keep their Chinese language 

ability. Some parents saw this as a symhol of th& children's identity. To help their 

children. parents spoke Chinese at home, even though they studied English very hard. 

They also encouraged their children to play with Chinese children to reinforce their 

motivation to speak Chinese. 

MA: We urge and encourage him to barn Chinese. We have had a very hard 
time because our English is not good enough. We want him to have very 
good English and Chinesr: as  we11, which will help him to have more 
advantages. Here the environment is English, lïke school TV, etc. We 
have to provide him with a good environment to practice Chinese. At 
home, we always speak Chinese. Language means not only linguistics but 
also culture. We c m  rrad and writt in English, but it is very diftïcult to 
communicate with Canadian people, because of the different culture. He 
should have good Chinese language skills. China is getting stronger and 
strongrr. By the time h t  grows up, China WU he a very advanced country 
in the world. His Chinese skills will give him a great advantage to find 
work Bacause many big Canadian companies will do business with 
China, he will have lots of opportunities to work. 



FD: Some parents want to practice Engkh  with their children because children 
learn English very fast. But after a while, children forget their Chinese. It 
is a pity. A friend of mine did this kind of thing. They (parents) spoke 
English at home with their child because they wanted to improve their 
own English. About two years hter, they found out that the child refused 
to speak Chinese and forgot al l  Chinese culture. They were very regretfil 
for not speaking Chinese at home. Then it was too hte. He even refused to 
go to Chinese school Think about it, when he goes back to China to visit 
his grandparents or other relatives, he wiil need an interpreter! 

G4: At home 1 speak Chinese. The two commonly used English words are: 
SO? and Bye! (Laughter). 

Almost ÿ1I the parents I interviewed were proud of their own culture and hoped their 

children would retain it. Although they expressed their wiUingness to adapt to the new 

environment, thry realized that they had difficulties accepting the different values and 

behaviors. At the same tirne, different ways to ensure the children did not abandon 

Chinese values was a source of farnily contlicts. 

MA: We were educated in China, and our own culture and experiences forrned 
our values and worldview. It is not easy to change them. My son is 
diffrrent. He accepts new stuff without any difficulty. I think he should 
retain Chinese culture and values such as respecthg and showing filial 
okdience to parents. There is a lot of good stuff in Chinese culture that he 
sliould learn. That is why we keep urging him to study the Chinese 
language. 

But although hi: c m  speak Chinese now, he doesn't want to follow the 
teachings such as oheying parents and k ing polite. He is readily receptive 
to Canadian culture. (Uncenaùily) Maybe he would retain some Chinese 
culture because at home he is nurtured in the environment of Chinese 
values and tradition. Our teaching would exert an imperceptible influence 
on his thoughts and behavior. For example, sometirnes he does what we  
ask suc11 as going to Chinese classes. He may accept a Utle (Chinese 
culture). 

Some parents were very happy to see their children "behave as a Chinese" and thllik of 

themselves as Chinese. A father descrihed how they made efforts to make this happen: 
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FD: When she carne here. she went to daycare, She had her pre-school and 
e l e m e n t q  school education in Canada But we (parents) have k e n  
imhuing h a  with Chinese culture and values. We forced her to speak 
Chinese and set strict demands on her. When she was in daycare, we 
strirted to teach her Chinese characters. We started early because we h o w  
keeping our own language in a foreign country is very mcult. If she 
starts exlier, and practices at home, she may have interest in speaking 
Chinese. Otherwise, when she enters school an English environment, and 
spedcs English everyday, she would not be willing to leam Chinese. Now, 
although she can speak Chinese, writing is a big problem for her. 

He was very proud of his daughter for har good Chinese language ability: 

She speriks Chinese very w d l  and c m  describe the things that happened in 
har school in Chinese to us. She always says she is Chinese although she 
has heen herc for eight years. She is very sure of her identity. She loves 
Chinese culture and hrr uncle called her "a little patriot". Some tirnes she 
acted as an intarprater for the kids who came to the school recently. Other 
parents like their children to play with her because they can practice more 
Chinese. 

b) Adaptinc to the New Environment 

At the same time. some parents had positive cornmants about the new environment. They 

realized that th& children achieved some improvement in different areas: 

MA: The main reason we remain here is for him. The Canadian education 
system has  its advantages. The style is lively, open and encouraging. They 
use rnodels m d  some othcr ways to foster studants' ability to practice and 
study on their own. They have a lot of activitias and children have fun. 
That is good. In China, strict examination is highly valued and children 
have no time to play. Courses are very heavy. 

She found her son had made some "positive" changes and thought it was good: 

Since we came here, my son has changed a lot. One good change is that he 
is more out-going no W. Before, he wÿs very shy (in China), and did not 
Iike to tak although htr wu naughty. But now, in the school, he likes to 
answer questions and talk with people. 1 think this is good. Comhining this 
positive aspect with Chinese culture, he will do a hetter job in the future. It 



is good that he is more open than &fort: because here people are 
encouraged to speak out. 

But she &O mentioned the culturd differences which affected Chinese people's 

developrnent in the new environment: 

We were educated to be modest and not to show off. But here it is 
different. In rny husband's workphce, people who like to talk always gain 
the upper hand like getting more grants although some of them don? know 
more thm others do. In Canada, if you are takative, you will be seen as 
more capabb. If you don? like to talk, no matter how howledgeable you 
are, you will not be looked up to. Besides culture, language ability is also 
a big hanier. So 1 think it is good for him to k open- 

A mother made n comprison hetween a Chinese teacher and a Canadian teacher and 

noticed her daughter's change: 

MB: Another good change is that she likes answering questions in the class. 
When she was in China, she dared not do that because of too much 
pressure. If she gave a wrong answer, the teacher would criticize her in 
front of her classrnates. She also would feel loss of face- H u e  it is 
different. Teachers always encourage you by saying "You did good job" 
or '?t is great", something lile that- Even if you did not do that weII, the 
teacher will Say "good, good". She likes the environment here, for 
exampla, convenient living facilities. not much pressure in the school, 
much more timr to play, etc.. but she misses her friends in China She 
cried several times because she misses her friends. She thinks they are 
better thm the tiiends here. She srtid that she wanted to go back to see 
them. But she said tliat in her schoolwork she lagged lxhind her friends in 
China. Sht: will mver catch up with them (if she goes back to China). 

Some parents also explained the reasons why they hoped their children kept Chinese 

culture and values. They were very concerned about the intluence of the environment on 

their children- 



MX: Now the majority of his fïiends are Chinese children. We &O hope he can 
spend more tirne with Chinese children becriuse we see sorne bad habits in 
Canadian chiidren, like having girlfriends when they are young (even in an 
elernentary school). (Very firmly) This is not good and is not allowed in 
our (Chinese) families. Some (Canadian) children are violent and are very 
aggressive. The crime rate is very low in Chinese youth and it i. almost 
unthinkable in our new immigrant farnilies to have violent children or 
gang memhers. 

1 heard several parents'concems about peer intluences and their hopes that their children 

would play more with othzr Chinese children. "Dating" was seen to be a very serious 

matter and most parents did not agree that children could have a "hoyfriend" or 

"girlfriend" in their "early years". 

MA: I will not allow him to date in school even in high schooL He should 
concentnte on studying not dating. Having a girlfriend is a serious thing. 
You should tliink about marriage, 

FD: It is tao aarly for her (1 1 yeÿrs old) to have a boyIiiend now. When she is 
16 or over, maybe it is OK. I hope she will date a good boy. 1 hope he is a 
Chinese boy. From the perspective of biology, mixed blood is not good. 
Same skin color (with different ethnic background) is OK, but different 
color will create probkms. If a Caucasian and Chinese get married, what 
is thrir child's identity? 1s he Chinese, or a Caucasian? He has no root and 
neither society will accept him. This is not good for a child. He will blame 
his parents. 

Having lieard how parents relate "dating" to mamage, based on their cultural concepts, 1 

asked a mother, " Whur i f yvur  son wunts to mcrrry ri Cunuciiun womn?" 

MA: 1 will try to stop him. Maybe he won? listen to me. The Canadians don? 
value hmiIy. Some of them are not serious ahout marriage. Look nt the 
high divorce rate here. It is so scary. Canadian women don? know our 
traditions and cultures. They are not stable. Maybe afier two years of 
mÿmage, she (Canadian wife) will Say, "Bye Bye" suddenly and leave. 
What could my son do? It will also do children great harm. 1 doubt if he 
will have happy family life if he mames a Canadian woman. That is just 



our wish. We hope he can have a Chinese girlfriend. It would be easy to 
communicate with her. We can d s o  communicate easily with her family. 

Sn. Meaning of Being Supportive 

Aiter having explored the meaning of "child development", it was important to explore 

what parents meant in terrns of k i n g  supportive. When I asked how they supported their 

children's development, parents described their thoughts and methods, and gave some 

significant explanations. Alrnost dl the parents I i n t e ~ e w e d  clexly identified their 

duties and responsibilities as being self-sriçrifïcing. k ing  role models, and providing 

financial support. AIthough they hoped their children would be obedient and respectfil, 

very few parents mentioned that they expected their chddren to do something for them. 

1) Self-Sacrifice 

As 1 discussed under the previous subtheme, parents hoped their chiIdren would have 

better lives than theû own. Most parents used the word "self-sacrifke" to explain their 

ways of providing support for their children. 

MA: What 1 should do is to rneet his needs in living and studying. I told him 
that mir current situation (both parents art= students) does not allow us to 
provide al1 the tïnancial support he needs for his secondary education. But 
we hope he c m  enter thc top university, so he has to work very hard to 
have an excellent record ta get a scholarship. But I will do whatever 1 can 
to help him. If he izeeds money fo get education 1 will give as much as I 
have. That is a parent's duty. If there is not enough money, he has to find 
work to make money. We rnake our childTs education the top priority. Our 
persona1 enjoyrnent or M e  of pleasure is not important at dl. Even if I 
have a lot of rnoney someday, 1 will deposit the arnount he needs to go to 
the univarsity rather than bu ying a big house or a new car. Our own needs 
always corne last. 
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A metaphor "a buming candle" was used by a parent to symbolize parents' sehacrifice: 

FD: 

MA: 

The big difference between western parents and Chinese parents are 
Chinese parents sacrit'ice themselves a lot for their children. Western 
parents kt th& children temper themselves in the society. But Chinese 
parents wouid like to be a candle, burning themselves to lighten the way of 
their children. As new immigrants, our fuiancial situation is not good but 1 
have never been tight in spending money for my child's education. That is 
natural to expect children to remember what their parents did for them and 
to show respect to parents. 

He attends Chinese school not only in language class, but also in Chinese 
drawing class. 1 hope this will help him to develop good observational 
skills. He also attends skating and swimming classas. Although we are 
husy and tired, wz spend lots of time to drive hirn to daerent  classes 
htxausr. we want him to have various interests and develop his personality. 

This mother ernphasized that they stayed because of her son: 

MA: We explained to him many times that we are new immigrants here and Zife 
is very hard. We have to karn English and try to iïnd work here. To 
survive hart: and he accepted hy this society (Canadian society) is very 
very difticult for us. But he doesn't understand it at a1.L He feels good 
here. no probbm for him. We told him that we stay here only because of 
him. He likes Canada. school is fun, no pressure. We had good jobs in 
China and were resprcted by people. But here we are nothing. No matter 
how hard we work, the future is not secure. We are not sure what we will 
get even if we make every effort. We have to endure this because we want 
hirn to have a better Wcf than we have. 

2 )  Role-Modeling 

There is an old Chinese saying: "I f  the upper beum is not struight, the lower ones will go 

rrshnr -- when those ahove hehavco unworthily, those bebw will do the sarne." Parents 

descrihed the viizues of famous people in stories and folklore which were examples to 

their children. Similarly some parents were concemed about their own behaviors as role 
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FD: A child c m  learn a lot tlom parents. Since we came here, we  have been 
studying and working very hard. Lot of pressures. She can see it and 
knows shr has to study hard too. We did Our best to create conditions for 
her devdopment. There are a lot of opportunities here if you have money. 
So  if she Likes to barn something, we  definitely try to support her -- like 
learning piano, swirnming, drawing, gymnastics, and ballet, oh, and 
skating- She has k e n  attended those cIasses. As parents, your duty is to 
support children- If she does not succeed, that is her responsibility. 

F R  Parents should watch their own behaviors, No matter how hard the life is, 
now mütter how hs t r a t ed  you are, you can not show them to your 
children. You should not quarrel or fight in the front of children. It  is 
harmful, 

We don't talk about our difticulties to our child. We dont  tell her Our 
frustrations. We believt: our hard work and dignity will have a positive 
impact on her developrnent- 

No parents in my interview thought the Chinese culture or traditions were outdated. Some 

of them were very proud of their ways of hringing up their children. However, many 

parents realized that some traditional methods should move with the tirnes. Some parents 

wrre concernrd rihout their children's perseverance or spirit of hard work, because they 

realized that society asks for independent children who can take care of thernselves. 

Some parents addressed the issues of their children's devdopment in other areas besides 

academic achievements. One mother realized that: 

ME: In Canada, conditions are better than in China, Children can eat, dress and 
do things in their own ways. But the main responsibilities of parents are 
not only providing their physical nceds, but aiso teaching them how to 
hehavr. Moral quality is very important. 1t should be the first priority in 
education. If you have very good acadernic achievements but very bad 
chxacter, you art: not good for the society. 
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3) Financiai Ability 

Parents faced rnnny pressures to f i d  a good job and to support their families. They also 

mentioncd that they lived fnigdIy to save every penny for the future. As well, concerns 

were expressed that th& fmancial difticulties would affect their abilities to meet their 

children's needs, 

ME: It is not possible to completely sacrifice yourself fmancidly for children. 
If you dont have the ability to support the family, it will not be good for 
children either. As a woman, you have to have financial independence to 
some extent. In addition, if a husband does not earn a lot of money, a wife 
has ro go out to work. In Canada, many wornen stay home to take care of 
children. Their values are different and the situation is different too. 

Some children also tallced about their dissatishction with parents who seldom bought 

gifts or clothes for them. One girl reiterated this and went further to say that they did not 

have a prirty for her hirthday. She also cornplained: 

G3: Whrnever wa went sliopping, my parents only hought foods. always 
foods. I don't understand why they bought sa much food and no other 
things lika toys, or clothing. Whenever 1 sllid something 1 would like to 
have, they always said: "No !" 

When taking ahout adaptation, al1 the parents did not want to isolate thernselves from 

Canadian society. Thry wanted to adapt to the new sociaty actively not passively so they 

studied English very hard and tried to understand more about Canada. Some parents were 

more open than others hecause they ohserved different child-rearing practices and wanted 

to l e m  k t t e r  methods: 
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FD: We need ta make an adjustrnent because we came here. We need to learn 
good stuff here. In Canada, people educata children positively. They 
encourage a lot and dont punish them severely. This requires patience. 

ME: I spankrd her before. But 1 have changed. Somerimes I did not push her, 
but she did well. 1 admit that 1 did not discipline her as strictly as before. 
In China, we foçus on her studying. Here in Canada, we also want her to 
have wide interests. It is good for her future. But 1 know a child needs 
teaching and ruks. 1 think they should know Chinese culture and good 
manners. But parents also have respo nsihilities. For example, some 
children dont like to taIk with parents in the school or home because the 
parents c m  not speak good English. Now you are in Canada, you should 
learn English, otherwise how c m  you survive here? Parents &O need to 
adapt to the environment. Of course, children should understarid their 
parents. Both sides have responsibilities- 

Some parents took a positive attitude, in order to adapt to the new environment: 

MB: Since 1 came here, 1 have made some changes. 1 learned something new. 
Now 1 realize that my method is not very good- 1 don? know anything 
about Child Psychology. But rwently 1 read some articles which said that 
children need encouragement. Too rnuch pressure wiU Iead to just the 
opposite to what we wished. Now 1 seldom spank her. Occasionally. But 
when 1 taught her, she said I was too "long-winded". Before 1 would be 
very ringry if she ta lkd  back. Now 1 think a child, like an adult, does not 
like to ht: criticized al1 the tirne- Children should be allowed to have their 
own thoughts- Sarnetimes being ohedient is not the ideaL Before, 1 thought 
she should o k y  me ahsolutely, unconditionally. Now 1 am trying to say 
something positive to encourage her. AIthough 1 never said that 1 was 
proud of her, 1 cbarly know that she is a very understanding girL She has 
good seif-discipline and always takes the interests of the whole into her 
consideration. She is not self-centered like some other kids. She has a 
strong cornmunity spirit. 1 think this is really good. 

Some parents realized that altliough they had language difficulties, their knowledge and 

skills were also needed in the new environment. A mother said: 

MB: 1 did not go to the sewing factory or restaurant to work because 1 really 
want to irnprove my English and rmd ri job related to my educational 
background. 1 was an engineer in the univarsity in China. 1 know my 
knowledge and skills are needed here. So 1 go to ESL class. Since we 
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came here. we should not always reca  our past and contrast it with the 
present. We should look forward and work hard. Maybe 1 am too positive. 

In my interviews, some children also talked about their parents' changes. Some children 

described their nppreciation about their parents' caring. One point that needs to be 

addressed is the changing role of the father: 

G2: My morn seems to care for me very much. But that is just taIk Everyday she 
keeps shouting, "don't do t h ,  dont  do that,. . .". My dad really helps me a lot. He 
teaches me math, English, and others. When I had questions, he answered and 
explaintxi them to me. I like my dad better than my morn because he helps me a 
lot. For exampb, last time, it was a Sunday, I was supposed to go to skating ckss 
and it was the last one before the skating rink was closed. My dad was sick, had a 
fever that day. and morn said not to go this time. But my dad drove me there and 
picked me up. 

There were also different opinions: 

G4: My mom cares for me much more than my dad does. She cares for my study and 
other things. Everyday when 1 was practicing piano, she always accornpanied me 
although she w u  very husy in her study. But my father was either reading the 
newspaper or doing cornputer stuff. 

Chinrse parents expected their children "You Chu Xi" - to have a hright future, "Xiao 

Shun" - to show filial piety, and to he a Chinese child. These expectations originated 

from their culture aiid values. Chinese culture and values also provided the explanation of 

"k ing  supportive". These parents definsd " k i n g  supportive" as heing self-sacrifcing, 

king role modals. having tïnancial ability and actively adapting to the new society. They 

helieved theu responsihility wcis to support their children's davelopment and to ensure 

this development met their expec tations, 



MT 2: Chinese Wavs of Disci~iine 

When talking ahout child discipline, di the parents I intervieweci emphasized that they 

used Chinese ways because they are Chinese. What are the Chinese ways? What are the 

meanings of Chinesr: ways? The fouowing are some interesthg tindings: 

ST3. Putting on Pressures 

Parents talked a lot ahout putting pressure on th& children. They hoped their children 

would achieve academically and would be able to support themselves, and more 

importantly, have a hetter Me thm their parents. They kept pushing their children to do 

extra homework. to hr perfect in averything, ruid dways te better than others. They set 

very high srandards for  the^ children's cornpetence and ohdience. On the other hand, 

children felt pushad and trird to resist these pressures. 

1) Requiring Extra Homework 

Children complained a lot about time to play because parents didn't allow them to play 

and watch TV. They always had a lot of' extra homework to do for these reasons: 

MC: Everyday I g iw her assignments to do, especially Chinese. 1 ask her to 
read the text and write characters everyday. She is Chinese and rnust know 
her own language and culture. It wilj be convenient for her when she goes 
hack to China, 

Another 1-eason is tliat my English is not good enough. Sometimas 1 dont  
understand her words when she is talking in English- It is difficult to 
communicate with her. When 1 encourage her to study Chinese, I also help 
m ysell', 

Some parents M t  their children didn't understand why they were asked to do extra 



homework: 

MA: We told hirn about Our difficult situation and kt him think about his duty 
to share his parents' difficulties. But sometimes he didn't understand our 
intent. We urge h h  to read and study more because he will benefit nom 
more knowledge. But he is upset and says, Why can other children play 
on weekends while I have to study?' He thinks it is enough to finish school 
assignrnrnts and we are too strict and give him too much to do. 

Parents feIt they had to he more strict and "very serious" about homework: 

ME: When she did not listen to her parents, we began to be very senous. Like 
talking about her studies, phno class, Chinese class, you have to be very 
serious. Whm we asked her to do extra homework, like Chinese 
assignmcnts, she went on dawdling and rnoving slowly. You have to push 
her. Sometimes she was not happy and p u k d  a long face. But h a l l y  she 
would do it, 

Parents worried that their children didn't strive to make progress and had no desire to do 

bcitter. In imswaring my question whrther this probbm was the same as in China, a 

mot her replied: 

MA: No. In China, there is so much homework to do that a child will not have 
tirne to play. We don? have to give him more work We don? have to 
worry. The teachzr would give him enough. He has pressures to do weU to 
get in the honor list. For example, if he is in the top five of the class he 
will get acceptancc: hy a key high school and a good university. But here it 
is different. No more homework. "Everything will be fine". No 
cornpetition. No honor list. That is why we give him extra work to do. We 
don? think what he learned in school is enough. But he does not like to do 
what we ask. 

Her mswer represented the concems of the other parents in this study. Another mother 

further exp Iainecl: 

ME: 1 think the ebmantary education h u e  is not as good aç in China. Kids came here 
and felt that the classes here like math, science, etc. are too easy. Even some kids 



who had poor grades in China becme good students here. They d o n t  have a lot 
of homework to do. 

Children's discussion d s o  confirmed parents' concerns. 

G2: In my teacherk eyes, my math is exceptionally good. She told other teachers 
many times about that. She said: "This is the girl who is so good at Math. Her 
name is so and so", 

G4: My telicher always gave me A+ or A You c m  see it in my report cards. However, 
1 dont like her vsry much because her math class is so easy that I ofien feel bored 
m d  sleepy. It is too easy. 

I asked çhildren if it was true that in their school generally the Chinese kids have higher 

grades. The children gave me an affirmative answer: 

G2 and G4: In our school, in the math contest, aimost all the winners were 
Chinese. The fifth grade students who took the 6th grade test and won the 
Provincial Math Contest were all Chinese students. The first wimer was 
a Chinese kid. 

In parents'eyes. education wÿs the most important thing for children. When 

parents noticed that their children did not have much homework to do or the 

sctioolwork wtis very easy for their children, they gave them extra homework. 

Most parents had obtained higher education so it was not difficult to assign 

homewark for th& children. 

2 )  Expecting Perfection in the Child 

For these parents, putting on the pressure meant not only demanding that children do 

extra hornework, but also reminding them of their imperfection even when they did a 

good job. 



G4: When my mom knew I won the first place in the Math Contest, she was 
very happy about it and bought a watch for me. But my dad said: "What is 
the big deal? Without my help, how could you get the kst?"  

G2: Some tirnes 1 got 99 and was the first in the c h s ,  but my parents were not 
very satistïed. Even when 1 got 100 -hrU marks and told them about this 
happily, th& answers always disappo inted me. (Imitating her parents)" 
What is the big deal? You are supposed to do it. 1t is nothing worth king 
proud of' You came ~ o m  China and you should do better" and so on. 
They also said something like "you had l emed  that stuff în China already. 
You should do well." 

A mother tned to explain this kind of khavior: 

MB: Both my husband and I are always anxious to outdo ourselves. Whatever 
we do. we want to do the k t .  Tt is the same thùig in child rearlng. We 
discipline her very strictly. We spanked her a lot. Mayhe because we want 
pertkction in averything we do, we always found her weakness and 
shortcomings. 1 really hate to see some parents who are spoiling their 
cliildren. Those children are had mannered, impolite and disobedient. We 
just want to provoke our daughter to make greater progress. 

Most children mentionrd that their parents often compared them to their fnends. Parents 

liked to say to children that, "you should l e m  from so and so, they are very good", etc, 

etc. Most parents 1 interviewed admitted this and saw it as a way to stimulate children to 

greater achievernent. 

ST4. More Criticism than Praise 

There is a philosophy that "you cannot ht: your son's fnend and correct his hehavior" in 

traditional Chinsse child rearing practices (Wolf, 1970). Many parents believed a child 

does nnt take friendly suggestions seriously, but will ohey the stem commands. 
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1) Ways of Expressing Feelings 

Thse parents told me that they seldom praised their children, especidly verbally. 

Besides putting on pressures as discussed above, they thought chiIdren could not really 

learn anything until they rid themselves of complacency. Some parents mentioned that 

even though they were really proud of their children. they never acknowledged it. They 

prefer to express their feelings through action rather than words. Some mothers recited a 

very popular ancient poem conveying warmth and love -- "Song of the Wanderer", which 

descrihed a mo thrr's love for her child and expressed her love through the care she 

provided: 

"Sewing with thread and needle, 
Mother rnakes ri coat for her wanderer son. 
She sews in srnttll stitches on the eve of his departuce 
Womed, lest 11e should hc: long coming home. 
Can the gratitude of a tiny Made of g r a s  
Ever repay the warmth of three springs of sunshine." (Translation in S.U.C.C.E.S.S.. 
1990, p. 1-2) 

MB: Of course 1 love my daughter from my hart.  and 1 dllnk she is a very 
good girl. But 1 had never shown it (loving) in front of her. 1 often 
criticized her such as "Look what you did. You should have done it 
hetter." Once after having visited her fricnds' home, she said to me: 
"Marna, you cheated on me. You said you are the best marna in the world 
and treat me hest. And 1 tl~ought so too. But you are not. 1 saw that my 
friends' marnas are very nice and love their daughters very much. You 
always criticize me." 

1 know 1 ;un stricter thm other parents. Sometirnes when she got sick or 
had pains. she screamed and cried. Although 1 worried a lot, 1 usually said: 
"Don't he too soft. What is the big deal? ". 1 won't parnper her and don't 
show wony in my face. Now she is much closer to her father- She said he 
was more patient than 1 was. He tutors her a lot in Chinese and math. 
Bafore he  never showed his loving in his tace. Now he has changed a lot. 
Sometirnes my daughter says: "Mayhe you love me but 1 don't feel it. My 
friends' marnas are so patient and very loving. They are dl better than you 



are. You (and father) are always picking at  my faults". Now 1 think her 
words are somewhat reasonable. 1 started changing. 

A girl also told me that her father "dways" criticized her and was never satisfied: 

G4: Once 1 want to my piano class and passed three music assignrnents. My 
piano teacher said 1 made very good and fast progress and wanted to give 
me an awxd. But my father thought I should have passed more and 
shouted at me: " Why did you just pass three? You wasted my twenty-five 
dollars!" Another tirne, 1 passed four songs. he still scolded me. He is never 
satisfied- 

2 )  Material Reward 

Some parents used "material reward" to show the? praise and happiness. 

G4: Once, I got a position of "Conflict Mediation C a p t a i . .  My parents were 
very happy- When 1 told them the things 1 did weU, they were always very 
happy. Last year, I got tïrst phce in the mathematics contest. niey  bought 
a watch for me. They said, "we are extremely happy". 

G2: Every terrcher said I did very well this term and had made great progress. 
L u t  tirne, my f'ather went to the school and the teacher told him that 1 did 
weil in wery  suhject. My father said to the teacher that you said the good 
things tïrst, then what are the bad things. The teacher said there were no 
"bad things" and " 1 think she is a very good girl". My father was very 
happy and hought a gift (very heautiful stickers) for me. 

OC course, not every parent will buy a watch for his (her) child. Some parents gave a 

"bonus" to encourage cliildren to do housework, not only homework: 

G2: If 1 wash dishes after supper, a lot of dishes, they (parents) give me a quater. 
Same thing in her (G4) home- 

Several children told me that they M t  "discouraged", "disappointed", "upset" and 

"angry" when their parents were not satisfied even when they did well: 



1 got 28 out of 30 in the math contest, which means 1 got 98 percent and 
there is no fun marks in the contest. My dad was still not satisfied. 

In my report çard, most are A or A+. only two Bk. My teachers like me 
and my stuff is always neat and cbiui. But rny father asked the teacher: 
"why is sha doing so well in the school but not home?" My teacher said: "1 
dont  know", 

Although parents thought criticism was a good way to teach children based on Chinese 

tradition, children considered their parent's blaming to be "unreasonable". 

G4: 1 d o i t  Iike that they iilways talk about my shortcomings with orhers. For 
example, my Fathsr often says to others that I was too slow, like eating, 
brushing my teeth, dressing, and a lot of things. Once a kid told 
something about me which was not true to my dad, hi: picked up a srnall 
stick to hit me without asking for an explanation. I told my mom and my 
morn stoppad him. 1 am 1 I years old now and should not be spanked. 

GF: One day. a plant in my home fell down and was broken. 1 did not know 
who did it. But my hther yelled at me: "If you did not do it, 1 am sure it 
must he your friend who knocked it over. Thnt's prohably what caused it!" 

ST5. Punkhment and Sharne 

As dkcussed ahove, parents put pressure on children and set high standards. They were 

aIso concerneci about the intluence of the new culture on their children. Therefore, 

parents disciplined their children stricrly. 

1) Reasonable Punishment 

The ma-jority of respondents adrnitted that they punished their children physically and 

o tharwise. Non-physical punishrnant included parents refusing to carry out something the 

child wanted. One mother told me that she did not allow her daughter to go outside to 



play when she did sornething wrong and refused to buy things she liked. Some parents 

used hitting and yelling to express their disappointment about the childk behavior and to 

teach the chiid a Iesson. A girl said: 

G4: My father hit me a 10 t. Using chopsticks. 1 said to him "this is child 
abuse". My mother also told hirn that (hitting) was wrong. Sometirnes I 
kicked hirn back because he kicked me. My rnother spanks on my buttocks 
hy her hands and it did not hurt very much. My father used a chopstick. 
Once, he  allowed me go out to play for a bit longer. But when I came 
back, he said 1 came back late and started hitting me, My mom saiC lie 
should not treat me like that because he said 1 codd go out to play. 

The parents saw the punishmant as a way of discipline to elicit shame in the children 

rather than as ri harmful act. 

MC: Sometimes 1 liad to punish her. 1 tned everything and nothing worked. 
Teaching and explaining do not work d l  the tima. 1 had to give her a pinch 
and wanted her to ka1 shame. 1 said: "Are you feeling shameful for king 
punished by your parents'? You are already 10 years old now!" Sometimes 
she cried, but sometimes she said: "1 dont  care". This made me very angry 
hecause it rneans your punishment doesn't work either. Sometimes I was 
upset and did not t d k  with her. She seemed to realize that she did 
sornething wrong and behaved ktter.  

A girl told me what she was asked to do hy her father as a punishment: 

G6: Once 1 got 99, my dnd said:" you got only 99? You should have had a 
hundred!" He is not reasonable. When 1 made mistaka, 1 had to write a 
self-çriticism (like a confession) and put it in a place where everybody can 
sec: it. Once 1 put it on the washroom door. My father asked me why, 1 said 
because every one has to go to washroom. But 1 put it in a very low 
position. so no body c m  easily set: it (laugh). 



It was obvious that the intent of this father who insisted his daughter put her self-criticisrn 

"in a place where everybody can see it" was to make her f i l  shamed and lose face so that 

she would not müke the srime rn3take again. 

Parents called this kInd of punishment wasonable because they beiieved children needed 

to barn a lesson and remember it. A father explained his point of view: 

FD: Chinase ways of disciplining children have some advantages. Reasonable 
punishmant is effective most of the tima. We use some methods such as, 
writing a self-criticisrn. doing more homework. standing her in the corner, 
or even hitting her on the huttoçks. If you axplain clearly to her why you 
are punishing her and what her hul t  is. it will be useful in remernbering 
the kesson. Firstly. you don't hit her without any reason Secondly, you 
have to explain before you punish her. You should tell her why you are 
spanking her before not ufter (stress) you do it. She may keep the kesson in 
her mind. If you just say a few words (scolding her), she rnay forget 
quickly. The t h e s  we spank her are hased on the extent of her mistakes. 

From this section. it can k seen clearly that parents disciplined their children by using 

"Chinese ways " . They explainrd the meaning of "Chinese ways of discipline" as putting 

pressure on children, more cntiçism than praising, and punishments to elicit shame. 

Thest: parents ÿsked their children to k perkct and assigned them extra homework. They 

also saw punishment as a reasonabla way to teach the child a lesson and make them feel 

ashamed. For furtlier discussion about tlindings see Chapter 5. 
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MT 3. Diffrculties in the New Societv 

ST6. Family Issues in the New Socieîy 

Before discussinp the perception about social services in Winnipeg, many parents 

described experiences and difficulties as new immigrants, living in a new environment. In 

r e m  of child rearing practices, the main issues focused on family communications, 

cultural diîferences and parental impatience. 

1) Family Communications 

Al1 parents talked about their concerns regarding communication with their children- 

Some of them complained that their children did not say a lot about their own iives and 

relationships at school, and with texhers, friends. or others. Some parents womed that 

their children didn't tell them if thay did something wrong. A couple of parents felt 

diîfïçulties in communicating with tlieir children because of language barriers. 

MA: Maybc: he does not want to be criticized. But he talks for so long on the 
phone with bis friends, of course, in English. 1 didn't know what they 
were talking about. He did not want us know and closed the door. But 
sometimes we heard something about hirn from other kids. We felt upset. 
One dny, we were asked to sign a note from his teacher and knew he broke 
the window by throwing a snowhall. 1 was so mgry. Some information we 
got was frcim the parent-teachtx meeting. But it was Iate. Sometirnes we 
were very upset. We don't know how to communicate with him and know 
what he is doing. 

Ano tlier mo ther had the same feeling: 

MB: She would not tell me this kind of thing because she knew she did the 
wrong tliing, Mayhe 1 cnticized her too much before, she would not tell 
me the things she did wrong. Lots of things 1 knew fiom other parents. 1 
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am so eager to know everything she has in her mind, She writes her diary 
every day and dom not allow us to read it. But sometimes we sneak in her 
room to have a ghnce (Iaughs). We want to lcnow everything about her. 

Parents not oniy had difficulties in cornmunicating with their chiidren, but &O had 

prohlems in their marital lives: 

MA: 1 had quwe l s  with my husband sornetimes, Most of the reasons were 
regarding the child. Sometimes it was just for small things. Because of our 
insecure and unstable situations, we feel too much depression- Sometimes 
I felt so fmstrated and realIy wanted to go back to China. 

The "small thing" she mentioned was also explained, by another mother: 

MB: Sometimes we have very bitter qumels. You know, here hecause of 
financial pro blems, and not tinding a job easily, you are just hstrated.  
Last time, we had a f'ierce tight just because of a bowl of soup. A litde 
soup was bR and he wanted me to put in the fridge. I did not because 1 
didn't think it is wonh keeping. When he found 1 did not, he was angry. 
He said: T work so h x d  for this family. But you are wasting food'. Having 
heard this. 1 was aven angrier: 'Arc: you saying we are depending on you? 
It is not my huit that I codd not i"md a job here!'I shouted: 'I will leave 
with rny daughter: 1 helieve 1 am able to support our own Me. We had a 
big fight but just for a Little soup. 1 always think that women should have 
their independence and financial self-reliance. 

However, the concerns of parents were usually focused on their communications with 
c hilclren. 

MA: He (har son) seems not interested in parents' teaching. He does not like 
our suggestions. For example, on weekends, we hope he takes the free 
t h e  to study and l e m  more- He dot=sn7t listen. He wants to play. Last 
month tliere was a spring break. We suggested he spend some tirne on 
studying But he didn't want to study. He said that it was spring break; it is 
for a break not studying. We think that on the weekend, he should take the 
time to read more and expand his knowbdge. But he thinks that is the time 
to play. This is a problem. He seldom t a s  about his Me in the schooL We 
really want to know what he did there but he does not want to Say. We 
asked what the teacher asked them to do and what the homework was, but 
he didn't wmt to ta& about it. UsuaUy he tries not to make us angry. But 
when we asked him to study more, play less o r  on the weekend to read 
some books, he was not happy. 



When pÿrents bmed something about their child from the teacher or other parents, their 

feelings were co mplex. On the one hand, they were very concerned about their children's 

studying, khavior,  and the influence of p e r s  (Canadian fnends). On the other hand, they 

wanted to be trusted by their children and hoped their children codd  tell them 

MB: 1 really want to know what happened in the school and with peers. My 
daughter likes talkirig so sornetimes she told me something, But 
sometimes she didn't especially when she did something wrong. 
Something 1 knew came from her friends or  other parents. For exmple ,  
usually 1 made Chinese food for her lunch, and another f iend of hers often 
brings a sandwich to school- One day, rny daughter said to her: " You eat 
Canadian food every day. You don't love China. You are not a patriot." 
Thnt girl was upset and told it to her mom who told me later. 1 gave her a 
scolding. 

Language diffcult ies also hlocked plirentk hild communication. Children felt it was 

easier to speÿk English, apecially on the topic of school or  with their friends. But parents 

asked them to speak Chinese. 

GME: 1 didn't understand whlit shc: said if shc: used English. But she doesn't know 
how to use Chinase to express sorne words. That is very difficult. 

This grandma's çoncern was not only her own, but was a common concem of the parents. 

A mother painfùlly States: 

MC: She (the daughter) talked about things happening at school in English. 
Usuülly she talked with her father at suppertirne because I didn't 
understand what shz said. Although 1 wÿs sitting therz, 1 could not 
understand her. Wlien 1 spoke to her, she did not understand some words 
kcaust: I spoke Chinese. It is a big prohlem. I am going to ESL c h s  and 
my English is getting better. But our communication is still not good 
hecause she couid not understand lots of Chinese words 1 used. 



k a s o n s  given by sornc: children for the Iück of communication was that parents were 

busy and did not have tirne to listen. Gradually the children lost interest in taIking to their 

parents: 

G6: We (I and parents) talked a lot before. When 1 came here for the fxst few 
months, my father was not very busy, my mother had not entered the 
school, they had t h e ,  so we had b t s  of time to play together, we went to 
the lihrÿry and borrowed a lot of books. Later, we moved into Univiuage 
because my mothtx entered the U of M to study, and my father is busy 
writing his thesis, so we don? have time to t d k  arid play. Now we dont 
talk a lot- 

Children told me that they liked to talk about their friends because they spent most of 

their time together (in school and ufter school). Some parents were interested, but some 

others wese not, because they did not know their children's Canadian tnends. Although 

some parents thought their children told them "everything", aU the children 1 interviewed 

firrnly çlaimed they had some things they can tell parents and some things they can't: 

G4: If 1 got o grade lower than 90, I would not tell my parents. I threw the 
paper (with the mark) into the garbagt: can. Before 1 threw out the marks 
lower than 95, now 1 lowered the standard (laugh). 1 failed in the sport 
dass several times because 1 run slowly. I took out the sheet which 
sliowrd the sport grade from the report card and threw it away. My parents 
asked once tliat why tliere was no sport grade, 1 said 1 did not know. They 
were happy to see a lot of A's, like French 1 always pot A+. and they gave 
me a dollar as a reward. 

Children knew that good performance in school was the rnost direct and satisfying way of 

pleasïng their parents. They did not wÿnt to disappoint parents or be criticized by parents 

either. 

G2: 1 dont throw rny marks away. But if they were not good 1 would not tell 
rny parents. If 1 made mistakes that 1 should not have made, e.g. 1 



cdcuhted the wrong result because of my carelessness, my parents would 
scold me. 

2) Cultural Differences 

The different culture in the new society created not o d y  confusion and misunderstanding, 

but also family difficulties and intergenerational conflicts for immigrant families. 

MB: 1 am not very tàmiliar with the environment here. But rny husband told me 
that in the newspaper and TV, there were a lot of reports about teenager 
mommies. 1 was shocked. My goodness. It is scary It is so scary. 1 told 
my hushand that if our daughter were Et: that, I would kick her ou t  My 
husband said that she is your daughter, c m  you really kick her out. 
Although 1 don't think that kind of thing will happen to my daughter, 1 
worried a lot kcause  those had things have an hiluence on young people. 
Something we think is bad mayhe is normal here. 1 have a concern about 
that. 

Parents noticed that the cultural ciifferences in the new country also affeçted the 

effectiveness o f t11ei.r discipline: 

MA: You c m  not use sorne hard tactics here. You c m  not even raise your 
voice. He knows what to do like reporting to the police. It is very difficult 
ta discipline him. 

This mother hlrirned the new culture and thought her son's "talking back", "rebellious 

behaviour" and "irnpoliteness" were the result of cultural intluences: 

MA: Compared to Cmüdian children, he may have a little knowledge about 
Chinese culture. But he has been very much influenced by Canadian 
culture. For example. people here vdue money, even a child asks rnoney 
from his parents if he does something for his parents. It is ridiculous. In 
China, we never do tliat. How corne in Canada you speak about money 
with your parents? 

Brçause he grows up here, and has k e n  influenced by the culture here, he 
is not ohadient my more, not listening to his parent's words, king 
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different than a real Chinese child. 1 think his b c r e b e ~ o u s  behavior" is 
learned from Canadian people. And now he is not "polite" anyrnore, 
unlike us, we were educated to respect parents and elders. Sometimes he 
talked back which made me shocked and very angry. When we (my 
husband and I) were Young, we never, never tallced back to parents, 
otherwise, we would be slapped. 1 fée1 very sad and disappointed when he 
is not obedient. 

Several parents had concarns ahout the influence of the new culture and felt they were 

hurt by children's mishehaviors: 

MC: Wt: heu hiirdships and suffered a lot just for her future. Sometimes 1 
wonder if it w u  worthwhile. You hring up children ruid hope they b ~ g  
hack soma comfort to you. We love her desperately so that we  give her 
strict rules, We have a very tough Lil'e here in Canada just for her. But she 
doesn't understand. She does not see any difficulties. She dislikes Our 
strict demands and "had tempe?. She says that the teachers in the school 
are nice. Sha thinks we scold her too much, In the school, teachers always 
say kind words to thern, like "you are excellent", "you are perkct", etc. 

FD: 1 have many concerns about har, likr hzr ability to live independently, bear 
hardship, making friends, etc. Although 1 have k e n  here eight years, 1 still 
dont like some social phenornana here. There are lots of teenage problems 
here. So education is very important. She is at a crossroad now. If you pay 
special attention to her, you will help her ro go in the right direction. Later 
on you dont  need to worry a lot. Othenvise, it wiu h e  very difficult. 

Facing the new society, parents raalized their responsibilities to help their child "to go in 

the riglit dirt:ctiin". At the same time. thay ware also çonhsed: 

FD: She tells us a lot of things about her school, study, and most of her stuff. 
She is a very pure, innocent girl. We have never talked about money, 
prices and things like that hefore her. We wanted her to be a pure girl and 
not w o q  about other tliings. But now we are not sure if we were right. 
WC know in some families, parents k t  children know their family situation 
including fàmily income, employrnent, evan buying a car. We are not 
cbar if it is good for a child. She (daughter) has no knowledge and ability 
t« deal with money. She has no idea about money. 1 dont know i f i t  is 
good or bad. Maybe wt: need a little change. Her school often lets students 
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sel1 chocolates or other things, to do hindraising and foster their ability to 
do out-reach. Maybe it is good. 

ME: Sornetimes we dont understand some of her behavior- We did not teach 
her that and nobody at home would do that- 1 don'tknow where she 
learned those things. 

As we already discussed, "some behaviors" were of concern to many parents and 

grandparents. A grandmother gave me an example to support her opinion: 

GME: I reaily think we should discipline children strictly especially when they 
art: Young- Young children art: not ahle to distinguish right from wrong. 
You have to teach them. As parents. you must be very clear about what 
children art: allowed to do and what they are n o t  1 taJked about this 
thought with some other grandmas in the building, and they have similar 
opinions. 

Grandma L once said: 'Since these children came to Canada, their manners 
are getting poor- 1 just can't stand it. One day, I accompanied my 
granddaughtcr to the scl~ool. It was cold, and she did not want to return 
home to Wear a coat because she did not want to be late. So, when she got 
to school, I came back and took her coat to the school. When 1 got to the 
door of her classroom. yess what, when she saw me, she bent over the 
desk, covering her fice with her hands! She did not want other kids to 
know that 1 am her grandma! 1 don't speak English, and I pointed at her, 
but she did no t want to talk with me. Her teacher came and gave the coat 
to h a .  1 was so angry!' Even now when she talks about this, she still 
trembles with rage. 

Most parents shared the opinion that the school systern needs to be stricter. They also 

thought teachers should bt: stricter. take more responsibilities, and should not just tell 

parents good things about their children without mentioning the problems. The lack of 

communication between parents and teachers was one of the common concerns held by 

Chinese parents. 

MA: In China. teachers keep close contact with parents. Even for a small thing 
teachers will notify parents so that they cm work together to help children. 



But here it is different. They (teachers) don? tell parents or only say good 
words even if the fact is that the child did something wrong. 1 don't like 
that. 1 hope to hear from teachers about what we c m  do to help the child 
rnodify his hehavior and correct his mistaka. For Chinese parents, it will 
be good for parents and children as well becriuse teachers h o w  how the 
cMd behaved in the schooL A chiid should know his weakness and make 
efforts to do better and better. You should not always Say 'he is good', 'he 
is excellent'. Maybe it is good for Canadian parents. 

As found in the research. Chinese parents liked to make compatisons of their children's 

shortcomings with the achievements of others. Some parents were upset about teachers' 

doing the opposite: 

MA: For example, my son's English writing is not good, and we really hope the 
caacher c m  cooperate with his parents to help him improve it. But the 
teacher always says: 'His writing is OK, some of his classrnates do much 
worse than hirn'. So this makes it more diffïcult for me to teach him- He 
says that my teacher thinks my writing is very good. Why aren't you 
satis tkxi. Therr is somrbody who i?; worse thun me. HO w c m  I urge him 
to practice his writing'! 1 really hope the teachers can cooperate with 
parents and point out something that needs to bt: irnproved for their 
children. A child crin not be perfect and needs to be taught to make 
improvement and progress. 

I don't t11ink it is a good idea that teachers Say to the student that he is 
perfect, piirticulÿrly to say it to the parents in front of their children. It will 
he better to point out a child's shortcoming and weakness so that the child 
c m  make some changes. The teachers here are always saying your child is 
good, excellent even if lie is not, 

It was my e u l y  impression tlut parents would feel good when somehody praised their 

children. I rxpbmd whether their responses were to conceal their pride. 1 asked this 

mother: "When you hear this (teacher's good word about her son), you are happy anyway, 

right?" She said: 

MA: No. I am not. For example. I really hope my son can improve his writing, 
and if the teacher tells him about it (writing) he will pay attention to it. But 
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now he thinks he is good because his teacher said so. How can 1 convince 
him? Children listen to their teachers, If the teachers teil child the tnith 
(i.6. hprov ing  writing), the child wiU do it. For instance, we can teach 
him Chinese at home, but we send him to Chinese school because it works 
ht ter ,  

A grandmother told me her opinion: 

GME: Sometimrs she (granddaughter) was not polite to grandpa We taught her 
Chinese culture and told her that she should be always courteous to older 
people, especidly parents and grandparents. Because she has been used to 
the customs in Canadian school where they treat people "equally", she did 
not show respect to alder people. Because I am teaching her Chinese, she 
listens to me most of tirne. But she does not listen to her grandpa. 
Sornetirnes grandpa gets angry and upset. He does not like the tone she 
used, 

This grmdmother's xçount  retkcted the fact that the cultural differences exist not only in 

the society, but also at home. In immigrant familia, children are more exposed to forces 

outside of the home than their parents and üccept the new culture quickly. This often 

resulted in intertenerational contlicts. 

ME: A friend of mine told me that when she got home d e r  a long day of 
working. she often has to handle the cornplaints from older ones 
(grandparents) and younger ones (children) as well. Her parents told her 
how the child did not listen and obey, while the child told her how 
grandparents criticized and reproached her. Her parents (grandparents) 
said: "Dont 1 have a right to discipline my own granddaughter in Canada? 
It is just for her goodl" 

GME: A b t  O C  grandparents have that kind of axperisnce. We (grandparents) feel 
they (parents) are too permissive with their children in Canada We dont  
like that kcnusa  it is not good for children. You should not excessively 
accommodate children. 

Although children tek thrir parents wrre very strict, the grandparents saw them as  king 

"tao permissive". This created very diftïçult situations for parents. 



3) Impatience 

Several children told me that they wished their parents would be more patient They said 

the parents of their Canadian friends were very patient and did not yell at  their children. 

When 1 asked parents' opinions about this, a father said: 

FD: The situation in Chinese families is different. In Canadian families, many 
women don t  go to work and &y c m  spend a Iot of tirne with childrea But 
in our immigrant families, both parents have to work or study and they 
don't have time to teach their children- They are not patient because of so 
much pressure and many diffïculties. (Stress) They don't have time. They 
have a lot of examinations and pressures like employment and research- 
They have to use the Chinese way to discipline children --that is, discipline 
them strictly. They don't have time to barn and practice Canadian ways. 

MC: I tried t» help her (the daughter) in her studies, but like a Chinese saying: 
The  spirit is willing but the flesh is weak' 1 just can't. For example, 1 can 
solve her math problems but 1 am not able to explain it in English. 1 asked 
my husband to help her but he is not patient, Somtirnes he became 
agitated or annoyed. 

A grmdmother who came here to visit her children and grandchildren also told me her 

observation: 

GME: Since 1 came here, 1 found out that most parents spend too Little tirne with 
their çhildren because they are very busy studying or working. They just 
dont have any energy to teach and comrnunicate with their children, They 
don't c rme home for lunch even supper. Atler supper, they have to go to 
the  Study Hall to study. This is different in China -- Parents do a lot things 
with children and grandparents can help a lot (cooking, taking care of 
chitdren, etc.). Sa sorne parents are very impatient. When F 
(grrmddaughter) is practicing her piano, her mom is not patient- 

Children gave vivid descriptions: 

G5: My parents are very husy and we dont have t h e  to t&. The only time we 
are together is when we have supper. Sornetimes 1 wanted to tell them 
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what happemd in school, but they said: Don t  talk while eating!'But after 
supper, 1 forgot whüt 1 was going to say! 

My dad often yells at me even when we just s tx t  taIking. For example, 
once 1 just wanted to tell him about an interesthg t h g  in school, when 1 
said: Today, in school.. ..', he jumped up and intempted me: What did you 
do in school?'(very tensr). He is not reasonahle. When 1 wanted to say 
something about my schoolmates, he said: 'It is none of your business. You 
-- watch -- yourself!' Every day, when it's time to eat, he always shouted: 
"go to eat !" 

My morn disciphes me very stnctly. No matter what 1 am doing, she 
always shouts at me. She is dways very strict. For example, she ordered 
me: 'Put your shoes in order'. Then s h e  shouted: 'Did you hear me? Why 
dont yoii listen to me?' Some times 1 yelled hack because she always yells 
first. This made her more angry. We argued a lot. She has never admitted 
her fault. Never. 

In my home, my mom has never said "sorry" even when she knew she was 
wrong Even when they made mistaka, they still scolded or hit me. They 
did no t Listan to my explanation. Particularly, sometimes I made very minor 
mistakes or even no mistakes, once one (parent) started scolding me. the 
other added 'yes, Mar, hlar..', (imitating her parents). . . . Like 'kcho" each 
othar. (Ewryone laughs). They talked to each other but they did not pay 
attention to what I said. They did not listen to me patiently. Since we came 
to Canada, they (parents) did not hit me as rnuch as in China. but they 
scoldtxi me a lot. 

Although children did not like when their parents compared them with their fi-iends, they 

were making cornparisons of their parents. Children mentioned their I?iendst parents who 

ware patient and nice to them. Thay hoped their own parents would he like their fiiends' 

parents: 

G4: 1 Iike 2's (her classmiite) parents. They have never hit theu children. They 
dont spank thair children. If the children are not Listening, parents explain 
the mason to them. If my parents ware like ihat, 1 would listen to them. 

G6: 1 t h &  the affective way to discipline us is teaching and explainhg the 
reason çkarly. 1 like F's (one of her fi5ends) parents hest. They are very 
nice and dont scold their daughtar. They care for her study but they dont 



yell at htx They are very patient. So their daughter is very well behaved 
and has good manners -- like a Little princess. Even when she did 
sornething wrong, her parents explained to her very patiently. But my 
parents would shout: "Look what you did? Get out of here!" 

ST7. Bumgers tu Seeking Help 

In the ahove section, we discussed some probbms and difficulties in Chinese immigrant 

families and their child rearing practices. When 1 explored their help-seeking patterns, 

some parents mentioned that they would like to tdk with their close friends when they 

had prohlerns. Howaver most of them preferred ro ded  with difficulties by themselves 

because they were in a different society. 

MA: 

ME: 

MC: 

If we were in China, 1 would go to my b i l y  or relatives, and Giends. But 
Ilare it is very diftïcult Sometimes 1 talked with rny friends here. But 
everyone is very busy and working hard. You c m  not bother them a lot. 
And rhey have similur problem too. What you c m  do is to hold back your 
tears and let the time heal you. Sometimes I brake household items to 
express my grievances. 

Your tiiends can not help you here. We have k e n  in dîfferent countries- 
Just as we established some friendships, we had to move. So it is very 
diftïcult ro tak with people. We are always fixing new environments. It is 
r d 1  y t o ugh. 

Anyway, miiyhe 1 have ta deal with the problems by myself. How? Crying, 
yelling, arguing with my husband, etc. Everything WU he fine. Just take 
your time. 

1 szldum seek help t'rom o thers. Nobody can help you here. I pray to God. 1 
know I have to endure this. As a new immigrant, the two biggest 
difficulties are language barriers and h d i n g  amplo yment. Your English is 
not good so that you c m  not find work you Like to do. Who c m  help you? 
Who will give you a job'? NOBODY! 

Mother "MC" told me that she w u  a teacher in China and was respected by students and 

parents alike, But here she can only work as a kitchen helper in a restaurant or as a 
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habysitter. Like some other parents, she said sha had stayed here only for her daughter 

who did not want ta go back: 

MC: Sometimes 1 felt so discouraged and hopeless that 1 wanted to go back 
home immadiately. Therc: 1 dont  have those problems. 1 c m  do the job 1 
reaily like to do. No Iruiguage problem at ail. 

Another mother told me thrit it was hdpful to write to the family in China: 

MA: I prefer to write home to China. My parents can help me a bit. For example, 
sometimes my parents wnte to me, saying 'now you are in somebody else's 
country. you should not use the same method to discipline your child as we 
used ' - 

1 told them tliere were a lot social service rigencies and professionals who could help 

tliem to ded with difficulties and probbms. But the answers I heard frequently were: "1 

have never been there". "They can not help you" and "Dont intemene, pbase!" - (in 

Chinese, intervent: also has the meaning of "bother"). 

MA: 

ME: 

1 have never been to a social service agency. We know nothing about the 
services. No information is availahle. 1 think if they don? know our 
languagz, at bast tliey should know about Chinesa culture and value. If 
they don't h « w  about it, they c m  not help. I don't trust them. 1 don? think 
tliry u n  help us. They don? understand Our prohlems. 1 think it is waste of 
time to t;ilk with them. They don't understand you at all They may even 
bhme you. If they work with you hased on their Western thoughts, they 
will make wrong judgmcnts. You c m  not communicate well with them. 

I have never been to a social service agency. In my work place, there is a 
Burnout Counselor who they said can help. But 1 have never gone to see 
her. You know. 1 have k e n  exhausted and dont have the energy to make 
senrençes in English, which is so difficult. 1 dont believe we can 
cornmunicati: well, 1 just don't think she c m  help me. Moreover. she does 
not understand our cuIture. She may not understand what 1 am tallcing 
about. If she is Chinase, 1 may go to h m  What I want mayhe is just to talk 
with somehody. What 1 nead maybe is just somebody to listen to me. 



Thesc mothers mentioned the languagc barriers, lack of inIomation, not trusting the 

social sentices. but, were there any other factors affecthg parents'help seeking 

behaviors? Why did parents see social services as king so strange? A father answered: 

FD: Our Chinese philosophy is: 'Jia Chou Bu Ke Wai Yang -- Domestic shame 
shouid not ht: made public'. (hugh). That is for sure. In case of necessity, I 
will go ta tdk  with my best fiiends, but that is my last resort. At l e s t  your 
friends know you, understand you. If you go to socid workers, they can not 
help you kcause they dont  understand you. They dont know your marital 
history, they don't know your family situation So we don't go to them 1 am 
a straightforward chap, and want to say what is on my muid. When 1 have 
probbms. 1 redly want to talk with people to mbase the pressure. But if 
social workers dont know Our liinguage, our culture, our ways of thinking, 
how can they help? You had better to go to Chinese community activities 
include churches, and meet friends there. You may fmd help there. It is 
better than going to social services. 

He trkd to mtike his statement clearer: 

For example, Western people rnay find it difticult to understand the way 
Chincise people discipline their children. They call it "Child Abuse". This is 
total misunderstanding. The y misunderstand Chinase families. Some 
Chinese people see the police and social service agency as intervening and 
are scared of disciplinhg their children. In hct ,  in normal Canadian 
families. they punish children reasonahly too. Child abuse only occurs in 
ahnormal hmilies like parental drinking, tÿking drugs, or havuig mental 
prohlems. So there is a need to have a system or policy to protect the 
children in those abnormal families. (Very strongly) But in our intellectual 
families, çoming h m  Mainiand China. parents having higher education, 
child abuse does not exist. No child abuse. Parents punish their children 
just for thair good. They don't treat their children cruelly. Thay punish 
children in order to educate and make them better. 1 think police get 
involved hecause they don't understand Chinese families. Once they know 
a little about Chinese culture and families, they should not intervene. That 
is the Chinest: way to discipline children, 

Furtherrnore, he gave his judgement and conclusions: 

FD: On the other hanci, there is multicultural policy here, why not allow 
different ways to discipline children? You should respect our tradition. I 
think 95% of intervention makes the situation worse, The intervention 
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breaks up some Families, and rnakes more trouble for the families, like 
conflicts between parents and childran. There is a Chinese saying: The 
m o n  you want to help, the more trouble you malce: Especially the social 
service agencies need to know Chinese farnilies and the way they function. 
Don't worsen the situation DonTt lx more of a hindrance than a help: 

Almost avery parent 1 interviewed admitted that they had quarrels and arguments. But 

they emphasized that was just the result of the pressures in the new country and not 

because of marital pro blems. They saw their families as normal and harrnonious in 

MB: Since 1 carne here, 1 have never b e n  to any social senrice agency. 1 know 
society needs social services and there are so many prohbms in families 
such as fimily violence, child abuse, etc. But for a harmonious fmily,  
parents hüviiig good educatio n, loving their c hildren, the social service 
should not intervene when parents art: arguing or disciplining their 
children. You just give tliem help when they need it. 

One mother who Iiad been to social services felt that discrimination still existed: 

MC: 1 have been to several agencies to see counselors. I am ako  going to ESL 
classas. My general impression is that they are doing their joh. But the 
ways they are dealing with you are not always fair and reasonahb. In ESL 
classes, you cal1 set: some teachers art: nice to some students but ignore 
others. Sometimes in the agency you felt you were treated differently and 
~infairly. Mayhe language is a factor. You can not communicate with 
counselors well so they dont Like you. Therefore the result was diffkrent. 

Although not müny parents went to social service agencies, they hoped that the service 

workers wouId have cultural awareness and that programs would be more culturally 

appropriate. One mother gave a deeper analysis of the Chinese way of child discipline: 

MA: 1 think it is very important for service providars to know our tradition, Our 
life style and hehavior. Only by understanding Chinese culture, c m  service 
providers help our families, especidly newcomer families. If they dont  
understand, they will not know where to start (to help). It is different with a 



food bÿnk when people are hungry, you just give the food. That is simple. 
But child maring, discipline and marital probbms are not that simple. They 
dont know Our cultue, so they can not help. 

A father further explained: 

FD: There is an old Chinese saying: F u n  Bang Di Xia Chu Xiao Zi -- Spare the 
rod and spoil the child' That is compbtely true. Like Fu Lei (a celebrated 
transistor and scholar whose son is a well-known pianist in the world) 
praised highly the ml: of tnilk and rod'. Cm you call it child abuse? YOU 
spank your children by having a sense of propnety not recklessly. You 
choose the position (of her body) to sp& You make sure you dont hurt 
her severèly. But she has to remember the lesson. 

Some parents hoped that service providers could enhance their service qudity and ability 

to help Chinese parents: 

MC: 1 just Iiope social workers or other professionals are fair and treat people 
equaily. 1 dan't need a hvor hastowed but fairness. Just do their job weli 
and treat people equally without disçrimination. 

The findings highlighted three major themes, 1) parental responsibiliry to support 

children's development. 2) Chinesc ways of discipline, and 3) difficulties in the new 

socicty. Thesz provide a clear picture ahout parenthg and related issues expenenced by 

Chinese new immigrant famiiies. 

I was surprised that parents did not have favorable attitudes to the social services. Most of 

them have not used the services, hut they did not even want to. On the other hand, they 

admitted that there were prohlams in the hmily and they needed help. This phenomenon 

deserves more discussion. Further analysis of this and other issues will he included in the 

next chlipter. 
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Chapter 5 Discussion 

Denzin points out that " interpretive interaçtionists endeavor to capture the voices, 

emotions, and actions of those studied. They focus on those M e  experknces which 

radically alter and shape the meanings persons give to themselves and their experiences" 

(1992. p-xvi). One of the prïmary contributions of this study is the interpretation of c h . d  

reÿring pncticas in Chinese new immigrant families based on syrnbolic interactionkm 

Findings from the study conclude that culture plays an important role in Chinese 

parenting practices, and the new immigrants are trying hard to adapt to the new 

environment while wanting to retain their own culture and identity. 

This research suggests an alternative understanding of child rearing -- dfierent meanings 

of childlpÿrent interxtion in new Chinese immigrant families in the new environment. 

Cultural factors strongly contribute to the intergenerational conflicts and chilcilparents 

communication. In tum, parents'confusion and difficulties and children's dissatisfaction 

of their parents hring great challenges to social services delivery systems to effectively 

provide culturally appropriate services- 

5.1 Culture and Parenting 

There are numzrous definitions of culture (cg. Daniel, 1975, Devore & Schlesinger, 

198 1, Tseng & Hsu, lW 1, Keats, 1997, Woods, 1975, Cushner & Brislin, 1996.). Brislin 

(198 1) quotes the central idea concluded frrom over 150 definitions of culture: 
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Culture çonsists of patterns, explicit and implicit, of and for behavior 
acquired and transrnitted by symbols, constituting the distinctive 
achievements of human groups, including their embodiments in artifacts; 
the essential cme of culture consists of traditional (Le. historically derived 
and seleçted) ideas and especially their attached value; culture systems 
may, on the one hand, be considered as products of action, on the other as 
conditioning elements of further action @rislin, 1981, p. 5 )  

Keats (1997) points out that culture influences the goals parents have for their children 

and the methods thay use to achieve those goals. From the study, it can be seen clearly 

that the expectations of Chinese immigrant parents are soundly based on Chinese culture 

and values- 

Ho's study found that "Chinese parents in Taiwan and immigrant Chinese parents tended 

to rate higher thm Euro-American parents on: (a) parental control, (b) emphasis on 

achievement and. contrary to what has been comrnonly helieved. (c) encouragement of 

independence" (Ho. 1994). This conclusion is partly coniïrmed by the Lïndings from my 

researcli and the consistent "emphasis on açhievement". 

5.1.1 Cvnfucianism and Academic Achievement 

"Forty-four percent of Asian-Arnericans have graduattd from college, as compared to 

only 25% of the generül adult population of the US" (Chen, 1995. p.7). The pressures to 

advance in school in the Asian countries that "shÿri: a common cultural heritage - the 

oldest with an unhroken Confucian heritage" (Ho. 1994, p.286), such as China, Japan, 

and Korea, has hecome world Erirnous. The media frequently report that Chinese- 

American children won honors like the Westinghouse Science Prize. Recently, six 

Canadian high school students were scrupulously chosen from 200,000 high students to 
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participate in the International Math Olympiad held in Taiwan in July, 1998. Four of the 

six were Chùiese-Canadian students (Prairie Chinese News, July, 98). 

In her research on culture and the child development, Keats (1997) states that the Chinese 

children have very good scores on examinations and ability tests and appear more often 

than other ethninic groups in the top grades of University entrance examination. She also 

points out that "the hahit of spending long hours in study is ingrained early, but the cost 

in anxiety c m  be highl'(p-40). 

Lee Yuan-Tseh. a Nobel Prize winner, who is the president of Taiwan's Academia Sinica, 

daclüres thüt the secret of Taiwan's success is that Chinesc: parents place great stress on 

their children's education (Chen, 1995)- 

In my study. al1 the parents 1 interviewed èxplained to me that their major expectation of 

children is "You Chu Xi - Having a bright Future." They put their stress on "Xue Xi Hao - 

Study Weil". From the findings in the last chapter, one c m  see that parents so 

emphasized education that most of them hoped their children would attain a master's 

degree. 

Chen (1995) states that Confucian culture shapes the attitude many Chinese parents have 

towards aducating their children. Ho (1994) points out that "because of the Confucian 

emphasis on education, Chinese children arc: socialized to achieve academically. 

Accordingly. acadtmic achievement motivation should be exceedingly strong" (p.293). 

Ho mentioned a study in Hong Kong regarding parenting and education that found that 

"doing well in school" was the most fiequently mentioned quality or khavior most likely 
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to win approval from parents. The hdings tiom my research support this conclusion. In 

the interviews, 1 observed that not only did parents focus on the childrenk study, but also 

children worked hard to get "high marks" to please parents. 

Many researchers ( cg .  Ho, 1994, Keats, 1997, etc.) give explanations about Chinese 

attitude towlirds education. For centuries, "studying" was the only means of climbing the 

social ladder. The Chinese have great respect for scholars and professionals. Chinese 

culture emphasizes the majority rather than individu&, because the individual is ody 

part of the Grnily and social structure. If a child is able to do welI, the credit goes not 

only to hirnself, but t» the Family and çommunity. If a child fails to do well, he not only 

hrings shamt: unto himsalf, hut on to the whol: farnily including parents, relatives and 

ancestors. Educating children has been taken very seriously by Chinese parents. "It is 

widely accepted that sçholarly achievement not only is n symbol of success and an honor 

for the hmily but actually Ieads to aconomic betterrnent" (Soong and Soong, 1980, 158). 

In a word, acridrmic achievernent is seen the guarantcx of "You Chu Xi - Having a bnght 

future". 

The parents in my study explained the meaning of acadernic achievement. They believed 

success in studies will k a d  children to a good career, a secure Iïnancial situation and a 

certain social status, thus they will have a hetter life than their parents. Therefore, they 

asked children tci do extra homework and encouraged children to he competent in school. 

On the othzr iiand, cliildren, although some did not understand why parents were so 

demanding, worked very hard to pbase parents. Some children mentioned that they did 

not tell parents if they got "lower" marks. They did not want to be criticized nor to 
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disappoint their parents. They also knew that when they got e s t  place in class they 

honored their parents and family because their parents could compare this with other 

families and M t  happy about it. This fmding supports Ho's conclusion (1994) that 

"Chinese achievement motivation was positively associated with face consciousness and 

group orientation" (p.294). 

5.1.2 Filial Piety and Self-sacrifice 

" Although there have k e n  major changes in the way society treats 
children, it would be very difficult to agree on the costs and knef i ts  of 
those trends h m  the viewpoint of the child, the parents, o r  society. M e  
many applaud the increasing individualism and freedom for chiIdren 
within the family, others lnment the loss of farnily msponsihility and 
individual discipline" (Vinovskis, 199 1, p.533). 

Ho (1994) points out that Chinase achievement motivation is rooted more fxmly in the 

collectivistic than in the individualistic orientation. "As a derivative of filial piety, 

collectivism links individual achievement to family-oriented achievement" (p.294). When 

1 risked children about "fiLial piety", they did not understand the meaning of the words. 

But they ckarly knrw that they should try their hest tri make parents happy. Several girls 

mentionad that their high grades made their parents very happy and proud. 

Many years ago, when a Chinase Consul-General at New York was asked by reporters to 

comment on the low Chinese crime and delinquency rates in the United States, he said: 

"Filial Piety, the love for parents, is a cardinal virtue my people have 
hrought over ti.om China.. ..A Chinese child, no matter where he Iives, is 
brought up to recognize that he cmnot  shame his parents.. ..Before a 
Chinese child makas a move, he stops to think what the reaction of his 
parents will be" (Hsu, 197 1, p.9). 
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The traditional Asian (including Chinese) rnay nurture a feeling of  "owing " their parents: 

Children owe it to their parents to be obedient, to submit (S.U.C.C.E.S.S., 1990). This 

may afI'ect parents' expectations of their children. Parents feel mistrated and disappointed 

if children do not perform according to the subjective expectations after they had 

dutifully cared for them. In rny study, some parents mentioned that they were 

disappointed whan their childmn tallced back and did not listen to their teachings. On the 

O ther hmd, c hildren w ho art= gro wing up in a mainstream culture who did no t share this 

concept of "owing" might feel confused or  fmstrated. In my study, some children thought 

their parents werc: not reasonable. 

Hsu (1971) iists several features of the "ideal Chinese family" which include: loving 

parents, supporting parents, and obeying parental authority. Not a single one of these 

features c m  he dispensed with. Confucius said: "Dogs and horses can also support their 

parents, wliat is there to differentiate human beings from such beasts if you do not respect 

your parents?" (Translation in Hsu. 1971, p.22). Not violating parental wishes and not 

doing anything to dehme the parents are very important in traditional Chinese values. 

From my data, it is very çlear that the expectation parents had of their children, such as 

academic achiavement and having a better life than the parents are the most important 

factors in parental pride in their children. However, one change was evident - parents did 

not txpect their children to support them tinancially when they get old, which is one basis 

for the older meaning of "filial Piety". Detzner (1992) points out that "meanings are 

interpreted and reinterpreted over time through the cultural and experiential lenses of 

each person" (p.88). For Chinese new immigrants, the meaning of "filial piety" is 
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different than the old definition. In her research on child rearing and personal 

rehtionships in the familias in Taiwan, Wolf (1 970) found that 

"[BI 0th the mo ther and the father of a Taiwanese child share the sarne 
broad goals in the training of their son. They want him to become a strong 
healthy adult who is obedient, respectfùl. and capable of supporting them 
in their old age. They want a son who will not embarras o r  impoverish 
them by his excesses, . . .. No matter how alienated man and wife may be 
fro rn each o t her, they nonetheless share these comrnon aims in regard to 
their chiidren" (p.40). 

In my resemh, no p m n t s  mentioned that they hoped their chiidren would be capable to 

suppon tham in thcir old nge, although they did hope their children would be obedient 

and respçc t ful. 

Chu (1985) cited an old Chinest: saying: "One's body, hair, and skin are gifts from one's 

parents. One is not üt liberty to do h u m  to them" (p.258). Based on this klief ,  the 

parents exert control over the iives of their childmn. Traditionally, should a child act 

against the wis hes of the parents. he or she could he punished severely. 

Howevtx, thk is not the case in the new Chinese immigrant families, In current Mainland 

Chinese society. the "One Child" hmily nom under the population policy of the 

govemment places the child at the center of hmily attentions. Of the seven families 1 

interviewed, more than two thirds (five families) had only one child, while the other two 

familias had two children. No family had more than two children. This represents the 

situation of mosl new Chinese immigrant families frorn the Mainland. In the new 

environment. aven if tliay want to have more children, the pressures from their work and 

study dont allow them to do so. They dont even have t h e  to spend with their only chiId. 
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On the other hand, Korbin (198 1) states correctly that "child mistreatment in the Peoples 

Republic of China is broadly defïnrd. Parents or cxetakers may be called into account 

for any actions that harm the physicd, moral (political), or intellectual development of 

child" (p.170). He explains thât because the functioning of each individual as a member 

of the group is seen as a vdid concem of the entire society, children's wePbeing is very 

important hecause they are the future of the country. 

Generally speaking, in modem China, as Ho (1994) observed, children are valued, more 

than ever bzforc, within the hmily. The society has become " l e s  age centered and more 

child centered". In rny interviews, 1 also ohserved that the child's needs and interests have 

top prionty. This çan explain why some parents used the word "sacrifice" and the 

mctaphor "a hurning candla" to describe how much they did for th& children. 

When discussing the "contrasting ways of life between Chinese and Arnericans", Hsu 

(1953) States rhat "the important thing to Americans is what parents should do for their 

children; to Chinese, what children should do for their parents" (p.72). This is not exactly 

consistant with the findings from the study. In my study, parents descrihed their duties 

and responsih i lities ris sup poi-ting children's development. They explained the meaning of 

thek support as sew-sacrifice, rolrmodeling, finiincial abilities and making active 

adaptation. They repeatrdly stated that they would do everything they can to support their 

children's education. Althaugh they expected their children to listen to parents' words, 

they did not expect children to do things to help them (not like old Chinese immigrants 

who hopad thair children to help in their hmily business and support parents when they 
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are old). This  ülso demonstrated the dBèrent parenting style in the new Chinese 

immigrant families. 

Although there were so many pressures such as language barriers, employment 

dificulties, cultural barriers, and lack of support, parents worked very hard to help the$ 

children. esprcially to support them in their studies and to financially prepare for their 

future higher education. As Chen (1995) states, parents dont baIk at investing money or  

effort for thzir children, "when it cornes to putting up for th& children's education, 

Chinese parents usudly do so without a word of complaint" (p. 11). 

Ho (198 L) states that filial piety acted to create and maintain cultural blind spot against 

the awareness of childhood psychopathology and its connaction with parent-child 

relationships. He citas a well-known Confucian saying: "Theri: is no wrong parents under 

the heavens" to show the Chinese concept of parenthood was deeply rooted in filial piety. 

However, in my ci bservations, parental authority was just at the surface. The deeper 

meaning was based on parents not wanting to lose face because they were afraid of 

decreasing their children's respect for tliem (particularly in this new environment)- For 

example. in several interviews. children revealed that their parents did not say "sorry" 

aven when they knaw they made mistakes. Sometimes parents did not listen to children's 

explanations and blamed them unreasonahly. This attitude caused confusion in the 

children becausr: they were encouraged to develop assertiveness and independence in the 

school while at home they had to comply with parental authority. It was also one of the 

root causes of Fxnily contlicts. Ho wever, through my study, 1 found that parents had 

positive attitude towards children's openness. 
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5.1.3 Discipline und Conflicts 

In many Chinesa families, there is a scroll hung on the wdi on which is written a popular 

Chinese saying: "The sea of Iearning knows no hounds; only through diligence may its 

shore be reached". This saying was used not only to impel parents themselves to work 

hard, but also to encourage children to make unremitting efforts to be successful. 

Confbcian thoughts such as "Only if you suffer can you surpass others" affects Chinese 

parents' disciplinary practices. They believed that if their children work hard enough they 

will do better thm others -- "stand out"- Therefore, they put pressures on chfidren and set 

very high standards, 

In this research, Chinese parents saw diligence as the key to successful acadernic 

achievement. They attributad children's failures predominantly to lack of effort. No 

mattar how high the mark children received, parents always found something that needed 

to he improved. For example, a girl told me that she received 99 percent and lost 1 

percent because of her caralessnass. Her parents were not happy and spend more than one 

hour to eduçate her to be careh1 to do the calculation. This h d i n g  is consistent with the 

research conductcd in Taiwan which has shown positive relationships hatween 

achievement motivation and interna1 attributions to effort and ability, and negative 

relationships between achievement and extemiil attributions to luck and task diffculty 

(Ho, 1994). 

Based on the emphasis on effort in the Confucian tradition, Chinese parents paid a great 

deal of attention t c ~  children's liornework, Ho (1994) found out that Chinese children 
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received more help fiom fmi ly  members with their homework than did U.S. and 

lapanesr: children. and had more positive attitudes about homework than did U.S. 

children. He also found that in Hong Kong students spend an enormous amount of t h e  

on homework, baving precious little tirne for outside reading, leisure, or other activities. 

1 did not observe any sign of "positive attitudes about homework" fkom children. 

probably hecause these children are in Canada, not in China. They al1 complained about 

the homework parents gave them. Actually, homework sornetimes becarne a source of 

conflict. The parents admitted they added "lots of homework" (mostly in Chinese and 

math) for their children. but explained it was because teachers did not give children 

homework. This is consistent with Ho's (1994) statement "immigrant parents fkom Hong 

Kong and Taiwan often cornplain that no t enough homework is assigned to their 

children" (p.303). On the other hand, children did not understand why other children 

(mainly their Canadian friends) did not have to do homework and had lots of time to 

play, but they did not. AIthough some parents tried to explÿin the rcason (see Findings 

chapter, MT2 - ST3, children still did not like it. 

Based on the intluence of Confucianism, "maring without education is the fault of the 

father; reaching without strictness is the negligence of the teacher" (The Three-Character 

Classics. cited in Ho, 1994), parents not only set very high standards for their children, 

but also hoped teachers "take more rmsponsihilities" which meant "give more homework 

and push the chiIdren a little harder". They disliked the fact that teachers always "say 

good words not bad things" so that they did not know how well their children really did 

in the sçhool and how to halp at home. On the other hand, although the traditional duty of 
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the father is to "educate" the child, my research found that in Canada, some Chinese 

mothers also take responsibility to teach th& children mathematics, Chinese languages 

and some other suhjects. One reason was that most fathers were busy studying, 

researchùig and working. Another reason was that most mothers have had higher 

education in China, 

It was very interesting that in the building these Chinese families live, there are not only 

Chinese language and painting classes, but also mathematics classes. Although children 

thought math class in the scliool w u  "too ensy", parents voluntarily started two different 

levels of mathematics classes which rrin after school time. For example, a mathematics 

Ph.D. student "replenishas" mathamatics knowledge to children on weekends. The 

possihb explanations may relate to two factors. One is that, as Ho (1994) discovered, 

Chinese (hoth mainland and Taiwan) consistently surpass US. children in mathematics 

achievemrnt. Chinose parents see mathematics as the fundamental knowledge in most 

academic areas. The other exphnation refleçts the concern of parents toward the school 

system (hy hraring children's comment "too aasy") and the quality of education their 

children are receiving. 

Parents realized the differences in school systems hatween China and Canada. In China, 

the school environment is orderly and authoritarian, and discipline is very strict. The 

childrzn are rduçated to respect and ohey teachers. The teaching methods are formal and 

teacher-onentrd. More irnportantly, teachers help every child to improve their academic 

record and take great responsih ility for the childrcn's progras. Schools here encourage 

students to think (not memorize), ask questions and fmd out answers for thernselves. 
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There is l a s  baming by repetition and mort: learning by research, experirnent and 

observation- Ohviously, parents need to have more information about the Canadian 

school system, 

No matter how hard parents pushed children so that the chiIdren "study weIl", both 

parents and children thought that ifchildren went back to China now, they would find 

that their level of knowledge of Chinese language and mathematics was much lower than 

their Chinese friends. Some parents told me that even if they really wanted to go back, 

they worrizd that their children could never "catch up". Al1 children 1 interviewed did not 

want to go back hecause "school here is very cornfortahle and there is not much 

homework to do". (Although they al1 would like to go back to "visit and eat", they really 

enjo y school here). This concern of parents w u  confïrmed by research which found that 

although Asian American children reçeived higher score in mathematics than other ethnic 

groups of Amariciin children, their scores were significantly lower than those of children 

in Beijing (Ho. 1994). 

Wolf (1970) States that child-training practices among the Chinese are not particularly 

open to Western intluences and "are likely to accurately reflect traditional goals and 

values - as long as those goals and values are maintained" (p.39). The data 1 obtained 

from interviews Fivorably aff"îrrn Wolf's staternent. However, some parents admitted 

some methods they were using did not always work. 

Parental plans and expectations are sornetirnes based on the ideal child, but these may not 

he suitable for the actual child. It is not always possible to hring up a child according to 
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set plans. Should the child fd l  shon of parental expectations. he/she will always feel 

hstrated.  The child will start to think, "Why am 1 always being reprirnanded? 1 must be 

useless". Children who are not able to meet their parents'expectations and hence are 

considerd "disobedient" might rebel. First, they may give up -- give up on king 

okdient. Then undar further pressure, they rnay rebal. They wili talk back when parents 

scold and contlict will result. When ail other efforts to control fail, parents may resort to 

physical punishment (S.U.C.C.E.S.S.. 1990). In the families 1 interviewed, the children, 

even those who were sometimes "disokdiant". understood their parents. They tried to 

pIease their parents and had no intention of rebelling. 

Keats (1997) points out that many parents encourage their children to do well at sch001 to 

acquire a high Ievel of cornpetence in some areas. This results in some senous problems 

for children of different cultural backgrounds. One is the high bvel of anxiety which the 

pressure to achieve creates in many chiidren, Another is that parents cm set unrealistic 

goals. The pÿrents'goals may not he shared by the child, and can result in many conflicts. 

However, children in my reszarch did not liava ckar  signs of a high level of anxiety, even 

though they talked about pressures from parents. 1 will discuss adjustrnent issues in the 

Section 5.2.2 Cultural Adaptation. 

On the othzr Iiiind. Chinese parents rarely touch or hug their children to show their 

affection. Wolf (1970) explÿined the meaning of no t showing open expression of 

affection hy Cliinese parents: "One rnust not praisc: children for accomplishments or  they 

will feel they have done well enough and will stop trying to do better" (p.44). This 

explanation wu supported hy most of the parents 1 interviewed. 
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The children told me that their parents did say some words to encourage them, even 

hought prcsents for their accomplishments, although they did not hug or kiss them. This 

contrasts with Wo U9s (1970) statement "The father may sweii with pride as he discusses 

the matter hter with the child's grmdmother or  mo ther, but he will show no pleasure in 

the child's presençe" (p.42). 

5.2 Cultural Chang- 

5.2.1 Cultural ldentity 

Parents expected their children to succeed in Canada, but not kcorne Canadians- While 

they were proud of their chiidren's achievements, they did not like to accept the new 

values and behavior of their children, such ris "talk backW- They pushed children very 

hard to keep their Chinese language ahility and educate them in Chinese culture- They 

also hoped their children would be more cornfortable and learn "good stuff' in the new 

environment- 

Hutnik (1991) points out that members of a minority are excluded from taking a full 

share in the life of the society because they ciiffer in certain ways f?om the dominant 

group. The attitiides of discrimination and prejudice against minority mernbers serve to 

strengthen the interna1 CO hesion and structure of the minority group. The children I 

interviewad did not feel as muçh discrimination as their parents did. One girl mentioned 

that some çhildren called her "teacher's pet" because the teacher liked her. Most chiidren 

told me that their teaçhers were nice and school friends were friendly. But most parents 

felt that they were living in somehody elsefs country and that it was alrnost impossible to 
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"fit in"- That wu aLso the reason they trkd to strengthen their interna1 connections. For 

example. they had their own choir - The Winnipeg Chinese Students Choir, a senior's 

group and a Chinese school (As mentioned above, the classes in the latter included 

Chinese language, Chinese painting, mathematics, chess, etc.), etc- 

At home, parents r a d  Chinese newspapers (most families had "People's Dailyty" which is 

published in Beijing and printsd in Toronto, and local newspapers). cook Chinese food, 

spoke a Chinese language (Mandarin), and horrow Chinese magazines and videos fkom 

CSSA (Chinese Scholars and Students Association). At the same t h e ,  they paid special 

attention to thair children's language ahility and hoped they would becorne multi-lingual 

(Chinese, English. French, etc.). 

For the children. the question of idantity had different answers. Three older children (1 1 

yeÿrs old) said they were cenainly Chinese and two of them had more Chinese than 

Canadian friends. Three younger children (8 to 10 years old) called themselves "Chinese 

Canadians" and only one girl said she had mare Canadian friends thnn Chinese. I found 

that this identity question related to the Ianguage ahility. The girl who had more Canadian 

fiends had dit'ficulty çornmunicating in Chinese (for examp le, with her mother) and said 

she did no t like Chinese clothes hecause they were "ugly". 

In 1992, Hutnik (1992) proposed that the ethnic composition of the peer group wodd  

retlect whetliar the child retained hidher culture or adopted a new one- He mentions 

research on second generation Y ugoslavian children in Australia and provides the 

folhwing results: 1) suhjects with all Australian fiends have the highest rejection rate of 
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Yugoslav customs and traditions such as food, language preference, national 

identificatian, niles for social interaction, etc.; 2) subjects with aU Yugoslavian fkiends 

have the lowest rejection rate, and 3) subjects with fnends fkom both groups are 

intermediate in their retèction of the parents culture, Nthough there were sampling 

differences (his data came from "a large sample", while mine is fairly small), my fmdings 

seem to contlrrn these. 

5.2.2 Cultural Adaptkztimz 

In 1960, Oherg introduced the notion of culture shock and the U-curve of adjustment. 

This curve suggested three main phases of cross-cultural adaptation: the initial state of 

elation and optimism; a second stage of frustration, confusion, and depression; the third 

stage of a gradua1 increment in confidence and satisfaction with the new society (in 

Hutmik. 199 1). Most parents 1 interviewed ssemed to k in the 2nd stage but some of 

tham were positive and had some hope for the future (the f r s t  stage). 1 would emphasize 

that the 3"' stage is an ideal situation. As long as racism and discrimination exist, it is 

always very diftïcult to get satisfaction in the new environment for minority groups 

especially visible rninorities. 

Parents were fi-ustrated because they had to deal with many difficulties in the new 

environment. But they also hoped that "Tomorrow will be better" because they believed 

their educrition (in China and Canada) and skills were valuable and would be recognized 

some day. Some reserircliers (eg. Hutnik, 1992) conclude that the involvernent in the new 

culture is the single best predictor of acculturation by the rneasuring index of 
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intermariage, group memhership, social activities, consumer habits, familiarity with the 

language, and attention to m a s  media. 

In the section 5.2.1 "Cultural Identity", 1 discussed the parents' interaction within groups 

and found that it would take a long t h e  for them to be very involved with a high 

tiequency of  social intercourse with people of the new culture. Children, although they 

adapt to the new environment much faster than their parents, also had difficulties because 

they are required to act within two very dif'ferent cultural frameworks. At home, they are 

asked to behrive: brised on Chinese values and noms. But at school, they have to act in the 

peer-acceptable way. 

"As adolescents, the theory suggests, they would he Iikely to t-md it 
extremely hrird to develop a consistent style of life and a unity in their 
ordering of experiencri. . . . They might ht: supposed to have a particularly 
strong tendency to reject identifications with parents and odiers in the 
Asian community, while perhaps having insufticient contact with the kind 
of paoplt: with whom they could realistically identify elsewhere." 
(Kitwood, 1983, 132). 

Some parents interviewed in rny study walized that they should adjust to the times, while 

not discarding trtiditions. One mother who had heen in Canada just two years mentioned 

that we. as immigrants, needcd to expose ourselves to new ideas and methods. 

Jenkins (198 1) states that "moral education is important in traditional teaching, and even 

when children ÿre very small they are taught manners, filial piety, and respect for 

tsachers" (p. 118). But in my rtrîearch, children did not know the phrase " f i a l  piety". 

They knew they should listen to thair parents otherwise the parents would he angry or  

disappointrd. But they did not understand the meaning of "filial piety" in bath English 
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and Chinese. Parents also gave filial piety different meanings and did not think their 

children would support them when they get old. One reason was, as Chu (1985) States, 

"the new Chinese self no longer maintains a continuity with the p s t  as closely a s  the 

traditional Chinesi: self did" (p. 273). Because of the Cultural Revolution (1966 - 1976). 

the thread of cultural continuity among the Chinese has been dismpted. Another 

explanation may be that this generation (new Chinese immigrants) had k e n  more 

exposed to western culture due to the "open door" policy LQ China since early 1980. I also 

think the parents reÿlized that they are in Canada, a different cultural environment and it 

was not possihle for children to keep Chinesa values and traditions. 

In the discussion of the links of child rearing and children's prosocial behavior, Holden 

and Coleman ( 1992) identify four types of child-rearing mechanisms: a) the parent as 

model of prosocial behaviors ; h) parental ci iscip line and teaching techniques; c) affective 

relationships ktween parent and child; and d) hrnily structure and functioning. 

In my research. parents all used "rola modaling" as a major way to help children's 

developmant. They study and work hard. They dont seek their own ease and cornfort. A 

parent mrntioned a Chinesr saying: "A fine example has houndless power." This is 

similu to Western social learning theory whiçh States that "the more competent, 

powerfui. and wÿrm the model is perceived by the child to be, the more likely the child is 

to mode1 that parent's behavior" (Holden & Coleman, 1992, p. 16). 

For the second machanism which is "parental discipline and teaching", there is a big 

differençe ktween Canadian and Chinese parents. Although they direct teaching, mord 
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exhortaiions and preaching, Chinese parents use strict discipline at the same tirne- Even 

though the resemh found that authoritarhn o r  power assertive disciplinary responses can 

undennine a çhild's prosocial ùehavior (Holden & Coleman, 1992), Chinese parents s a  

think strict discipline is an effective way to teach a child. As parents explained, the 

influence of the new environment and a different school system rnakes them concemed 

not only about their children's studying, but also about their behavior. The parents' 

cultural roors may not be accepted by their children because they want to be accepted by 

their school mates and don't likr their parents' teaching. Therefore, "the parents are 

cnught in hoth the generational conilicts and the culture confikt "(Jenkins, 1981, p.177). 

Some parents realized that the parents' affective relationship with the child is very 

important. One mother described that for a period of t h e ,  every evening, she entered her 

daughter's room and prayed with her daughter, for her and her friends. For that period of 

tirne. her daughter smmed to he mors receptive to discipline and closer to her parents. 

But for most parents, seidom express their caring and understanding in words was due to 

the culttiral factors discussed ahove. and pressures frorn the new environment,. This 

indeed affecteci the communication hatween children and parents. Children cornplained 

ahout their pal-ents' impatience, and "unreasonableness". 

"Tlxre is no doubt that residence abroad, even for a brief period, creates 
opportunities for some change in bahavior. . . .When the familiar restraints 
are absent and new socid and cultural ingredients are added, anyone is 
liabk to khavt:  differently. But the extent of change and the kind of 
change when away from home are not a foregone conclusion. They are 
very much dependent upon the cultural soi1 h m  which the travelers have 
sprung and the circumstances in which they find themselves abroad" (Hsu, 
197 1. p.29) 
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The change in pwnting in Chinese immigrant families expresses itself in two ways. First 

of d, parents are trying wry hard to learn English to develop good communication sküls 

with their çhildren and the society as well. Parents also want to know more about the new 

culture. and to encourage children to adapt positively to the new environrnent. For 

example, parents set: children's self-expression and confidence as good signs. Secondly, 

parents invest a great deal of effort in maintainhg their children's Chinese language and 

culture. as well as pushing them very hard to do well in school 

The rasons  parents worry about children's study habits include not only the Chinese 

tradition of emphasizing academic achievements, but &O the diffculties and confusions 

parents experienct: in the new enviro nment. 

"[Plarenting must be ilssessed in terms of the emotional resourcas 
availahle to the parent. together with the material resources that can be 
drawn on and the physiçal environment in which parenting is taking 
place. . . . . the ecological perspective means that attention must be paid not 
only tu individuai characteristics but also to the social and environmental 
contexts in which people are parenting" (Quinton & Rutter, 1988, p.10). 

In the discussion of cultural barriers, Daniel (1975) points out thüt extrernes represent a 

fÿilure to adapt culturdly: "one extreme is to s e  everything as hostile, alien, and to be 

rejected; the otlier is to see everything as better than anything there is at  home" (p.61). 

I did not find these two extrema in the cultural adaptation of the parents 1 interviewed. 

Most of parents 1 in te~ iewed realized that k ing  new immigrants meant having to adjust 

to a new environment, new language, and new roles. However, some of them felt it 

harder to accept some of the "Western Culture" and had concems about the influence of 

the new environrnent on their cliildren, 
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Ho (1994) points out that there is the evidence to suggest that there are "mental health 

costs incurred on account of the pressure to succeed in schooI, such as (a) high level of 

anxiety, (h) depression, (c) school phobia, and (d) psychosomatic and neurotic disorders" 

(p.301)- in my study, what 1 observed is that some children felt somewhat depressed by 

the pressure from parents in ternis of extra home work and strict discipline, but every 

child is healthy, happy, and doing very well in school. 

There was also a very different finding in terms of extra-cumcular activity participation. 

In Ho's (1994) research he states that teachers in the U.S. complain that the newly arrived 

students do not actively participata in class and extracumcular activities, and are too 

preoccupied with exxaminations. But 1 found that ail the parents 1 interviewed, although 

emphasizing academic achievement, ancouraged their children to participate in 

extracurricular activities such as attending different interest classes, volunteering in the 

school, joining in the schooi band or in cultural groups. They also saw their children 

speÿking out in the classas as a great positive change. A mother gave a reward to her 

daughter when she was appointed "Mediation Captain". 

5.3 Seeking Helr, in the New Environment 

5.3.1 Cultural Difficcrrlties and Adaptational Problems 

Henderson (1994) lists sevwal stress inducers which affect all clients in general and 

people of color in particular: a) value conflict stress; h) social change stress; c)  

acculturation stress; d) life events stress; e) goal-striving discrepancy stress; f) role 
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discrimination stress; and g) roie confiict stress. These stresses have been experienced by 

Chinese new immigrants and their families. 

"Uproot ti person from his/her place of birth, into an entirely dif3erent 
country and ask that person to start again from scratch is by no means an 
easy tuk .  Besidas grographic and climate difterences, one has to adjust to 
a new lÿnguage, possible role change and the resulting effects on self- 
esteem. People in important positions in the country of origin may have to 
accept low paying jobs in the newly-adopted country. Career women may 
now tum into full-tirne housewives. Not only will they miss the job 
satisfaction enjoyed previously, they rnay fmd themselves ignorant of 
simple knowledge about everyday life" (S.U.C.C.E.S.S., 1990. p.7). 

As Hendrrson ( 1994) points out " because of their national origin, ethnicity, and race, 

people of çolor have hecomr: disahbd - an appropriate metaphor" (p.83). Every parent 

has told me about various experiences of living in a new country and struggling with 

many diftïculties. They also mentioned that they had to deal with the feelings of k ing  

discriminated agtiinst and having k i n g  disadvantaged socially. 

Daniel (1975) points out tliat clixacteristic of cultural dit'fculties is "(the inability) to be 

unable to bellave as usuril in a new cultural environment. Emotional instability must make 

it hardrr to manage without the support of a familiar background of life" (p.61). Sorne 

parents told me that since they were Fir away from their families and friends, they were 

experiencing isolation, hslplessness, and depression. 

Korhin (198 1) explains whnt he observed in terms of the tàmily problem-solving process 

in China: 

"If a person exhihits prohbms with his or her child, the underlying cause 
of trouble or disstitishction is sought within the entire fabric of the 
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individual's Ise. 1s there a problem at work that is causing the individual 
to tale out his or her hstrations on the family? 1s an unhappy marriage 
causing the parent to resent the child? 1s an in-law interfering with 
parental instructions? Once the cause of the problem is ascertained, 
members of the community-fellow workers, family members, neighbors -- 
seek to remedy the problem by pointing out the proper behavior both to 
the individuai and to others concerned in the troublesome situation" 
(Korbin, 1981, 172)- 

But here it is different. For Chinese new immigrants, the causes of family problems are 

different, the Canadian ways of dealing with probkms are different, and their support 

system (family rnemhers, friends, and neighhorhoods) does not exist. Information about 

dealing with hmily problems in Canada is diftlcult to access and understand since very 

Little is translated into Chinese or languages other thm English or  French- 

5.3.2 Perception of Social Services 

Jenkins (108 1) fo und three areas where parents reported deficits in services that were 

specficrilly relateci to ethnicity. "The iirst was what they perceived as condescendhg or 

stereotypical hehavior by workers, the second was discrimination by agencies, and the 

third was based on community ignorance of cuItural patterns" (Jenkins, 1981, p.109). He 

emphasized that ignorance of cultural patterns was the most common cornplaint of 

Chinese parents and "sometimes the lack of understanding went both ways" (p.109). 

My reseruch supported Jedcins' point of "the lack of understanding went both ways". 

From the data I gathered, several parents expressed their opinions about Canadian society 

which revealed misunderstandings and inaccuracies. For example, a mother taIked about 

interracial marriage and thought Western women did not value their family and were self- 

centered ("They are not stable. Mayhe after two years of marriage, she will say Bye Bye 
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suddenly and bave"). Some parents thought teachers lacked a sense of responsibility 

("The teachers here are always saying your child is good, excellent even when he is not"). 

One mother seerned very confused and helpless in disciplinhg children: "You can not use 

some tactics here. You can not even raise your voice. He (her son) knows what to do Like 

rr=porting to police. . . ." 

Although parents talked a lot about their dit'ficulties, they did not talk much about their 

hdp  seeking- How did they see and use the social services? Kitam and Maki (1996) list 

six generd factors that lead to Chinese Arnericans' underutilizing of mental health 

servicea They are: 1) a lack of knowledge of available and existing mental hedth 

services; 2) the belief that mental disorders cannot be prevented; 3) the beiief that self- 

help is the mecins by which problems should he handled; 4) lack of knowledge and 

understanding as to how psychological problems c m  be treated; 5) low pnority given to 

seeking prokssiontil help for prolonged depression; and 6) a slightly greater tendency 

toward self-help as a means of dealing with problerns. 

Al1 thest: six factors arc: applicable to Chinesi: new immigrants in Canada, not only in the 

mental health field, but also for various social problems. In the interviews, parents 

emphasized that self-help is th& main approach in dealing with their difficulties, This 

has its hase in Chinese culture (see Section 5.3-1 Culturril DZtiçulties and Adaptational 

Pro blerns). 

Chinese immigrants did not sec= depression and stress as a mental disorder but rather a 

short period of dit'ficult time. They saw conflict with children as a family matter. They 
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considerd the diffculties and pro bbms in the new environment inevitable and accepted 

this as a part of k i n g  a newcomer here. One parent said: "Your English is not good 

enough to bt: able to fmd job. Who can help you? Nobody!" The redîty is that new 

immigrants have no access to information of available social services because their 

knowledge of the English language is insufticient- 

What Kitano and Maki (1996) did not mention is that the hck  of trust toward social 

services is also an important factor affecting immigrants seeking help. One parent said if 

she went to set: a Chinese counselor, "at least 1 won't be discriminated against". She did 

not trust the sciciaI providers and worried that they would he "discrirninated against" 

hecause of the skin çolor. Parents emphÿsized the importance of a high degree of culture 

awareness by social service providers. "If they don't know your culture, how c m  they 

hdp'? They don't know where to start !. . ." 

Jenkins (198 1) points out that cultural factors are important in delivering services in 

terms of ho th knowledge and ernpathy- He quotes an Indian father: "Choose the one that 

understands your prohbms and Lives with them. The one fiom outsida has got a lot of 

book Ieaming, but it would he hard Cor hirn to catch on to what you're trying to tell hïm" 

(1 12). Quite a k w  parents 1 interviewed made a sirnilar point. 

In Jenkins' (198 1) research, "ri majority of the articulate parents opted for a helping 

person of their own grcxtp" (p. 1 I 1). He found out three rerisons related to tbis: language, 

prejudice, and cultural awareness. "Languaga was particularly important for the Chinese 

parents, even more t h m  for the Hispanic respondants, probably because more white 
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workers were likely to know soma Spanish than to know any Chinese" (p.1 Il). The 

identification of the three barriers was consistent with h d i n g s  fYom my study. 

Parents wo uld like to seek help korn people who have the same cultural background. 

Lanyage  is a very cntical factor since parents fmd it difficult to commuriicate with 

helping professionals: "1 am so axhausted that 1 dont have the energy to make sentences 

in English!" This is supported by Kitano and Maki's (1996) discussion. They point out 

rhat although there are disagreements regarding the need to match client and c h i c i a n  in 

ethnicity. language. gender, and the acculturation of the client, there are some studies 

whic h " demonstrate that when language and ethnicity of client and therapist are matched. 

utilization increasas, length of treatment incrctases, outcorne of treatment improves, and 

scores on the GIobal Assessment Sc& increase" (p, 133). 

From my resrarch fmdings and the ahove discussions, we can see that immigration has a 

significant impact on hmily dynamics. The changes in parenting are associated with the 

acçultur~tion of Chinese immigrant parents. Cultural differences and the difficulties in 

the new socirty hrought challenps for these nrw immigrant professionals and affected 

their child-rearing practices. The data and rcsrrirch also showed the d a i r e n t  values and 

culture hatween new Chinese immigrants from Mainland China and the old generation 

Chinese immigrants. These diffarenças and difficulties of new Chinese immigrants cal l  

for social services to dewlop programs wliich mest specifc needs of different immigrant 

populations. The results of the study are surnrnarized in Section 6.1. 
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This fmal chaptar summarizes some of the major points from the data analysis and 

presents some suggestions associated with social service delivery issues. 

6.1 The Results of the Study 

This study provided a picturr: of child rearing practices of Chinese new immigrant 

families in Winnipeg. Three themes emeqad from the data: 1) Parental responsibilities to 

support çhildren's development. 2) Chinese ways of discipline, 3) Perception of social 

services of' Chinese new immigrants. The narratives tiom Chinese immigrant parents 

"make their actions explainable and understandabk to those who otherwise may not 

understand" (Miller and Glassner, 1997. p. 107). The changes in parenting in Chinese 

immigrant familias can he summarized as follows: 

(1) Culture plays an important role in child rearing practices and can hr: used to e x p h  

parents' behaviors. 

(2) Academic acliievement is greatly ampltasized in Chinese puenting practices. The 

children are encourageci to work hard in order to have a bright hiture, ie. becomuig 

hetter off than their parents. 

(3) Chinese immigrant Families are in the process of transition, and traditional values and 

norms are chmging (cg.  the concept of' filial piety). 

(4) Although Chinrse parents have some new explanations about "filial piety", they see 

that the respecthl love of parents from children is of paramount importance. 
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(5) Immigration for Chinese with higher education rneans they have to start fkom scratch. 

A new hnguage, new culture, and the loss of all they had in their home country, 

espeçially social status, brings about significant changes in theû family Me and in the 

parentlchild relationship. 

(6)  Chinese parents are actively trying to adapt to the new environment, but at the same 

t h a .  they firrnly retain their identity and are proud of their culture and values. They 

hope theu children will do so as well. 

(7) Strict discipline has two Iayers of meaning for Chinese parents: a) Parents have 

concerns about the environmental influences on their children so they have to be 

stricter (than in China); b) Children will feel shamed by king punished so they will 

try not to make mistakes. 

(8) While parents put pressures on çhildren and discipline them fairly strictly, they are 

doing th& hest to support thsir children's development. They put a child's 

development as a top priority in their lives. This is one the reasons for parental 

pressure and s tric ter discipline. 

(9) Languaga difficulties exist not only in society but dso  in immigrant families. Because 

parents (spaaking Chinese) and çhildren (speaking English) lack a common language 

hy which they can communicate easily, two way communication (parents ochildren) 

becornes more and more diftïcult. 

(10) Due to Inck of information, Ianguage barriers. cultural differences, discrimination, 

and sîereotyping of social services, the utilization of social services by Chinese 
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immigrants is extrernely low. Language barriers and cultural diffennces such as 

"dont talk ahout brnily problems to outsiders" are two major reasons which 

prevent Chinese parents h m  seeking personal and f d y  help. 

(1 1) Besidas self-help, Chinese immigrants hold very strong preferences for "sarne- 

culture" practitioners - people from their own community, who are in short supply 

due to çornplicated political, economic and social policies. 

(12) A culturdly appropriata social service delivery system which attends to the above 

and more will help people tiom various ethnic backgrounds to üdapt to the new 

environment Easter and better. 

6.2 Recommendations for Social Service Deliverv Systems 

The cultuml and rriciril diversity of Crinadian society creates signitïcant challenges to Our 

human-service delivery system, whert: social service agmcies are expected to provide 

services that are responsive and sensitive to the diverse needs and expectations of their 

clients and participants. Because of the prominence of consumer movements and of 

political and rçimomic damand for hetter delivery of social services, minority clients cm 

bt: expzcted t« becorna more critical and outspoken about how they are treated in the 

future (Tator, 1996). 

From my study, 1 concluded that social senrices should be provided to people in ways 

wliich are culturaliy acceptable ta thern and which enhance their sense of ethnic group 

participation and power. It is Our obligation to meet the client not only in terms of the 
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specific problem presented but also in t e m s  of the client's cultural and community 

background as welL 

To develop a culturalIy appropriate service delivery system, some recommendations 

emerging from my reseruch, experiences and literature review are given below: 

Firstly, on the micro level relating to cultural adaptation and parenting: 

1) From my data, 1 found that Chinese new immigrants did need accurate 

information about social services- They also wanted to learn the new culture and 

systern including parenthg and fiimily services in the new environment, but they 

did not know where and how to start. Family services and parenting education 

should k based on an empowerment mode1 which focuses on enabhg Chinese 

new immigrants to irnprove their lives, develop their communities, and achieve 

grcriter intluence and control over tlieir social, economic, and political 

environment. 

Chinese immigrants cal1 for speçitïc services provided by the people who can 

speÿk thzir languages and know th& culture and history, and are sensitive to their 

hackgro~ind. The specific services may include. parenting classes facilitated in 

Chinese Mandarin, çounseling progrms offered in Chinese to deal with stress 

management and mental healt h, intergenerational conflicts, marital problems, 

employment issues, etc., multicultural recreational programs which combine 

Western with Chinese culture so people can learn from each other, and 

information sassio ns which help C hinese parents know more ahout Canadian 

policy and farnily Iaw. 
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The participants in my study tallced about their isolation and loneliness. There is 

a need to establish regular programs to help Chinese immigrant parents to acquire 

certain skills such as the ability to communicate with children and teachers, 

establish redistic expectations. and demonstrate flexibility and empathy. 

Socid workers in mainstream service agencies should be very sensitive to 

Chinese new immigrants. They need to have a full understanding of the impact of 

migration on child daveloprnent as weU as parenthg in the families. For example, 

the Chinase parents 1 interviewad hnd ohtained higher education and had a certain 

social strrtus in China. m e r  migrating to Canada, the values they held and their 

hmi ly  practices mat stmng challenges from the new culture. If social workers use 

the sama practice methods with them as with Canadian clients, the interventions 

and services would not be effective. 

The nred to work cross-culturally hrings nrw challenges to social workers. Social 

workers sho uld help C hinese fimilies overcome their discornfort, confusion. and 

distrust while appreciating their perspectives. They need to leam the cultures 

different than their own through reading about the culture, talking and working 

with people from the culture and participating in the activities of the ethno- 

communities. 

In dealing with the issue of physical discipline, social workers need to have 

culture-specific awarenass and understanding. They need to understand the 

cultural differences and working with Chinese families in a culturally appropriate 

wav- In mv interviews. some narènts exnlained that thev "nunish children for their 
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good". They saw the intervention fkom the social services as disrespecthg their 

tradition and culture. If socid workers understand the meaning of discipline in 

Chinese culture and for Chinese new immigrants, they wilI focus more on 

education, resources, and information rather than just " p ~ ~ h r n e n t " .  

7) Although the Chinese parents in my research talked about self-help, they realized 

it w u  very difficult becüuse they, as new immigrants, were stniggling to survive 

and there is no community orgmization providing services to them. Chinese 

mutuül üid soçieties that were çreüted to protect and provida help to the Chinese 

people fmrn discrimination many years ago are not functioning anymore. Social 

workers should halp to promotz community davelopment and help to establish 

pÿrtnersliips hetween mainstreüm agencies and communities. They can go out into 

the community and establish some progrÿms aimed at halping people to help 

themselvas. 

8) Child and Family Services agencies must have Chinese-speaking social workers 

who can work directly with Chinese immigrant families. These agencies should 

also approach the sçhools where tliere are a large numher of Chinese children 

(e.g Dalhousie Elernentary Schooi, Chancellor School, Acadiü Junior High 

School. and Fort Richmond Collegiate) and provide education to teachers and 

students about respecting and appreciating diEerent cultures. When dealing with 

intergenerational conflicts, CFS agencies nzed to consult with the community to 

tind the effective and culturally appropriate solutions. 
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Slxondly, on the rnacro bvel there is a need to restructure the system to achieve the goals 

of providing culturally appropriate social services: 

With the increasing numbers of Chinese immigrants, family service agencies 

needs to look at the phenornenon of underutilization of services by Chinese 

immigrants and make fundamental changes. 

Hence, these agencies need to evaluate their own target population, their 

reso urczs. t heir staff streng tlis and weüknesses, and their program goals. Priorities 

ÿnd goals should hc: estahlished for change through consultation. research, and 

training. 

Social service agencies, especially those which provide service for immigrants 

naed to develop outreach effororts to increase their prescnce in not only the Chinese 

cornmunity, but dso in other culturally diverse communities. For example, a 

farnily service agency c m  translate its pamphlets into Chinese and other 

languages, and put this information in the ethnic community newspapers. The 

agency also c m  recruit volunteers fiom Chinese and other ethnic communities to 

Iielp immigrants access the social services. 

The social ssrvice systam also needs to k c o m e  proficient in receiving and 

integrating divergent forrns of input from al1 parts of the community. The 

organization itsalf needs to hire and incorporate culturdy diverse staff. Hiring 

minority service providers would k very kneficial not only to the social service 

agency hut also to the community at large. This, particularly. will be helpful for 

new immigrants to adapt to and intagrate into the new society faster. These 
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minority workers can use their culture specific knowledge and skills and be 

actively involved in the community to help newcomers. In addition, they can also 

rrnpower new immigrants and increase their confidence by rol: modeling. 

5) The board, the administration and staff in human service organizations need to 

work collaboratively to motivate staff members to accept the goals of cultural 

cornpetence. StafT rnernbers should participate meaningfully in decision-making 

so that the needs of all the comrnunity c m  he recognized and met. 

6 )  Agency administrators and staff must sharc: ü cbar  understanding about the 

required bvel of cultural skills and knowbdge necessary to deliver effective 

services to the Chinese population (as welI as to other rninority communities). 

7 )  "One-Stop shopping" services should ht: created to reduce the axperience of many 

immigrmts k i n g  s h u f k d  h m  one service to another. "Om-stop shopping" 

saivicrs should includt: different programs designed to help individuals and 

Fanilies deal with various kinds of prohbms that aaffit their family functioning. 

Some parents 1 interviewed had not bean to the social services because they heard 

that they would he rekrred to other agencies which were difficult to fmd. 

Social service agencizs are expzriencing growing pressure frorn a wide range of extemal 

constituencirs (such as tiinding bodies, government agencies, and community advocacy 

groups) to adüpt their policies, programs. and practices. To develop more effective, 

acçrssihle, and quitable human-service dalivery systems. it must tK: realized that cultural 

and racial diversity are d e h i n g  characteristics of Canadian society, and access to a l l  

areas of the social service system should be equitahle. 
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Research serves numerous functions in social work practice (Kropf, 1992). Kropf 

comments that "research is involved in al1 aspects of practice, from individual 

practitioners evaluating their interventions with a client to an analysis of a policy on a 

group of people" (p.224). Research çan be describeci as providing a fkamework for 

practice activities. building knowledge for practice, and providing data for interventions, 

program evaluations, and instrument devebpment. Several suggestions for further 

research are as follows: 

1) This study focuszd on the parenting experknces of Chinese independent 

immigrants who came to Winnipeg rrcently. To îùlly understand the Chinese 

immigrants as a whole çornmunity, it would be significant to carry out some 

studies with business immigrants and people of other status such as those holding 

Emplo yment Authorizations or Student Visas or Farnily ckiss. In my research, 1 

ohserved that there were adaptation differences between independent immigrants 

and business immigrants. However 1 did not explore these as they were beyond 

the scope of my research. 

2) Theri: is a need to conduct research into the wlationship of cultural adjustment 

and educaticinal lavals. The participants in my study were all well educated and 

prokssionals in China. What rire the differences in adjustment k tween  them and 

thosr who have iess education and are doing physical Iahor? Does education 

lave1 and soçiiil status have an impact on the acculturation process? If so, how? 
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Resaarch is also needed to examine variations in parenting in different Chinese 

faxnilies. cg. dual career families, single parent families, inter-m&d families, 

etc., and Families korn different areas (China, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Southeast 

Asian countries, etc,), 

In the Chinese immigrant families I researched, the children weren't yet in to 

adolescence- It would be signifkant to conduct research about teenagers in 

Chinese new immigrant families. What is the quality of their relationship with 

parents, with their culture and traditions, with their peers, and with the new 

culture? 

Theri: is an urgent need to conduct practice affectiveness research. For example, 

e in der which conditions are programs rnost helpful to Chinese immigrants? How 

do Chinese clients get involved with social work practitioners? 

In genrrÿl, we need to develop a theoretical frarnework for understanding the role of the 

family in immigrant adaptation to the mw country. In addition, "there is need to study 

parents in more of a developrnrntal way (Holdrn & Coleman. 1992. p.23)". Parenting 

practice is a very complicated process and there are many ways and hvels by which the 

parentkhild relationship can bc: descrihad and studied. Qualitative, applied research is 

needed on the specitic experiences of immigrant families (e.g. Chinese new immigrant 

families) which con huild on cultural and comrnunity knowbdge. 

1 would like to quote James7(1996) regarding the implications of diversity in our 

multicultural society as my final words for my thesis: 
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Every culture or system has its own interna1 coherence, integrity, and logic. Every 
culture is an intertwined system of values and attitudes. beliefs and n o m  that give 
m e M g  and signiticance to both individual and collective identity- 

AU cultural systems contribute to variations on the human experience. 

All persons are, to some extent, cul turdy bound. Every culture provides the 
individual with some sense of identity, some reguhtion of behavior, and some sense 
of personal place in the scherne of things"(p.34). 

"The road is tonuous, but the prospects are bright". If we develop more understanding of 

changes in immigrant fimilies, and the process of acculturation as they adjust to life in 

this new country, wa, as social workers, will be better prepared to help them- 
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APPENDIX A A SMALL GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

Acculturation - 'The process of becoming farniliar and cornfortable with and able to 
hnction within a different culture or environment. while retaining one's own cultural 
identity " (Cornpiled & edited by Nids  Agger-Gupta, 1997, Temiinoloeies of 
Diversity 97: A Dictionary of Terms for Individuak. Organizations & Professionals. 
Citizenship Services branch, Alberta Community Development, Govemment of 
Alberta)- 

Assimilation - 1. 'To becorne absorbed into a society, to make it one's o ~ d '  (Webster's 
Dictionary). 2. A procass, distinct from integration, of eh ina t ing  group 
characteristics so that newcomers to a society 'blend in' to the host society. 
(Compiled & adited by Nids  Agger-Gupu, 1997, Terminologies of Diversitv 97: A 
Dictionary of Tenns for Individuals. Organizations & Professionals). 

Culhvally Appropriate Services - Services which have been designed to meet the 
needs of clients from diverse backgrounds (Cornpiled & edited by N i d s  Agger-Gupta, 
1997, Terminologies of Diversitv 97: A Dictionary of Tems  for Individuals. 
Organizaticins & ProIéssionalsL 

Cultural Diversity - the differences ktween people based on a shared ideology and 
valued set of heliefs, norms, custorns, and meanings evidenced in a way of life 
(Cornpiled Clr adited hy Nirls Agger-Guptu, 1997, Terminologies of Diversit~ 97: A 
Dictionarv o T Terrns for Individuals, Organizations & Professionals). 

Cultural Sensitivity - Awxeness of one's own cultural assumptions, biases, behaviours 
and heliefs, and the knowledge and skills to interact with and understand people fiom 
other cultures without imposing one's own cultural values on them. Cultural 
sensitivity is required at both an individual level and at systemic, professional and 
orgmizational levels (Compilad & edited by Nids  Agger-Gupta, 1997, Terminologies 
of Diversity 97: A Dictionarv of Tems  for Individuals. Oreanizations & 
Profisssionals). 

Culture - consists of patterns, axplicit and implicit, of and for behavior acquired 
and transmitted hy symhols, constituting the distinctive achievements of 
human proups, including their embodiments in artifacts; the essential core of 
culture consists of traditional (i.e. historically derived and selected) ideas and 
espacially thair attached value; culture systems may, on the one hand, be 
considerd as products of action, on the other as conditioning elements of 

' 

fùrther action. (Bnslin, 198 1, p. 5 )  

Discrimination - The conscious, or unconscious act of dealing with a person or persons 
on the hasis of prejudicial attitudes and k h f s  rather than on the basis of individual 
merit (Compilad & adited by Niels Agger-Gupta, 1997, Terminolorries of Diversitv 
97: A Diction- of Terms for Individuals. Organizations & Professionals). 



Diversity - All the ways we are unique and dBerent £kom others. Thjs term describes the 
differences that exist within Canadian society, across all four Ievels of diversity - 
individual, team/organizationd, professional and societal In some contexts diversity 
c m  k discussed narrowly as individual style differences, or much more broadly 
across demographic and systemic, historical/socio-political differences In the latter 
contexi thert: is a relationship with exclusion and inclusion (out-groupTm-group) 
power dynamics. These qualities are included in the term, culture (Compiled & edited 
by Niels Agger-Gupta, 1997, Terminologies of Diversity 97: A Diction- of Terms 
for Individuals, Or~anizations & Professionals). 

Ethnicity - rekrs to a consciousness of having a shared history, nationality, language, 
religion, or life-expenence based on such factors (CASSW, 1991, Social Work 
Education rit the Crossroads). 

Ethnic Group - refers t» a people who considar themselves to be alike due to common 
iuicestry 01- history, and interact topther voluntarily to develop social organizations 
and to maintain a cornmon culture. This term is sometirnes aLso used to arbitranly 
place people who do not consider themselves alike into an ethnic category (CASSW, 
199 1, Social Work Education at the Crossroads). 

Face - "In colleçtivist societies, a quality attnbuted to someone who rneets the essential 
requirements related to their social position" - Hofstede, Geert, 1991, Culture and 
Ormnizations: Software of the Mind- Loss of face. particularly in management or 
interpersonal contlict. is a significant factor to he considered in working with people 
from collrctivist sociaties (Cornpilad & edited by N i d s  Agger-Gupta, 1997, 
Terrninolo~itx of Diversitv 97: A Dictionarv of Terms I'or Individuals. Organizations 
& Professionals). 

Integration - The incorporation of past expericnce and persona1 goals into a new, 
coherent and effective systam compatible with the predominant economic, social and 
political framework of the predominant, or host, society. Integration, ud&e 
assimilation, acknowbdges and respects the cultural differences brought hy new 
Canadians (Compiled & edited hy N i d s  Agger-Gupta, 1997, Terminologies of 
Diversit Y 97: A Dictio nary of Terms to r Individuals. Oreanizations & Professionals). 

Mninstrearn Social Services - refers to agencies and organizations that provide services 
to any parson who maats general eligibility criteria. Thar: are no stated requirements 
based on klonging to a pÿrticulÿr cultural or racial group (CASSW, 1991, Social 
Work Education at the Crossroads). 

Marginaiization - To cause to live on the rnargins of socbty hy exduding from 
participation in any group effort. People can also be said to k marginalized when 
they, as individuals, art: ignored and disempowered in a social or organizational 
context because of rules or practicas which aliminate the possibility of their 
participation (Compiled & edited hy Niels Agger-Gupta, 1997, Terminologies of 
Diversitv 97: A Dictionarv of' Terms for Individuals. Organizations & Professionals). 



Race - refers to an arbitrary classification of populations conceived in Europe, using 
acturil or assumed biologically determined traits (e-g., skin color and other physicd 
features) to place populations of the world into a hierarchical order, in tenns of basic 
human quaiities, with Europeans superior to all others (CASSW, 1991, Social Work 
 ducati ion at the ~mssroads).  

Racism - refers to the klief or ideology that races share distinctive and irnmutable 
cultural and khavioral traits, and are unequally endowed with human qualities such 
as intelligence, morality, and industriousness, by virtue of genetic heritage (CASSW, 
1991, Social Work Education at the Crossroads). 

S ystemic Discri mination (or institutionalized racism) - refers to the operating policies, 
structures, and functions of an on-going system of normative patterns which serve to 
subjugate, oppress, and force dependence of individu& or groups. This involves 
establishing and sanctioning unequal rights, go&, and priorities and sanctioning 
inequality in stritus as well as access to goods and services (CASSW, 1991, Social 
Work Education at the Crossroads). 

Visible Minori ties - refers to individuals who can be visihly identified and are perceived 
as belonging to racial groups other thm those solely of European origin (CASSW, 
199 1, Social Work Education at the Crossroads). 

Resou rces: 

1. Niels Agger-Gup~i--(Compilecl & edited) (1997). Terminologies o f  Diversitv 97: A Dictionam of 
Tems h r  Individuals, Orgmizntions & Profaïsionals. Citizenship SeMces branch, Alberta 
Ccmmuni ty Development, Governmexi t of Alberta. 

2. CASSW, l W  1, Sixial Wcirk Eduatim at the Crosmnds. 

3. Brislin, R. W. (1081). Cross-Culrurd Encortnrers - Fme $0 Fuce Interaction. New York: Pergamon 
Press. 
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APPENDIX B CONSENT LETTER CENGLISH VERSION) 

May 15, 1998 

Hong Wang 
Faculty of Social Work 
The University of M'mitoba 
Winnipeg MB R3T 2N2 

Hello: 
My name is Hong and 1 ,am a graduate student in rhe Faculty of Social Work at the University of Manitoba, 
CurrentIy, 1 am completing a Master's degee in Social Work and writing a thesis on the topic "Changes in 
Parenting for Chinex New Immigrm t F'milies in Guiah and implications for Social Service Delivery". 

This study will identify the chilcl-rearing prob1ems facing Chinese Immigrant f m e s .  I am interesteci in 
interviewing you to leam more about your e x m e n c e s  as Chinese immigmnt parents and your opinions of the 
social services available hr you ,and your f'amily. 1 would like to interview you for about an hour and half, or 
more, at your convenience. You do not have to answer MY questions with which you are uncornfortable, and you 
cm stop the interview at m y  time. You cm d s o  ccdi me &ter the interview and tell me not to use parts or your 
entire interview. During the interview, yciu will be given a .short questionnaire to complete to help me have more 
understanding of the situation of your fiunily. Again, you have the freedom not to ~mswer any of these. 

The information you give me is conkÏdentL.al, ,and I will make every ef'tort to protect the identity of participants in 
my study. 1 may quote you in my paper. but 1 will not use your name or any information that wouId let someone 
know that you made chat carnment. 

With your permission, 1 wiI1 tape record the interview to collect accurate information. You can turn off the tape 
recorder at any time during the interview, 'and I wilt not record your narne on tape. The tape and notes will be put 
in a secure place in my home ,md destroyed when 1 comptete rny study. You are free to use Chinese or English. 

To gain children's retlection a b u t  the complexities of the Chinese new inunigant family interactions, 1 woulù 
also Iike to interview your child, with your permission. B-use 1 rnay interview children in srnall groups (two or 
three together) based on tiieir willingness, there ci111 k no confidentiality. If you have any concern or comment 
about this, pltrast: cal1 rne :it If you prekr me to interview your chilcl individually, 1 ~ u i  do so. 

There is also 'mother lirnitittion tci the full pn~teçtion of your identity. Where information involvcs a child abu.e or 
neglect situation, 1 have ,an obligation to disdose: this to Child and Farnily Services or the police. This is done to 
protect your child. 

A s u m m q  of- the tliesis report will be avaihble when it is completed in August 1998. 

Thank yo~i fiir participating in this research. Your participation md  support are valuable contributions. 

Hong Wang 

1, , (Rirticip,mt's Nme) agree to p'uticip:ite in this study. 

Participant's Signature Phone Number Date 
Rirent Signature (if child is under 18) 
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APPENDIX C GENERAL SOCIODEMOGRAPHIC DATA 

No. 

Ques tians 

1. When did you arrive 
in Canada (month, 
date, and y u ) ' !  

2. What was your status 
when you came'? (cg., 
student, visitor. etc.) 

- 

3. How oId are you? 

4. Whrit was your 
occupation before you 
came to Canada? 

- -  

5. Tliehighest level of 
education that you 
have completed before 
corning to Canada? 

6. The liighest level of 
education you have 
now? 

7. What is your present 
occupritionlgrad in 
school? 

8. What lanbwage do you 
speak at home? 

9. Do your children 
attend Chinese schciol 
or study Chinese at 
home? 

IO. Do you attend Chinese 
community (or 
church) activities? 

Father Mo ther 
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APPENDIX D INTERVIEW GUIDE. 

Introduction 

A) Greetings 

B) Introduction of General Purpose of the Study 

- Know what people think about their culture and families 

- What changes in their family interaction and parenting roles 

- What kind of help they as parents need to better adapt to the new 

environment 

C )  Outline Format 

- The questions 1 will ask are about your opinions about farnily life in 

the new environment. There are no right or wrong answers. 

- No individuals will be identified in my thesis. 

- The time of interview will be 1.5 - 2 hours. 

- If some farnily rnembers like to be interviewed together rather than 

individually, that is fine. 

- You can ask questions at any time for clarification. 



INTERVIEW GUIDE / PROBES 

(Interview to be conducted in Chinese and Engiish) 

1. ParentKhild Communications 

Communication, both verbal and nonverbal, is central to the acquisition of cultural form 

of khaviour  and thought. Four general questions will be asked to get the experiences 

fiom parents and children. From these general questions, several specific questions are 

identiiied to probe the communication patterns in the farnily- 

What kind of conversations do you have with your childredparents? 

Do you talk about friends? 

Do you talk about teacheri? 

Do you t a k  about schoolwork'! 

Do you taik about your concerns and problems? 

What do you want to learn when you ask about above issues? 

How do you speak with your chiIdredParent? 

Do you speak with humor? 

Do you spe& seriously? 

Do you speak by watçhùig your words'? 

Do you speak very openly'! 

Why do yciu use the ahove? 



What difficulties do you have in your communication with your 

children/parents? 

a Do you select the topics to t a ?  

o Do you think there is sornething you should not taIk about with your 

childredparents? 

O Do you ofren feel fnistrated at'ter taking with your childredparents? 

a Do you ci)mpletely understand what your childredparents mean? 

What are the differences between the ways of comrnunicating in China and 

Canada? 

o In China, how (did) would you communicate with your children? 

o If there are any differences, What art: they? What rnight the rasons be? 

Wtiat language do you speak at home? 

When you speak to your childredparents, what language do you like to use, 

English or Mandarin? 

If you and your childredparents use diffrrent Ianguages to communicate (eg .  

Parents t r ik  in Chinese while children respond in English), what do you feel? 

Do you have iiny difficulty to communicate with your childrenlparents because of 

the langurige you each use? 

2. ParentKhiId Interaction 

Parenkhild interaction is a major aspect in child-rearing practices. Following 

generill questions and prohing questions wil1 be asked to identify the parentfchild 

interaction patterns whiçh include discipline, expectations, culturd identity and 

parent-child relationship in the Iàmily and its impact. 



What are the responsibilities and duties of parenwchildren? 

What responsibilities should parents take to help their children (For example: 

Parents should set models for thek children; Parents should sacrifice themselves 

for the life of the child, etc.)? What ones are important to you? Explain. 

What duties should parents and children have? (e.g. Should children listen to their 

parents and o k y  them? Should parents k more restrictive rather than permissive? 

e t c )  ? Explain. 

Would these ht: the same responsibilities and duties as parentdchiIdren would have 

in China? If not, what are ciifferences? Explain the differences in your ideas now. 

Are you able to meet thesse responsibilities in Canada? If not, what are the 

dif'ficult iesL! 

i If children have done something right or wrong, what happens? 

o What are the affrctive ways to discipline children? Explain. 

o How do you punish your children'? (to parents) 

o What do you think (ferl) when your parents punish you? (to children) 

What do you expect of your childredparents? 

What do you think the parentkhild relationship should k? (e-g. authoritative, 

independence, equal, etc.) 

Do you think it is important for your childrerdparents to have academic 

achievements? Explain. 

What kind of expectations do you have for your children's/parents' future (ie., 

cxeers, social-economic clusses, rnarriages, etc.)? 

What concerns do you have for your childxnfparents? Explain. 
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If children do not meet your understand expectation, what would you do? 

a What don? you Ut: about your family (parents/children)? 

O If you don' t like your children' dparents' behaviour, what would you do? 

O If you don't like your children'dparents' friends, what would you do? 

n If some children have changed k i r  behaviour since corning to Canada, if this is 

the case. what do you like? What don't you like? 

What do you think of your identity and culture? 

Do you think you are a Canadian or Chinese? Both? Other? (Especially children) 

How do you feel when you arc: seen as "being different"? 

Do you (parents) encourage your children to study Chinese? Explain. 

Do you (children) like to go to Chinese schools or study Chinese? Explain. 

What aspects in Chinest: traditions and values (such as obedience to parents, 

honoring of ancestors, financial support of parents, harmony with others, self- 

cultivatio n. personal steadiness and stahility, courtesy, protecting your face, having 

few desires, etc.*) do you think are important to retain? Explain. 

*: The Chinese Culcure Connecticin (1987): "Chinese Vdues  <and The Smch for Culture-fiee Dimensions 

of CuIture" in Jorlrnd cf Cros?;-Cultrird P.ryc/dogy, Voi. 18 Nc1.3, June 1987, 143- 164. 

2. Help-seeking - Patterns and Behaviors 

If there are some problems in your family life, whom do you usually turn to for 

heip? 

o What kind of prohlems around parenting do you have with your spouse? 

Whnt kind of prohlems do you have with your childredparents? 



What other family probltms or difficulties do you have? 

When might you seek help? 

If you were very tiustratedupset, what wouid you do? 

If you got upset about something, whom would you tdk  to (e.g, for parents: 

friends, classrnates, co-workers, social services, etc.; for children: teachers, 

schoolrnates. iiiends, school coumelors, etc.)? Explain. 

What do you think about the sociai services in Winnipeg? 

What do you know about the social service progrms in Winnipeg*? 

Have you ever been there? To which ones? 

If you have been to sornc: agencies, what do you t h k  about the s e ~ c e  there? 

If you have known sorne programs but did not go. why? 

If you know some services rire availahb, will you go there for help? Explain why 

or why nota! 

What suggestions do you have in order for you and your family to receive help 

from the social service systems if they need it? 

a If you think the social service c m  help you, what they should do? 

How can social services bt: helpful? 

n If you want to attend somr progrtims. what kind of programs would these be? 




